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Abstract 

The aerospace industry is undergoing substantial growth and change which includes an 

increase usage in light weight composite materials coupled with an overall increase in the 

electrification of so called “fly by wire” aircraft. To cope with this projected growth and change 

there has been a renewed focus on increasing efficiency both in aircraft design and operations 

through sustained research and development efforts. 

 

Aircraft compartments are packed with heat dissipating avionic cables and components, the thermal 

management of which is a primary concern for the reliable operation of aircraft systems. Therefore, 

there is a pressing need for fast thermo-fluid modelling capabilities, and moreover there is a desire 

to incorporate such practices early in design. Incorporating Reduced Order Models (ROMs) 

alongside existing Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation has been touted as a promising 

means to achieve this. A significant portion of these ROMs are built using a numerical technique 

known as the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) method.  

 

This work explores the possibility of utilizing control surfaces to develop POD ROMs that can 

bypass the need to exploit the underlying governing equations with a view to evaluating their 

potential for fast thermo-fluid modelling in a forced, natural or mixed convection regime. The thesis 

replicates an existing methodology in the modelling of forced convection, and adapts it to the 

natural and mixed convection regime. This resulting methodology uses a variant of the standard 

computation known as the POD with Orthogonal Complements (PODc) while also introducing a 

Profile Correlation Procedure (PCP) into a 3-part modelling methodology. The proposed 

framework is first tested on a typical case of natural convection in a square-enclosure with a heated 

cylinder at its centroid, next being tested on a case of mixed convection in an overhead aircraft 

crown compartment populated with two avionic components. The findings of the thesis strongly 



 

 

suggest that it is indeed possible to forego the need to exploit the underlying governing equations 

for cases of natural and mixed convection in compartment models. Fast and accurate 

reconstructions of thermal fields were achieved for all cases. Although the work recognizes that the 

PCP component to the methodology requires further refinements to allow for full automation in all 

cases, the underlying soundness of the method has been demonstrated and accurate reconstructions 

of velocity fields were therein achieved. The work provides a definite, albeit small contribution to 

the reduced-order-modelling community, and concludes with a comprehensive discussion which 

acts as a basis to provide strong recommendations for future work.   
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Current trends in aerospace focus towards an increase in the electrification of modern 

aircraft as well as a drive for increased efficiency in both manufacture and air operations. By 2030 

it is estimated that an extra 29,000 aircraft will be in operation and the industry is preparing for 

growth as far ahead as 2050 [1-3]. To cope with this future growth the Aerospace Growth Partnership 

(AGP) was created to protect the UK Aerospace Sector while striving to exploit the expected 

increase in demand [1]. The AGP has also put significant emphasis on the future development of 

ultra-hi-tech Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs) for military and general security purposes. In a UAV 

almost all the volume and bulk of the aerostructure is filled with avionic equipment which supplies 

power and functionality to the control surfaces of the air vehicle. For commercial aircraft the 

increasing use of new lightweight materials in the aerostructure coupled with the increased 

electrification of aircraft is indicative of an industry that is undergoing significant change [1-5,14]. To 

anticipate these changes in the aerospace sector, there will be an increasing emphasis on developing 

the capabilities required for fast and innovative thermal management solutions, and a desire to 

consider such problems earlier in the design process.  

 

A fast and accurate analysis of the flow features in a heated fluid is of vital importance to the design 

and operation of compartment models. In compartment models populated with heat dissipating 

electrical equipment the thermal environment must be managed to ensure the reliable operation of 

electrical systems. Thermal management of compartment models is a primary concern in the design 

of large scale computer mainframes, power generating units, ground transport vehicles and in 

modern aircraft [4-10]. An example of a compartment that is relevant to this study is the crown 

compartment of a modern passenger aircraft depicted by Figure 1.1.  
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Figure 1.1 - Avionics in the crown compartment of the Airbus A320 

Private photo courtesy of aircraft technician, Edinburgh Scotland  

 

The crown compartment is the overhead compartment situated between the top of the passenger 

cabin and the upper fuselage skin of the aircraft. The bulk of the compartment is filled with a vast 

array of heat dissipating cables and electrical components, the reliable operation of which is vital 

to the overall operation of the aircraft systems. In the preliminary design stage there is a desire to 

establish how the thermal environment in the compartment responds to different thermal loadings 

imposed at the component level. Moreover, there is a need for such predictions to be fast, accurate 

and reliable. In consideration of Figure 1.1, clearly it is impractical to include every feature of the 

model in the analysis.  

1.1 An introduction to flow features in populated compartments 

In compartments under forced convection, forced air-inflow is of a greater order of 

magnitude than air-flow in thermal plumes generated from internal heat sources. This increased air 

movement serves to increase the rate at which heat is transferred away from any internal heat 
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dissipating electronic equipment while also having a stabilizing effect on the overall flow features. 

In compartments under a natural convection regime air movement is driven solely by the thermal 

boundary conditions imposed on the compartment walls and the surfaces of the electrical 

components. Mixed convection in compartment models occurs when the velocity of air at inlet is 

the same order of magnitude as the air velocity in the thermal plumes generated from internal heat 

sources. In cases of natural or mixed convection, buoyancy forces create prominent thermal plumes 

the presence of which serves to exacerbate the overall flow features. Furthermore, depending upon 

the thermal loadings imposed on the avionics strong temperature gradients may also be prominent 

throughout the compartment thereby further complicating natural or mixed convective flow 

features [9,11,12]. Consequently, in contrast to cases of forced convection, compartment models under 

a natural or mixed convection regime are characterized by a less favorable thermal environment 

and an increased need for innovative thermal management solutions.    

 

Combinations of thermal boundary conditions can result in flow feature interaction phenomena in 

a compartment. Such phenomena materialize when flow features sourced from one or more 

boundary conditions begin to interact and merge with flow features sourced from other boundary 

conditions. In a natural or mixed convection regime such interactions are commonplace, and the 

flow features can change markedly with relatively small variations in boundary condition values 

[5,11,13]. From a thermal management perspective increasing flow feature interaction effects are 

problematic because the interaction process gives a reduction in heat transfer and can therefore 

result in inadequate cooling of avionic equipment. To explain further, a thermal plume rising from 

a single heat source in a differentially heated compartment can interact with the cooling effects of 

the dominant convection current induced by the temperature differential of the compartment [11]. In 

such instances flow feature interaction effects can be strong enough to fully disrupt the dominant 

convection current and therefore compromise the reliable operation of avionic equipment [5,9]. Such 

an interaction is transitional up until the point at which individual convective cells are fully formed 
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and there are no further changes to flow features, at this point the thermal system is said to have 

reached its steady state condition. Flow feature interactions are often complex and tend to increase 

in complexity with the inclusion of additional heat dissipating electronic equipment in the 

compartment.  

1.1.1 Aircraft compartment models – a challenging environment   

In the modelling of low-speed forced convection it is acceptable to assume an 

incompressible gas while treating the modelling of velocity and temperature fields independently 

from one another. Yet this assumption is invalid for a natural and mixed convection regime where 

kinematic and thermodynamic transport variables are subject to complex couplings and strong non-

linear behavior. Flows typical to aircraft compartments reside in the natural or mixed convection 

regime [5,11,12].  

Aircraft compartments are typically differentially heated and heavily populated with heat 

dissipating avionic equipment. The result is a complicated thermal environment that is susceptible 

to flow feature interaction phenomena which make it difficult to discern the source of the flow 

features. Even small variations in the placement or thermal loadings of the internal electrical 

components can induce significant flow feature interaction effects. This tendency can hinder the 

heat transfer characteristics of the avionic components thereby reducing their potential to efficiently 

dissipate heat. Optimizing the layout of electrical equipment inside a compartment model can result 

in improved thermal management. During the preliminary design stage, the location of internal 

avionics should be optimized to ensure minimal flow feature interaction and a reliable operation of 

avionic equipment. Furthermore, each aircraft compartment should be subject to an upper-limit in 

temperature and it would therefore be advantageous to determine the maximum heat loading values 

and number of avionic components the compartment can contain early in the design process.  

Moreover, such optimization processes need to be fast, accurate and reliable enough to allow for 

real-time design decisions in the preliminary stages of a manufacturing workflow [15]. 
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1.2 Simulation methods for a fluid analysis – a costly problem  

By giving an instantaneous measurement of temperature a thermocouple is often the most 

simplistic and efficient means to evaluate temperature between two boundaries, and this is 

especially true where there are expected to be small variations in temperature from one boundary 

surface to the next. However, such methods can only be applied to an existing aerostructure and 

lack predictive modelling capabilities required for a fast exploration into the impact new design 

temperatures have on the full flow-field in the compartment model. Along with experimental 

measurement and theory, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation form the cornerstones 

to any fluid analysis [16]. A typical CFD simulation run-time depends on many factors including the 

size of the grid and the complexities of flow features modelled, and depending on the case it is not 

uncommon for a simulation to take many hours or even days to fully converge [16]. In consideration, 

if using CFD simulation alone for a full analysis the computational effort, time and resources can 

be extremely heavy. This potential for high cost in CFD poses a problem when there is a need for 

a fast exploration of a design space.   

 

Another problem with using CFD simulation in the early stages of design is that to gauge the effects 

new boundary condition values have on the flow structure a new simulation must be recalibrated, 

re-run and the solution must be allowed the time to converge. By having to run a new simulation 

each time boundary condition values change it is difficult for CFD to provide fast predictive 

analytics in the preliminary design stages of a manufacturing workflow. In this way, a key objective 

of this research is to develop a CFD-based modelling tool that can allow for a fast reconstruction 

of physical fields at new boundary condition values with a satisfactory level of accuracy. Following 

its development, the potential for the tool to be integrated with existing design processes to allow 

for a fast exploration of the design space should be evaluated.  
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Moore’s law predicts that advances in computer processing power will double every 18 months [18]. 

Yet to benefit from gains in computational speed also implies engineering firms will need to 

upgrade their equipment every 18 months. In an ideal world this would pose no problem yet with 

the development of efficient modelling processes the monetary cost associated with continually 

chasing faster solutions by upgrading computer hardware could be avoided. It must be accepted 

that even with such a rate of progression in computational speed a CFD simulation will always be 

unacceptable when there is the need for an analysis close to real-time. Nevertheless, CFD 

simulation is an accurate (albeit costly) modelling tool and will always remain a pivotal feature in 

engineering design and analysis. Yet there is a need for a tool that can be used in tandem with CFD 

to allow for a fast reconstruction of physical fields that correspond to new design options (new 

boundary condition values).  

1.3 An introduction to reduced order models for a fluid analysis   

Reduced Order Models (ROMs) strive to capture the essential features of the original 

model using an approximated representation generated using a significant reduction in the variables 

that formed the original [18]. ROMs were first introduced in the field of system and control theory 

and it has been a flourishing field of research ever since catering to a wide range of applications [18-

20]. The hotbed of research activity in the area has resulted in the proposal of many reduced order 

modelling methodologies, ultimately having a healthy impact on engineering design and 

subsequent application.  

 

By breaking down the complexity of the original model into a simplified and deterministic 

representation, the development of ROMs can allow for efficient thermal management solutions in 

complex systems [18,19]. ROMs should strive to capture the dominant features at a fraction of the 

cost while also being dynamic enough to quickly approximate new solutions inside a design space 

without the need to re-run a costly simulation. In this way, the CFD-based ROM should be capable 
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of reconstructing physical fields that correlate to new sets of design conditions with speed and 

accuracy. Ideally, such a tool of reduction should allow for predictions close to real-time while also 

being robust and generic enough to ensure continued reliability and operational efficacy over a 

range of design parameters. CFD-based ROM methodologies can be divided into the state space or 

the distributed parameter approach [21,22].  

 

State space models were first adopted to develop a reduced order representation of a complex 

network of electrical components [18,23-28]. CFD-based state space models break down the fluid 

domain into a coarse network of interconnected zones of influence and impose conservation 

principals and regression analysis on averaged fluid values in the zones of influence. As such the 

state space representation affords simplicity to the user. 

 

Distributed parameter models are built using an algorithmic procedure based on a method known 

as the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD). In the most basic sense the POD extracts 

deterministic low-dimensional basis functions, also known as POD modes, from high-dimensional 

datasets [29,30]. The POD modes may then be used to form a basis upon which a ROM can be built. 

For CFD-based applications, the algorithm operates on a matrix of CFD observations to compute 

a family of basis modes. The POD basis modes span the computational grid and therefore allows 

for a full reconstruction of physical fields. A reconstruction with the POD will always take shape 

as a perturbation expansion of POD basis modes and corresponding weight coefficients that leads 

from a source term. The evaluation of the weight coefficients is the most onerous and essential 

component to the overall procedure. The weights are the scaling factors needed to give the linear 

combination of basis modes to best satisfy a set of user-defined goal criteria.  
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1.4 Research objectives and overview of thesis structure  

The flow features associated with cases of natural or mixed convection in compartment 

models can produce unfavorable heat transfer characteristics at the component level thereby 

ensuring a propensity for overheating in avionic equipment. As additional heat dissipating 

equipment is added the complexity of flow features increases and there is an increased likelihood 

of flow feature interaction effects. The interaction of different flow features can bring strong 

variations in the heat transfer coefficients for these components leading to poor thermal 

management. To cater to such an environment a CFD-based ROM should allow for a full 

reconstruction of physical fields across the full computational grid. In this way, the CFD-ROM is 

capable of predicting both temperature and velocity fluid variable values at each node in the CFD 

grid for new design options. Ideally the resulting model should be generic enough to cater to a wide 

range of thermal applications and incorporate fast predictive analytics to allow for a real-time 

exploration of a design space. 

   

In summary, there is a need for a tool which can be used to evaluate the thermal behavior during 

the preliminary design stage that is both quick to run and flexible enough to explore the effects 

changes in design options can bring to the thermal management of the compartment. Ideally, such 

a tool should be capable of modelling the forced, natural and mixed convection regimes in 

compartments populated with avionic equipment. The proposed research objectives are as follows.  

 

Research Objectives     

 

1. To develop a CFD-based ROM that can predict thermal-fluid interaction effects in 

populated compartment models under a natural or mixed convection regime.   

 

2. The ROM should allow for a fast, accurate and reliable reconstruction of physical fields 

across the full computational domain.  
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Following the introduction, the structure of the thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 provides the reader 

with a Literature Review. Chapter 3 focuses on the algorithmic procedures and introduces the 

proposed modelling methodology to the reader. Chapter 4 introduces the thermo-fluid applications 

tested and a high-level overview of the results achieved. Chapter 5 provides the reader with a 

comprehensive discussion of the results along with a full error analysis with a view to discerning 

the efficacy of the proposed modelling methodology. Finally, Chapter 6 brings the work to an end 

with conclusions and recommendations for future work.     
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Chapter 2 

Literature review 

Thermal flow modelling in compartment models can cover a broad scope the practical 

importance of which is evident across many industrial sectors. In the aerospace sector the decline 

in use of traditional hydraulic and pneumatic subsystems in line with the increased electrification 

of aircraft brings new challenges to the thermal management of aircraft compartments [4,5]. Because 

of this paradigm shift, there is a need to develop efficient modelling methods that can allow for a 

faster thermal analysis, and moreover a desire to integrate such methods earlier into the design 

process to allow for efficient optimization practices [5,9,12,14,31]. The integration of Reduced Order 

Models (ROMs) alongside existing Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation offers a 

promising means to satisfy this need [21,32]. 

2.1 Fluid modelling in compartment models – a challenging environment  

The purpose of this Section is two-fold. Firstly, to highlight the continuing need for 

industry to model thermo-fluid effects in compartment models with CFD and moreover to 

demonstrate that there is a willingness to use the subsequent CFD simulation data for predictive 

purposes. Secondly, this Section hopes to further demonstrate the complexities of fluid modelling 

in aircraft compartments while highlighting the significant changes heat dissipating components 

can bring to the overall flow features.  

 

The fluid behavior within compartment models is often characterized by complex flow features 

that require special attention when developing a reduced order model [33]. There has been a 

significant body of work in the reduced-order-modelling of steady turbulent forced convection with 

practical application to a real-time thermal management of data centers [6,34-37]. In contrast to natural 

or mixed convection, the increased fluid movement in forced convection provides superior cooling 

and thermal management. Furthermore, in forced convection variations in thermal boundary 
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conditions have a negligible impact on the velocity flow features that arise from forced air-inflow 

at inlet. Thermal management solutions in the forced convection regime are commonplace in 

electronic engineering problems where a fan provides forced air-inflow for continuous cooling 

[36,38,39]. Yet often the operating environment in a natural or mixed convection regime makes it very 

difficult to adopt such a solution. The overhead aircraft crown compartment and the ullage in the 

fuel tanks are two examples where there is a need for innovative thermal management solutions to 

a problem space under a mixed convection regime [9,12,14]. In contrast to forced convection, in cases 

of natural and mixed convection the coupling of thermal and kinematic effects induce flow feature 

interaction effects which serve to further complicate the modelling process [11]. Minovski et al. 

conducted a numerical investigation on natural convection in a simplified engine bay compartment, 

the study identified complex unsteady turbulent phenomena and that buoyancy and radiation effects 

acted as the dominant modes of heat transfer [40]. The decreased air movement in natural or mixed 

convection ensures that the heat energy cannot be transported away as efficiently as in the forced 

convection regime with the consequent risk of overheating of electrical components. For this 

reason, there is an increased need for innovative thermal management solutions for compartment 

models that reside within a natural or mixed convection regime. 

 

Work carried out by the Thermal Overall Integrated Conception of Aircraft (TOICA) research 

project used CFD to investigate the potential for fuel stored in the fuel tanks of a regional aircraft 

to act as a heat sink to the surrounding system [14]. The overall analysis was conducted on a three-

dimensional model of a fuel tank within an aluminum wing compartment. Analysis incorporated a 

leading-edge compartment to gauge the effect bleed air movement had on the thermal field and 

adjoining fuel tanks were included in the model to account for liquid movement effects on heat 

transfer. Boundary conditions were varied to represent ground and flight operating conditions such 

that natural and mixed convection regimes were identified in the ullage of the fuel tank. Complex 

heat transfer characteristics were identified between the liquid fuel, ullage and surrounding 
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aerostructure. The effects were believed to be attributed to the internal heat loads on the pump and 

fuel as well as heat rejection effects from the bleed air pipe within the leading edge. The CFD code 

(STAR-CCM+) was shown to successfully predict fuel time constants and fuel temperature 

differentials with respect to the ambient air temperature in the ullage [14]. This data was then used 

in conjunction with Monte Carlo simulation as a means to predict compliance with fuel tank 

flammability exposure regulation under the Federal Aviation Authority.  

 

To predict the thermal environment and heat transfer characteristics around passengers in an aircraft 

cabin Liu et al. carried out a rigorous numerical and experimental analysis of an MD-82 commercial 

airliner [41]. The study proved the existence of strong thermal and velocity gradients throughout the 

cabin. Detailed mannequins were included in the computational model and imposed with a heat 

load of 75W to represent the heat loads on the human body [42]. Thermal plumes generated from the 

individual heated mannequins were shown to merge and interact exerting buoyancy forces on the 

surrounding fluid bulk bringing additional complexity to the analysis. It was found that the presence 

of passengers in the cabin compartment impacts the overall flow features and heat transfer 

characteristics greatly. The overall complexities identified in the cabin arose from strong 

longitudinal and lateral velocity and temperature gradients [41]. The experimental measurements 

were found to align well with CFD simulation.  

 

Flow feature interaction effects are prominent in smaller compartment models where buoyancy 

forces are driven by the presence of multiple thermal boundary conditions. Such examples provide 

the opportunity to develop an improved understanding of the flow interaction process. Butler et al. 

identified flow feature and interaction phenomena in an experimental and numerical analysis of a 

differentially heated square enclosure with a heated cylinder at the centroid [11]. Typically, the 

overall flow features of the case were governed by the temperature differential between the hot and 

cold walls of the enclosure. Yet it was found that for combinations of thermal boundary conditions, 
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the thermal plume from the heated cylinder disrupted the main convection current induced by the 

temperature differential of the enclosure. In such instances, rather than being governed by the 

temperature differential of the cavity, the flow features are governed by the temperature differential 

between the hot wall and heated cylinder [11]. Butler et al. demonstrated that the flow feature 

interaction effects increased in line with buoyancy effects [11]. In a separate study by the same 

author, Butler and Newport conducted an experimental and numerical analysis of an aircraft crown 

compartment populated with two avionic components using a total of 5 configurations for the 

placement of the components. For all configurations a challenging thermal environment was 

identified and flow features were found to change significantly from one configuration to another 

[12]. The overall thermal flow features in the aircraft crown compartment were driven by the cold 

air-inflow at inlet, the thermal plumes arising from the two heated avionic components and by the 

region of flow stratification adjacent to the floor of the compartment [12].   

 

Using two-dimensional and three-dimensional CFD simulations Bianco et al. conducted a 

numerical investigation of the thermal and velocity fields in an executive aircraft cabin [43]. CFD 

results from the two-dimensional and three-dimensional cases were found to be in excellent 

agreement with each other. Furthermore, all flow phenomena in the three-dimensional case were 

captured by the two-dimensional case [43].   

2.2 The need for rapid modelling  

CFD simulation will always remain a vital and much needed modelling tool, yet the 

solution to the CFD Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) governing equations is a 

computationally time-intensive iterative process involving the repetitive manipulation of many 

numbers [16]. Consequently, CFD has evolved as the demand for more complex modelling increased 

and advances in parallel computing and power have greatly assisted this process, yet at the same 

time it is wholly impractical to continually upgrade computer specs to chase faster solutions. 
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According to Anderson, the continued evolution of CFD is clear when considering the fact that if 

trans-atmospheric flight vehicles are to ever become a reality CFD will need to be capable of 

modelling the three-dimensional flow field over the surface of the vehicle expeditiously, accurately 

and reliably [16,44,45]. Consequently, there has been a sustained research effort to reduce the 

computational cost associated with CFD. Efforts to improve CFD solution run-time have focused 

on revising solution algorithms to better suit the behavior and characteristics of the flow being 

modelled or by the development of adaptive grids [15,16,46]. Further advances have taken shape with 

the development of so called Fast Fluid Dynamics (FFD) which adopts a first-order Semi-

Lagrangian scheme that was first utilized for the purpose of modelling incompressible fluid 

behavior in computer games [47]. FFD has showed promise in simulating the airflow in buildings 

with solution times 50x and 15x faster than typical CFD computations for 2D and 3D cases 

respectively [48].   

 

Collecting data for experimental set-up and measurement practices can be as equally time 

consuming as computational methods such as CFD. Yet there can be no escape from the need for 

such practices as long as pure theory, pure experiment and CFD remain the cornerstones to any 

fluid analysis [16]. However, there is also a need to harness other numerical methods in tandem with 

a CFD simulation to better explore a design space. Design of Experiments (DoE) and Artificial 

Neural Networks (ANN) provide an example of two techniques that can be used alongside CFD in 

the development of predictive models for purposes of optimization in engineering design [5,9,31,49-

51].     

 

DoE works to maximize the statistical usefulness of a smaller portion of data with the objective to 

drawing useful conclusions [52]. By using input variables that will influence the response of the 

output to generate an adequate number of design points DoE can significantly reduce the effort 

required for further analysis. The design points are stored in a regression matrix before undergoing 
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an iterative procedure to satisfy an optimality constraint [52,53]. DoE is not a reduced order model 

per-se, rather the technique reduces the number of simulations and experiments required to suit the 

needs of an experiment. It has been successfully employed alongside CFD for optimization studies 

[5,9,49,50]. Butler et al. employed DoE with a numerical and experimental investigation of a populated 

aircraft crown compartment for the purpose of optimizing the placement of two heat dissipating 

components [9,12]. Although the model was capable of predicting convective heat transfer 

coefficients at the surfaces of the avionic components, due to the curvature of the crown 

compartment some difficulties arose from using Cartesian coordinates as the variables of influence 

because in some instances the computed design points were found to reside outside the domain. 

Because of this, incorporating such an approach would pose problems in the development of a 

reduced-order-modelling framework that would be generic enough to cater to a wide range of 

compartment geometries.  

 

The practice of using neural networks in tandem with CFD simulation for purposes of optimization 

and design is a current research theme [31,51]. ANN models consist of a large infrastructure of 

interconnected neurons that are weighted subject to an input design variable to give an output 

objective function [51]. By treating an existing data set as a function and recognizing that other 

functions can be decomposed out of that function it is thought that network models can be 

developed to learn from existing data. As such, the data provided by the ANN can be considered a 

non-mathematical representation of multiple independent variables that undergo an interpolation 

process to predict new fields outside the training set [31]. ANN models have been harnessed for the 

specific purpose of reducing the computational cost associated with running multiple CFD 

simulations while expanding the existing design database in an airfoil design process [31]. The goal 

of the study was to create a database self-expansion model for the optimization of airfoil geometry 

to extend laminar flow over the airfoil surface to reduce skin friction drag effects and improve 

aerodynamic performance [31]. The algorithm used a database of airfoil geometry and performance 
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data collected from CFD simulation and experimental set-up to generate a self-expanding database 

of new airfoil geometries to aid in improving the efficiency of existing airfoil design [31]. The self-

expansion database model was capable of accurately predicting aerodynamic performance data for 

new airfoils subject to subtle variations in airfoil geometry. The overall methodology was shown 

to create improved aerodynamic performance in airfoils through an exploration of the design space 

and without the need for further CFD simulation [31]. However, the study concluded by highlighting 

a costly disadvantage of the proposed methodology, in that as flight conditions change the initial 

CFD database will need to be refreshed [31]. Furthermore, because the functions linking the input 

and output conditions are hidden, even if the weights are tuned to give the expected response there 

is no way of knowing what is going on mathematically within the body of the ANN model. In this 

way, although it will be shown later how neural networks are beginning to be used in conjunction 

with POD ROMs, using such an approach as a strict reduced-order-modelling tool would not be 

feasible as it would diminish the need for a level of reliable reusability.  

 

There remains a continued research interest in poaching numerical techniques to use in tandem 

with CFD simulation to increase efficient design practices. Yet both DoE and ANN methods 

produce models that are highly problem specific incorporating a range of inter-disciplinary nuances 

in their overall construction [5,9,31,49-51].  

 

An alternative body of research has focused on the concept of using reduced order models alongside 

CFD simulation for a fast and predictive analysis of flow fields that correspond to new design 

options. Research trends indicate strong potential for the integration of reduced order models with 

standard CFD practices to allow for enhanced efficiency and flexibility in the decision making 

design process [15,54-57].  
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2.3 Reduced order modelling and CFD – a possible solution  

Reduced order models first became popular in the remit of electrical engineering and were 

developed to provide thermal management solutions for electrical components of all scales in size 

[22-28,58]. Nevertheless, by allowing for a fast reconstruction of physical fields reduced order models 

have become an excellent companion for CFD simulation [6,21,33-35,37,55,59]. Reduced order modelling 

methods can be divided into the state space or distributed parameter approach [21,22]. In the most 

general terms state space models reduce the solution to an input-output map while distributed 

parameter method’s harnesses the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) and variants thereof 

to compute a family of basis functions upon which new flow field reconstructions can develop. 

Although it is natural for there to be some overlap in both approaches, when comparing both 

individually it is quickly apparent that they are not cut from the same cloth.  

 

2.3.1 A review of state space research methods  

State space models harness basic conservation principals between zones of influence in the 

fluid domain to construct a zonal network model. By breaking the problem down into a coarse 

network of interconnected zones, the thermal energy exchange throughout the network can be 

evaluated by applying fundamental principles of conduction, convection, radiation and fluid 

transport [60]. For this reason, the state space approach offers the user the advantage of model 

simplicity coupled with a wide scope in potential application. The location and number of zones of 

influence is dependent on the flow regime being modelled, the geometry of the fluid domain, the 

overall flow features and therefore on the initial boundary condition values. The location and 

placement of the zones may be up to the experience and know-how of the researcher, or via an 

automatic extraction thereby greatly enhancing the efficiency of the process [21,55].  
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By breaking down the complexity of the problem space to an input-output map there can be no 

doubt with regard to the inherent simplicity state space models can afford the user. However, the 

price to pay for model simplicity is that by only focusing at the zonal level, it is difficult for state 

space models to resolve remaining fields elsewhere. Rather, zonal models broadly correlate flow 

patterns and features across a coarse network of zones of influence. In this way, if the number and 

placement of zones adequately describes the problem there is no requirement to waste further effort 

on evaluating flow features elsewhere. This is a key advantage, however in cases where there is 

strong linkage between the boundary conditions and resulting flow features the validity of the zonal 

network is restricted to that particular set of boundary conditions [21]. Therefore, in such cases the 

model will need to be reconfigured to cater to new boundary condition value inputs. Because the 

state space approach breaks down the problem space into a network of interconnected zones, state 

space models adopt a classic approach to modelling heat transfer [60]. By treating the zones as 

isothermal volumes, state space models have been used to solve heat transfer problems for a wide 

range of engineering applications across civil, electrical and aerospace disciplines [21,23,25,55,60,61]. 

Saulnier and Alexandre provided a high-level overview of the methods strengths and limitations, 

stating that the methods primary strengths come from the inherent simplicity afforded to the user 

and in its wide scope for application [60]. Saulnier and Alexandre also acknowledged that a typical 

state space representation will not contain enough information required for a fine analysis for cases 

beyond the forced convection regime [60].  

 

Boyer et al. used the state space approach for a thermal analysis of an indoor building environment 

with a view to reducing heat energy usage and optimizing thermal comfort [62]. The study also 

considered the possibility of an automatic generation of nodal models to cater to the variation in 

thermal behaviour [62]. Boyer et al. successfully created a state space representation of a building 

environment with multiple rooms. The model assumed mono-dimensional heat conduction in the 
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walls and well-mixed air volumes in each zone [62]. The zonal model included conduction, 

convection and radiation effects. Boyer et al. recognized that as the thermal behaviour of the 

building varies with thermal boundary conditions the overall structure of the model would have to 

change, and that the inclusion of a separate module designed to sensibly change the node structure 

would provide an adequate means to avoid having to describe the building again from scratch [62].  

 

The state space approach has also been used extensively for a thermal analysis of electronic 

components through the development of Compact Thermal Models (CTMs) [23,24,26-28,58,60]. For 

electronic applications there has been a pressing need for reduced order representations that are 

boundary condition independent [58]. Therefore, the aim was to develop a CTM that could provide 

accurate predictions that were independent of the combination of convective, radiative and 

conductive boundary conditions imposed at the component level [23]. Bosch and Sabry proposed a 

methodology to develop CTMs capable of analysing the thermal behaviour at all scales of size in 

electronic systems [23]. The study recognized how ad hoc assumptions on the number of nodes and 

boundary conditions to include in the CTM acted as a limitation on the method. The resulting CTMs 

were able to predict junction temperature and heat flows through the sides of electronic components 

over a wide range of boundary conditions for both 2D and 3D problems [23]. In a later study, Bosch 

demonstrated that it is mathematically impossible for a linear model with a limited number of nodes 

to ever be truly boundary condition independent [24]. Bosch suggested that the optimal number of 

nodes to include in a state space representation could be calculated by using the shape of heat flux 

distributions over the individual surfaces of the components [24]. When the heat flux distributions 

were known a priori it was possible for the CTM to run without the need for model recalibration 

subject to new boundary condition values [24]. The optimal number and location of the nodes were 

found to be dependent upon a pre-existing knowledge of expected heat flux distributions over the 

surface of the electronic component [24]. Geron et al. successfully extended the concept of CTMs to 
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a fast thermal analysis of fluid in an aircraft crown compartment through the development of a 

Compact Thermal Fluid Model (CTFM) [21]. The aircraft crown compartment was unpopulated with 

heat dissipating equipment. Nevertheless, the CTFM proved capable of high levels in accuracy for 

a fast modelling of flow in an aircraft crown compartment dominated by a forced convection 

regime. Under the right conditions, the resulting CTFM was shown to be capable of producing 

excellent accuracy, with zonal errors ranging from 0.04 to 23.04% [21].  

 

Mullen et al. proposed a methodology that allowed for an automatic extraction and solution of zonal 

reduced order models from CFD simulation data [55]. The study proposed a CFD-ROM method for 

real-time thermal management with a view to integrating the model into Building Energy 

Management Systems (BEMs). The model was of an office room that included two opened 

windows and two convectors to give a forced convection regime [55]. The proposed method adopted 

a Python script to automatically extract zonal models from CFD simulation data. The study 

acknowledged that it is inefficient for one CFD simulation to produce a single ROM that 

corresponds to a single set of boundary conditions. To overcome this the script was further modified 

to create multiple zonal models from a single CFD simulation [55]. From this the boundary 

conditions of the individual zonal models could be manipulated subject to goal conditions. The 

resulting ROMs were highly accurate and efficient having a total size-independent error of 0.6% 

and a solution run-time of 20s when using 33 zones in the state space model [55]. Despite the highly 

accurate results, Mullen et al. recognized that with increasing numbers of zones the solution error 

will decrease, yet by the same token the more the reduced-order-modelling process begins to 

resemble a CFD simulation [55]. Although accuracy and speed were demonstrated in this state space 

approach it was not considered suitable for the purposes of this work because the zonal models 

could only cater to a forced convection regime and a full reconstruction of physical fields would 

mean that the complexity of the model would resemble a CFD simulation.   
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2.3.2 A review of distributed parameter research methods 

In comparison to the distributed parameter method the concept behind the state space 

approach is relatively new. Yet Shapiro suggested that distributed parameter methods may help to 

bridge the gap between state space reduced-order-modelling and the need for a detailed numerical 

analysis [22]. The distributed parameter approach incorporates the Proper Orthogonal 

Decomposition (POD), the initial beginnings of which can be traced back as far as 1901 [63]. In the 

1960’s Lumley was the first to bring the POD to the attention of the fluids community suggesting 

that the method may provide an improved insight into the structure and dynamics of turbulence [64]. 

Despite considerable output from his colleagues the efforts of Lumley to highlight the potential of 

the POD fell largely on deaf ears in what was a skeptical fluid dynamics community [29,65-67]. It was 

not until the development of the method of snapshots by Sirovich in 1987 that the POD began to 

be taken more seriously as a reduced-order-modelling tool for CFD applications [68]. The method 

of snapshots eradicates the need to solve a large eigenvalue problem, the size of which is dictated 

by the number of nodes in the computational grid, and instead replaces the computation with an 

eigenvalue problem that is dictated by the number of observations. The method of snapshots 

induces the standard inner product which renders the modes ideally suited to the modelling of 

incompressible velocity fields [68,69]. All literature reviewed on the POD models built from CFD 

simulations utilized the method of snapshots as it would be wholly impractical to do so otherwise.  

 

Chatterjee provides an introduction to the POD by using 3 prototypical examples that involve the 

reconstruction of a data matrix 𝐴 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛 concatenated from a function 𝑍 = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑡) [30]. The 

decomposition is achieved with the help of the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Kerschen 

and Golinval provides a physical interpretation of the relationship between the POD and the SVD 

[70]. By dealing purely with relatively small matrix reconstructions, the examples covered by 

Chatterjee do not incorporate the method of snapshots nor do they utilize other numerical methods 

to determine the weight coefficients. Not using the method of snapshots greatly simplifies the 
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procedure because the weights required for a reconstruction are already contained within the 

outputs of the SVD. As such Chatterjee provides the most basic and valuable description to the 

newcomer [30]. 

 

In the most basic sense the distributed parameter approach chooses the parameter that best 

quantifies the behavior of the fluid in the system and distributes that parameter within an 

observation matrix upon which the POD subsequently acts. For CFD applications the observation 

matrix is made up of CFD solutions such that the values in each observation matrix represents a 

fluid variable of interest. The algorithmic steps are later detailed in Chapter 3, and as such only a 

high-level description is appropriate for the literature review. Once the observation matrix has been 

made available, the row average is subtracted from each observation before being treated as the 

source term around which the subsequent perturbation expansion leads. This is known as mean-

centering or row averaging in literature. Mean-centering of the observation matrix serves to shift 

the data point cloud about the origin of the subspace; by definition a subspace must pass through 

the origin [30,71]. Following mean-centering the algorithm implements the method of snapshots 

which induces the standard inner product before computing a family of basis functions known as 

the POD modes, the first of which captures the dominant features contained in the initial 

observation space. The computed POD modes are stored in a modal matrix and are concatenated 

in descending order according to their relative information content. In literature, the relative 

information content of the individual modes is more commonly referred to as modal energies. It 

has been proven mathematically that for a velocity field decomposition the modal energies are 

representative of the kinetic energy of the flow, and for a thermal decomposition the modal energies 

correlate to enthalpy [69]. It is important to recognize that all the numeric manipulations applied to 

the observation values are linear, thereby forming a subspace of basis modes whose values are 

some linear combination of all original observation values. Therefore, the POD modes may be 

thought of as admixtures of all the observations included in the observation matrix [6,34,35,69]. In this 
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way, velocity basis modes 𝜓𝑖 derived from an observation matrix of incompressible velocity field 

values will retain the divergence-free property governed by 𝜌(∇. 𝑢) = 0 such that ∇.𝜓 = 0. 

Therefore, POD-type ROMs are naturally suited to the modelling of incompressible steady flow 

[6,34,35,38,39]. Indeed, as Holmes et al. specifically state, the inherent linearity of the method is its 

greatest strength and weakness [69]. Consequently, when the technique is applied to the modelling 

of flows beyond a strict incompressibility assumption there is a tendency for non-linear dynamics 

to be lost in the resulting basis modes.   

 

One of the primary attractions of the method is in its ability to extract deterministic basis functions 

while converging optimally fast in the quadratic mean compared to any other decomposition [29]. 

The optimal convergence characteristic has made the POD a popular method for data compression 

and model order reduction techniques [18,19,72]. In this way, the decomposition of a data matrix 𝐴 ∈

 ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛 of 𝑚 data points and 𝑛 observations creates an 𝑛 dimensional POD subspace in ℝ𝑚 that 

may be truncated to give an optimal orthonormal basis for 𝑘 ≪ 𝑛 upon which fast approximations 

can develop. The beauty of the method comes from its ability to extract coherent structures from 

stochastic datasets with only a small number of modes. This is why the method has garnered so 

much attention in finding coherent structures and symmetry in apparently random and chaotic 

structures such as turbulence [68,69,73,74].  

 

For observation matrices comprised of CFD data where the flow-field is not particularly complex 

often 99.9% of the available modal energies can be captured by the first few basis modes and from 

this the remaining modes can simply be discarded from the remaining analysis [87]. On the flip side, 

if the POD algorithm were to act on an actual random data matrix significantly more modes will be 

required for an accurate reconstruction. Therefore, the efficacy of any decomposition is directly 

dependent upon the randomness of the data structure contained within the observation matrix upon 
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which the algorithm acts. With reference to Figure 2.1, these concepts become obvious when 

comparing the decay in modal energies from a CFD decomposition to that of a decomposition of a 

random data matrix of equal size generated from MATLAB.   

 

Figure 2.1 - POD modal energies - CFD data vs. random data matrix 

 

A key disadvantage of CFD-based reduced order models with the POD is that the method is 

constrained to operating on a fixed computational grid upon which the CFD RANS equations are 

discretized. Each observation must be concatenated into a data matrix such that every row number 

correlates to the same node as every other observation. To provide a reconstruction of a new state, 

because each POD mode is an admixture of the full observation space, each element entry in each 

POD mode must correlate to the same nodal position on the same computational grid. Therefore, 

even if the variations in geometry retain the same number of nodes to provide an input matrix  ∈
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 ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛 , the computed modes will not be representative of that which it is to reconstruct. For this 

reason, it was not considered possible to use a geometrical feature of the domain as the distributed 

parameter in a POD ROM. Nevertheless, some research effort has been directed at overcoming this 

glaring constraint. Shapiro briefly discussed this issue and credits Khibnik et al. as providing the 

first real and valid attempt to overcome this problem [22,46]. Khibnik et al. mapped different 

geometries from variations in ramp angle in a diffuser onto the single mesh of a straight channel 

[46]. More recently, using a mixing impeller as a case study, Sloan et al. mapped meshes of equal 

size but with varying geometry onto a universal mesh that was then used to generate the CFD 

observation data matrix [15].  

 

Following the computation of the POD basis modes, the most mathematically taxing component to 

the modelling process takes shape from the calculation of the individual weighting coefficients. 

This is the most important step in the overall procedure because the individual weights serve to 

scale the basis modes appropriately to suit pre-defined goal criteria. There is much debate 

surrounding which is best numerical procedure to adopt for the evaluation of the weights. Typically 

the weight calculations are achieved with the use of the Galerkin projection method which has been 

used with success for the modelling of incompressible classical cases [19,20,69]. In a Galerkin 

projection the pre-computed POD basis modes are iteratively projected onto the corresponding 

fluid variable terms in the governing equations while taking the inner product with each projection 

and equating terms to zero. This process results in a complex system of 𝑛 dimensional Ordinary 

Differential Equations (ODEs) that need to be solved to calculate the weighting coefficients. The 

solution to the system of ODEs is achieved using a series of matrix operators. For 3-dimensional 

incompressible flow without external forces and non-homogenous boundary conditions the matrix 

operators are in the form of a convective operator 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘, a diffusive term operator 𝐷𝑖𝑗, a cross term 

operator between the source function and the POD modes 𝐴𝑖𝑗𝑘, a source term operator 𝑆𝑖 and a 
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pressure term operator 𝐵𝑖 
[6]. Yet there are many problems with the Galerkin projection. The 

Galerkin projection works best when it is applied to classical examples where a localized analysis 

is of primary interest [33,69,75]. Furthermore, the POD with Galerkin projection cannot guarantee 

local mass conversation [76]. In literature the Galerkin projection has been continually identified as 

a complex, time consuming and often unreliable approach to adopt for the evaluation of the weights 

[6,19,20,33-35,57,77]. This unreliability can be explained in two ways, firstly in the modelling of a 

compressible velocity field there is a strong potential for mismatch between POD modes that 

resemble a divergence-free velocity field with the velocity terms in the compressible governing 

equations upon which the modes are projected, and secondly, due to the additional complexity in 

the system of ODEs associated with turbulence modelling in the RANS approximation. The overall 

effect is to render the Galerkin projection unreliable when used with the POD in the modelling of 

compressible cases [6,19,20,35,78,79]. Furthermore, the standard inner product induced by the method of 

snapshots makes this situation worse, and instead an energy based inner product is recommended 

for satisfactory results [69,91]. Nevertheless, over the last decade much research has improved the 

POD Galerkin projection considerably by manipulating the governing equations to better suit the 

properties of the POD, or vice-versa [19,78,80-84]. In spite of these successes this work takes the view 

that unfortunately such manipulations bring additional complexity to the table, often sacrificing the 

inherent properties that made the POD a simple and attractive option in the first place [20].  

 

Because the POD seeks coherent structures and trends care must be taken to limit the variation in 

flow features from one observation to the next when constructing the observation database. 

Therefore, depending on the complexity and type of flow regime being modelled the optimal 

number of observations required will vary from case to case. Unfortunately there is yet to be an 

accepted method and means to determine the minimum number of observations required a priori to 

any goal reconstruction [19,20,39]. Most POD-type ROMs are typically applied to unsteady fluid 
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applications. In this way, the model is formed using the one CFD simulation whereby the individual 

observations correspond to simulation time steps, a classic example of an unsteady application 

where reduced-order-modelling is of interest is vortex shedding [85]. As a consequence, for unsteady 

problems the construction of the observations is the most critical step with a Galerkin projection 

being the preferred method for calculating the weights [33,85,86]. Ding et al. used a maximum of 120 

observations in the modelling of unsteady heat conduction from a time-dependent source, yet as 

much as 500 have been required to adequately model unsteady flow dynamics in a building 

environment [87]. Although unsteady observations are extracted from a single CFD simulation, the 

process of collecting potentially hundreds of observations at critical time-steps has been identified 

as overly time consuming and ad hoc [33]. In contrast, when applied to steady problems as little as 

9 observations have been used to adequately describe the problem space, albeit from 9 individual 

simulations [6]. Indeed, if the information captured in the observations fails to describe the problem 

space such features won’t be picked up by the ROM. Therefore, regardless of whether the 

observations are ordered over a time or parameter domain, for both steady and unsteady 

applications most of problems encountered arise from an inadequate concatenation of the 

observations into the observation matrix. The advantage of steady cases comes from the fact that 

the observations may be ordered along a steady state solution branch subject to a deterministic 

variation in the non-dimensional flow parameter that best describes the case. Nonetheless, in cases 

where sets of non-homogenous boundary conditions are distributed this process may not be so 

straightforward because some boundary conditions will influence the chosen non-dimensional 

parameter more than others. 

 

In an effort to minimize the number of observations while also optimizing their respective locations 

in the time or parameter domain some researchers propose incorporating greedy sampling methods 

so that the efficiency of the offline stage is maximized before the ROM is online and operational 
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[88,89]. Such research efforts are promising as there is still no deterministic means to determine the 

minimum number of observations required from one case to the next. Indeed, this work considered 

exploring the possibility of incorporating greedy algorithms to minimize the offline cost, but soon 

took the view that introducing additional complexity into the offline stage defeats the purpose of 

the reduced-order-modelling exercise. Other research efforts harness an adaptive POD basis 

computation which uses the a posterior decay in singular values to optimize the locations of the 

snapshots so that the decay rate is maximized in subsequent models [90]. Such adaptive POD 

computations have been shown to allow for the location and number of observations to be 

optimized while also minimizing the error in the resulting ROM [88,90]. Although promising and of 

interest, such approaches depend upon a pre-existing training set which needs to be optimized a 

priori to the construction of the ROM.    

 

Li et al. explored utilizing the POD with a Galerkin projection for purposes of a real-time prediction 

and control of indoor temperature environments in buildings [87]. The case in question was of 

unsteady flow subject to a Boussinesq approximation to account for buoyancy effects in a three-

dimensional domain measuring 3 by 4 meters with fan-inlet and outlet boundary conditions on the 

left wall. A total of 500 observations were required to form the basis of the reduced order model. 

Out of the 500 available modes, the first 6 captured 99.99% of the overall dynamics. The resulting 

POD with Galerkin projection ROM demonstrated its capability of engaging in predictive indoor 

temperature control strategies [87]. It is of specific interest to this work that although buoyancy 

effects were included in the CFD simulation, buoyant flow features were found to be absent from 

the POD reconstruction [87]. Li et al. concluded by recommending future work be directed to 

addressing thermal coupling problems [87]. 
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Rowley et al. presented a model reduction framework for the modelling of compressible flows 

using the POD and a Galerkin projection [91]. In compressible flow pressure becomes dynamically 

dependent on thermodynamic behavior and both kinematic and thermodynamic variables are 

dynamically dependent [91]. Consequently, for such cases Holmes et al. are careful to state that the 

standard inner product inherent to the standard computation makes little sense as it does not 

demonstrate dimensionality consistency because one should not add a combination of velocity and 

pressure variables [69]. The case in question was of unsteady cavity flow and 51 observations were 

extracted from the single CFD simulation for the POD mode computation. Rowley et al. introduced 

a family of energy based inner-products designed to capture the interdependency between 

kinematic and thermodynamic variables from which compressible POD modes could be obtained 

[91]. The study also introduced an approximate version of the full compressible form of the Navier 

Stokes equations to reduce the computational cost of the Galerkin projection [91]. Using 51 

observations it was found that the first 4 POD modes captured over 98.7% of the energy. The 

reduced order model was found to accurately capture the shear layer and acoustic wave features of 

the case. It is of specific interest to this work that although the reduced-order-modelling accuracy 

was found to increase when increasing numbers of POD modes were included in the expansion, 

when 11 or more modes were retained results became complex and unrepresentative of that which 

it was to reconstruct [91].  

 

Other current research themes adopt an artificial neural network to evaluate the weighting 

coefficients following the POD decomposition whereby the nodes of the neural network are 

evaluated automatically with the Latin Hypercube Sampling and the Levenberg–Marquardt training 

algorithms [92]. The POD-ANN model demonstrated a significant reduction in the typical cost 

associated with a Galerkin projection, however the specific framework has only been applied to 

classical incompressible cavity driven flows [92]. Furthermore, ANN models need to be adequately 
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trained a priori and there is no way of knowing exactly how the hidden functions are behaving 

which is important if a ROM is to demonstrate a level of reliable reusability.   

 

Chaturantabut and Sorenson developed the Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method (DEIM) for 

specific application to model order reduction of non-linear systems with the POD [93]. The POD-

DEIM was developed to specifically improve upon existing Galerkin projection methods in the 

modelling of systems that arise from the discretization of Partial Differential Equations (PDEs). 

Therefore, it is applicable to CFD-based ROMs, and the distributed parameter may be time-

dependent or parameterized thereby applying to both unsteady and steady cases [94]. The POD-

DEIM uses non-linear functions derived from the observations to undergo an orthogonal projection 

onto the POD modal subspace, the singular values of which define the coefficient values and the 

selection of 𝑘 indices that undergo interpolation, whereby 𝑘 ≪ 𝑚 for a grid of 𝑚 points. From this 

the mode shapes are interpolated to suit the goal condition and reconstructions of physical fields 

can then take shape. There have been a handful of POD-DEIM research applications in the field of 

computational model order reduction [19,95-97]. More significantly, Isoz and Hinze applied the POD-

DEIM method to develop a number of CFD-based ROMs through the development of a Python 

module linked with OpenFOAM [98]. Isoz and Hinze applied the method in the reduced-order-

modelling of cavity and incompressible gas flow simulation with promising results [98]. The POD-

DEIM approach is a promising avenue of research, although it is still in its infancy and it is 

unknown how the method will respond to the modelling of a natural or mixed convection regime.  

 

To combat the inefficiencies of the Galerkin projection, other research efforts wish to bypass it 

entirely through the development of so called Galerkin-free ROMs. A significant body of which 

harnessed the Moore-Penrose Pseudo Inverse alongside the POD in the development of reduced 

order models for a fast-thermal analysis of turbulent forced convection with application to the 
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thermal management of data centers [6,34-38,99,100]. Other Galerkin-free research efforts incorporated 

spline interpolation techniques with the POD to develop reduced order models for fast-thermal 

modelling with respect to solving boundary control problems [33,57].  

 

For the purposes of weight evaluation, spline interpolation methods are perhaps the most straight 

forward to implement in the calculation of the weighting coefficients [33,57]. Following the 

evaluation of basis modes, an interpolation on the variation in distributed parameter across the 

observation space allows for an evaluation of the weight coefficients. Therefore, such an approach 

is really only feasible for steady cases, and the Galerkin projection should be reserved for unsteady 

applications [33]. Furthermore, from the literature reviewed, weight evaluation with a spline 

interpolation approach was only applicable for classical cases such as driven cavity flow in 

unpopulated compartments, thereby having the potential for a limited scope in application [33,57].  

 

Ly and Tran utilized cubic spline interpolation with the POD method in the modelling of steady 

laminar convection in an unpopulated rectangular cavity with a view to investigating the model’s 

potential for solving boundary control problems [57]. The case consisted of a hot and cold wall 

boundary condition such that the cold wall temperature had a fixed-value and the top and bottom 

walls were treated as adiabatic [57]. The hot wall was heated subject to a parabolic temperature 

profile and was the boundary condition that was varied, the Rayleigh number was selected as the 

parameter that best describes the case, and was therefore the distributed parameter used to govern 

the cubic spline interpolation process [13,57]. In total Ly and Tran utilized 22 steady state 

observations over a linear variation of increasing Rayleigh number to construct the reduced order 

model [57]. Using just 3 out of an available 22 basis modes the maximum localized error was found 

to be below 3% [57]. Ly and Tran saved an additional 4 observations to conduct a boundary control 

study to gauge the efficacy of the POD model at optimizing the temperature distribution in the 
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cavity. Along with the 3-term POD expansion, the additional observations were used to construct 

a tracking problem that could be solved by the minimization of a cost function to determine the hot 

wall temperature to give a desired temperature distribution. For all 4 tracking problems errors were 

well under 1% [57].   

 

Ding et al. used the POD to form reduced order models of 3 prototypical cases of heat transfer [33]. 

Case 1 closely resembled that of Ly and Tran previously discussed, steady natural convection in an 

unpopulated rectangular cavity, and 40 observations were used to build the reduced order model 

[33,57]. Case 2 was of steady lid-driven flow in an unpopulated square cavity and 12 observations 

were used to generate the reduced order model. Case 3 was of unsteady heat conduction with a time 

dependent source and a total of 120 observations was required to build the reduced order model [33]. 

When comparing the number of observations used to build the model in cases 1 (40 observations) 

and 2 (12 observations) with case 3 (120 observations), because of the stabilizing influence of a 

forced air-inflow in cases 1 and 2 a significantly lower number of observations was required to 

provide an adequate POD basis. For the steady cases 1 and 2, the weight coefficients were evaluated 

via a cubic spline interpolation while the Galerkin projection was reserved for the unsteady case of 

heat conduction with a time dependent source [33]. For the unsteady case, Ding et al. acknowledged 

that in order to construct an appropriate family of basis modes, the process behind extracting an 

adequate number of observations from the one CFD simulation was the most critical step to the 

overall procedure [33]. All three POD models were tested at reconstructing physical fields both from 

inside the observed interpolate and within the extrapolate and therefore they were tested at 

reconstructing physical fields at both on and off-design conditions [33]. All the POD models were 

shown to reconstruct physical fields with a high level of accuracy, at off-design conditions the 

relative error was found to be in the order of 10-3 and for on-design conditions in the order of 10-4 

[33]. A separate study by Ghosh and Joshi investigated potential for discrepancies in an error analysis 

between on-design reconstructions within the observed interpolate and off-design reconstructions 
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in the extrapolate [101]. Ghosh and Joshi proposed an improved error estimation for off-design 

reconstructions within the extrapolate, also introducing the term extrapolation horizon to describe 

the abstract space outside the range of included observations [101].  

 

The concept of interpolating over the range in non-dimensional parameter, demonstrated by Ly and 

Tran and Ding et al., for the evaluation of the weights was considered to show potential [33,57]. 

However, because the evaluation of the weights is the most critical step to the development of a 

POD ROM to do this by interpolation would likely exacerbate the potential for errors and therefore 

a more deterministic method was sought. Nevertheless, the concept of interpolating over the range 

in non-dimensional parameter was shown to be of specific interest to this work as it allows for 

approximations of temperature or velocity profiles for specific goal values in non-dimensional flow 

parameter.   

 

Compared to the methods aforementioned, adopting a purely linear algebraic approach in line with 

the underlying linearity of the POD may provide a more effective means to completely bypass a 

Galerkin projection [71,102]. There has been a substantial body of research dedicated to simplifying 

the POD with Galerkin projection by introducing a Galerkin-free methodology with the Moore-

Penrose Pseudo Inverse for a fast thermal analysis of steady turbulent forced convection with 

application to thermal management of data centers [6,34-38,99,100]. The methodology used to evaluate 

the weighting coefficients is an iterative procedure known as the Flux Matching Procedure (FMP) 

that was first developed by Rambo in 2005 [35]. The FMP matches goal information with source 

information at specific control surfaces on physical boundaries of the model. Therefore, as 

additional modes are added corrective optimization, the convergence in modelling errors, occurs 

purely at these specific control surfaces with the ROM relying heavily on the information captured 

by the basis modes to resolve remaining fields. This is a remarkably efficient strategy which 

iteratively optimizes within small subsets of the domain while making use of the properties of the 
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POD. Following its development, the algorithm has been used multiple times by the same research 

cluster [34,36,38,39,99,100].  

 

Rambo and Joshi were the first to develop the FMP, testing the method using the two-dimensional, 

steady, incompressible RANS equations without external forcing or buoyancy effects in turbulent 

forced convection in a horizontal-channel with two heated blocks [34,35]. For validation purposes the 

case was set-up subject to earlier experiments on local heat transfer characteristics in electronic 

modules [103]. The reduced order model was built from an observation database of 11 CFD RANS 

observations such that the observations were ordered subject to a linear variation in air velocity at 

inlet over the range of 5 to 15m/s [35]. The power of the two heated blocks was allowed to vary 

randomly between 25 and 200 Watts [35]. The CFD RANS simulations assumed incompressible gas 

and employed the k-epsilon turbulence model on a mesh of 10,000 cells, as such solving for 

pressure, two velocity components, 𝑘 and 𝜀 resulted in approximately 50,000 Degrees of Freedom 

(DoF) per CFD simulation [35]. Rambo and Joshi argued that previous POD ROM research was 

applied to classical examples only, and that the standard mean-centered computation is unable to 

cope with more complex flow features encountered in industrial problems [35]. To address this a 

variant of the POD was introduced, known as the POD with Orthogonal Complements (PODc) [35]. 

By capturing more information with fewer modes, the PODc was shown to give a superior 

decomposition to that of the standard POD [6,34-35]. Rather than use the observed row average as the 

source term and subtracting it from the observation matrix, the PODc algorithm selects the 

observation that is geometrically closest in the Euclidean norm to the goal values imposed at the 

control surfaces, and treats it as its source term. The PODc algorithm then omits the selected source 

term from the observation matrix and orthogonalizes the remaining observations to it. This forms 

an updated observation matrix of orthogonal complements, and from this point the POD 

computation is carried out as normal [6,34,35]. By representing the non-linear dynamics of the RANS 

momentum equation on a linear subspace, Rambo and Joshi believed that the POD methods would 
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produce unreliable results when modelling outside the observed range of the distributed parameter 

[35]. Therefore, the algorithm was tested at reconstructing solutions within the observed interpolate 

only, and was tested on a goal boundary condition at velocity inlet of 13.33m/s. Using just 1 PODc 

basis mode and 1 weight coefficient, the 1-term PODc velocity approximation provided a solution 

error of 2% across the full computational domain, therefore giving an accurate reconstruction while 

reducing the solution procedure from 50,000 DoF to that of a real-time solution procedure with a 

single DoF, i.e. the evaluation of a single weighting coefficient [35]. The thermal and velocity 

reconstructions were found to be accurate to 95% over the full computational grid and reduced the 

DoF by a factor of 103  [35].  

 

Researchers outside of the founding group adopted the POD w. FMP method in the reduced order 

modelling of heat transfer in an air-cooled condenser (ACC) that was subject to an incoming natural 

wind [39]. The reduced order model was constructed from 10 CFD RANS simulations of three-

dimensional steady turbulent forced convection such that the natural wind directional angle into 

the ACC was treated as the distributed parameter. From this the observations were ordered subject 

to a linear variation in wind-angle between 0 and 90 degrees. The resulting POD w. FMP model 

produced a maximum velocity and temperature error of 1.75% and 0.19% respectively, and as the 

ACC was modelled in three-dimensions the study proved that the FMP can cater to three-

dimensional cases [39]. To compare the effect of using a smaller number of observations to construct 

the POD subspace, additional models were constructed using 6, 8 and then 9 observations. It was 

discovered that the best accuracy for a velocity reconstruction occurred when 9 observations were 

used, and the worst velocity accuracy occurred when 10 observations were used [39]. The lowest 

average error occurred when 8 observations were used, which indicated that more observations 

does not always mean better approximations [39]. To explain this strange behavior the authors 

surmised that when more modes are added than necessary some of the extracted information is 

redundant and therefore introduces noise to the reconstruction [39]. Indeed, because there is no 
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framework in place to quantify the optimal number of observations needed to compute a 

satisfactory basis it is very difficult to determine the minimum number of observations to maximize 

the efficiency of the POD computation for a desired level of accuracy. Hu et al. concluded that by 

allowing for an improved insight into the thermodynamics of the ACC, the POD w. FMP 

methodology offers the potential for real time operational control of ACCs in power plants [39].  A 

separate research cohort also used a CFD-based POD model to analyze powerplant processes for 

the purpose of thermal management optimization close to real-time [56,104].  

 

Overall research trends indicate that CFD-based reduced order models with the POD are gaining 

traction and are beginning to be considered more seriously as a design tool [6,34-36,38,39,56,99,100,104]. By 

using the design of the “Kar Dynamic” mixing impeller, developed by The Dow Chemical 

Company as a case study, Sloan et al. proposed integrating the POD into the preliminary design 

stage of a digital manufacturing workflow to allow for geometrical design decisions to be made 

close to real-time [15]. The proposed reduced order model integration with manufacturing workflow 

is outlined in Figure 2.2.       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 - Proposed ROM integration with manufacturing workflow by Sloan et al. [15] 
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Sloan et al. acknowledged that without an acceptable level of accuracy, designers are unlikely to 

prefer a fast analysis over a detailed and costly CFD simulation [15]. As such the study puts forward 

the idea that the POD method could be used to create an integrated computational design 

environment for the detailed design of an industrial mixing impeller. An important feature of the 

POD reduced order model was that a geometrical feature of the mixing impeller was treated as the 

distributed parameter. The ratio of the diameter of the impeller to the diameter of the fluid vessel 

was the parameter that was distributed from one observation to the next [15]. In this way, Sloan et 

al. had to devise a means to work around the POD algorithms constraint that element 𝑖𝑗 in each 

observation must correspond to node 𝑖𝑗 in the computational grid. To ensure the POD algorithm 

would operate on observations constructed from the same mesh, Sloan et al. mapped the different 

meshes onto a universal mesh [15]. By successfully using a geometrical property of the impeller as 

the distributed parameter around which the POD reduced order model was subsequently built, 

Sloan et al. were able to optimize the geometry of the mixing impeller to yield a 7 to 8% reduction 

in mixing time and therefore a 7 to 8% increase in performance [15].   

2.4 Key conclusions drawn from literature reviewed 

Although state space models are attractive due to their simplicity in construction, a typical 

state space representation will not contain enough information required for a fine analysis for cases 

beyond the forced convection regime. In state space models as the number of zones increases the 

solution error will decrease, yet by the same token the more the reduced-order-modelling process 

begins to resemble a CFD simulation. For a typical state space representation of an aircraft 

compartment model as the design options change the model needs to be recalibrated such that the 

placement and number of zones of influence may cater to newly introduced flow features. As a 

direct consequence, due to the increased variation in flow features in natural and mixed convection 

a full flow field reconstruction is more desirable in a ROM built using a family of basis modes that 

represent an admixture of flow states over a distributed range in flow parameter. Therefore, the 
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proposed ROM methodology will be built using the principals of the POD, and harness the superior 

decomposition of the PODc for the modelling of natural and mixed convection.  

 

Typically, the development of POD ROMs involves projecting a truncated linear subspace onto the 

governing fluid equations specific to the case via a Galerkin projection. However, the complex set 

of coupled partial derivative RANS equations inherent to cases of natural and mixed convection 

renders the Galerkin projection tedious to implement, often producing models that are unreliable. 

This unreliability can be explained as follows. Firstly, there is a mismatch between the divergence-

free type basis modes and the compressible terms in the RANS equations upon which they are 

iteratively projected. Secondly, the extra terms in the governing equations associated with 

turbulence modelling increases the overall complexity of the system of ODEs that needs to be 

solved. Finally because pressure becomes dynamically dependent on thermodynamic behavior it 

makes more sense to adopt an energy inner product to retain consistency in the dimensionality of 

flow variables under decomposition [69,91].     

 

The remainder of this work is dedicated to the development of a Galerkin-free reduced-order-

modelling methodology that can be applied to cases of forced, natural and mixed convection in 

compartment models. Furthermore, because all numerical operations performed by the POD are 

purely linear in form it makes sense that the evaluation of the weights involves linear algorithmic 

operations also. Therefore, the evaluation of the weights will be based upon the Flux Matching 

Procedure [6,34,35]. A further process of spline interpolation over the range in distributed flow 

parameter is also adopted into the proposed framework [33,57]. Furthermore, it had been 

demonstrated that a variant of the POD known as the POD with Orthogonal Complements (PODc) 

allowed for improved modelling accuracy in complex flows encountered in industrial problems. 

This is because the source term is already an existing solution that is numerically closest to the 

desired flow-field conditions such that the PODc basis modes form orthogonal complements to it 
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in the perturbation expansion. Chapter 3 details all algorithmic procedures before introducing the 

proposed modelling methodology to the reader.       

 

To bring the literature review to a close succinct finding that pose some relevance to this work are 

highlighted below.  

 There has been a sustained research effort to reduce the computational cost associated with 

CFD with a specific interest in poaching numerical techniques to use in tandem with CFD 

simulation to increase efficient design practices. Such practices involve the need for fast and 

predictive capabilities and ROMs have been applied to many problems in the aerospace 

industry. 

 POD ROMs may help to bridge the gap between state space reduced-order-modelling and the 

need for a detailed numerical analysis, yet the Galerkin projection is an unreliable means to 

evaluate the weight coefficients for more onerous cases beyond classical incompressible forced 

convection. In the modelling of compressible cases with a Galerkin projection POD ROM 

adopting an energy inner product has been shown to be preferable to the standard inner product. 

 By iteratively optimizing within small subsets of the domain while making use of the 

divergence-free property of the velocity basis modes the FMP algorithm is an extremely 

efficient method for the evaluation of the weight coefficients, and ideal for the modelling of 

low-speed forced convection.  

 POD ROM approximation errors at off-design conditions (extrapolate) are greater than those 

for on-design conditions (within the interpolate).  

 Literature has indicated that including more modes in the POD expansion does not always 

equate to an increase in solution accuracy, rather there is an optimal number that produces 

minimum error. Yet this strange behavior is not fully understood and it is surmised that if too 

many observations are used to describe the problem space higher-order modes may contain 

redundancies which introduce noise to the higher-order POD reconstruction [39]. When applied 
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to an observation matrix comprised of steady state RANS solutions the minimum number of 

observations encountered in the literature review was 9 [6]. Furthermore, there is evidence to 

suggest that buoyancy effects are prone to be lost in a POD ROM approximation [87]. 

 There is real potential to integrate POD ROMs into a manufacturing workflow, however 

without an acceptable level of accuracy, designers are unlikely to prefer a fast analysis over a 

detailed and costly CFD simulation. POD methods are considered costly to develop because of 

their need for an existing database of observations upon which the subsequent numerical 

algorithm can act to form the linear subspace. Yet, once the linear subspace has been formed 

fast approximations can begin to take shape. In consideration, it is not irrational to suggest that 

in industry databases of observations already exist as design data in storage thereby greatly 

minimizing the cost of POD ROM development while bringing significant value to the design 

process.  
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Chapter 3 

Algorithm Methodology  

In this Chapter the algorithmic steps of the Reduced Order Model (ROM) are introduced 

to the reader. The proposed methodology is based on the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition with 

Orthogonal Complements with Flux Matching Procedure (PODc w. FMP) that was applied to cases 

of steady turbulent forced convection [6,34,35]. By using the PODc w. FMP a Galerkin projection can 

be avoided and instead the solution procedure involves matching goal and source information on 

an appropriate linear subspace. By relying on a fixed density term the FMP is ideal in the modelling 

of low-speed turbulent forced convection [6,34-36,38,39,99,100]. Therefore, a primary motivation in this 

work was to extend the founding methodology so that it may allow for a fast reduced-order-

modelling of steady natural and mixed convection in compartment models. Before the PODc ROM 

for natural and mixed convection could be developed it was first decided to replicate the POD w. 

FMP computation for a case of forced convection to ensure that the algorithms are behaving as they 

should. Following this the FMP had to be implemented differently so that it may cater to cases of 

natural and mixed convection. All algorithms were written in MATLAB; however, care was taken 

to ensure that the algorithmic steps are presented in such a way to make them implemental to any 

programming language.   

3.1 The standard POD w. matching procedure computation  

It may be useful to think of reduced-order-modelling with the POD as a “lock and key” 

type problem. Firstly, using an existing database of CFD observations, a family of POD basis 

functions that span the full CFD grid 𝛺 are computed whereby each mode represents an admixture 

of the original observation database of CFD solutions. Next the solution is to find the weight 

coefficients 𝛼𝑖 or “keys” that give the best linear combination of basis modes 𝛹𝑖 that open the 

“lock” to provide the best possible reconstruction of physical fields subject to desired goal 

conditions. In this work each flow variable is treated separately by the algorithm to give individual 
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observation matrices, modal decompositions and reconstructions of each. In this way, the 

algorithms acts on three distinct observation matrices, �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠 , �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠  and 𝑣𝑜𝑏𝑠 for a thermal, velocity 

𝑥 and velocity 𝑦 component modal decomposition respectively. Throughout this subsection the 

algorithm will be explained to the reader by considering the reconstruction of the velocity 𝑥 

component 𝑢∗ only however numerical steps are applicable to any flow variable of interest. The 

standard computation approximates 𝑢∗ ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1 as a perturbation expansion that leads from a row-

averaged source term 𝑢𝑜 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1 to give the POD expansion defined by Equation 1. 

𝑢∗ =  𝑢𝑜 + ∑𝛼𝑖𝛹𝑖,

𝑘

𝑖=1

   𝑘 <  𝑛.          (1) 

 

The observation matrix is built from a finite set of 𝑛 observations expressed as �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠  ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛 for 

a matrix of 𝑛 observations with recorded velocity 𝑥 component values at each of the 𝑚 grid points. 

In this application the steady state simulations form a solution branch of 𝑛 observations defined by 

the columns in �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠 such that �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠 = {�⃗� 1|�⃗� 2| … |�⃗� 𝑛 } ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛. Therefore, each observation 

corresponds to a unique set of boundary conditions which can be represented by the appropriate 

non-dimensional parameter that best defines the physics of the case. For example, for cases of 

forced convection this is typically the Reynolds number [6,34,35,38,39]. In this way, distributed 

parameter methods allow for the observations to be distributed over a range of non-dimensional 

flow parameter values that encompass the problem space. Indeed, when selecting the observations 

it is important that their flow feature information encompasses both the problem and solution space 

because if “it is not in the observations/snapshots it won’t be picked up by the ROM” [20]. The 

resulting basis modes are admixtures of the original observations and therefore the ordering of the 

observations is not a pre-requisite for the standard computation. However, the ordering of the 

observations will be of precedence subject to subsequent modifications made to the founding 

methodology detailed from Section 3.3 onwards.   
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 Introduction to algorithm and user defined goal function:  

The algorithmic procedure for the standard POD computation is outlined as follows. A key 

input to the algorithm is the goal function. It is within the goal function that the user inputs 

a number of pre-defined and desired goal conditions upon boundaries, or “control 

surfaces”, of the geometrical model. By using an initial column vector of zeros  ∈

 ℝ𝑚𝑥1 along with the vectors of nodal coordinates 𝑥  ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1 and 𝑦  ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1, the goal 

function 𝐺𝛤𝑠 may then be created by substituting temperature or velocity goal conditions 

into the row-elements that correspond to each of the 𝑠 control surfaces. The completed goal 

function 𝐺г𝑠  ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1 is therefore a single column vector that spans the full CFD grid 𝛺 

whereby each row number provides a unique identifier for each and every node. The non-

zero values within the goal function are pre-defined temperature or velocity goal conditions 

imposed by the user on each of the 𝑠 control surfaces. The control surfaces are therefore 

defined using the individual nodes in the grid. Information contained within the goal 

function helps to evaluate the weighting coefficients subject to a Least Squares 

approximation of the modal decomposition with respect to the desired goal flow state. Viz.  

 

 Inputs to algorithm:  

Observation matrix: �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠  ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛 

Vectors of nodal coordinates: 𝑥 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1 and 𝑦 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1 

Goal function: 𝐺г𝑠  ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1  

 Creating source term and perturbed data matrix:  

The row-averaged source term 𝑢𝑜 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1   is simply the average of each row 

in �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛. The source term is then subtracted from each observation in the 

observation matrix �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠  ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛 to form the perturbed data matrix �⃛�𝑝 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛 upon 

which subsequent POD operations are performed. This process shifts the data point cloud 
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about the origin and is known as mean-centering; by definition a subspace must pass 

through the origin. The perturbed data matrix is computed from Equation 2. 

(�⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑗
− 𝑢𝑜) =  �⃛�𝑝 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛 , 𝑗 = 1,2,3,… , 𝑛.          (2) 

 

 

 Implementation of the method of snapshots: 

Due to the large number of nodes 𝑚 associated with CFD applications the Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD) of the perturbed data matrix is too computationally inefficient. To 

overcome this the method of snapshots is employed [68]. The method of snapshots induces 

the standard norm product via the correlation kernel defined by Equation 3.  

𝑅 = 
�⃛�𝑝

𝑇𝑢�⃛�

𝑛
 ∈  ℝ 𝑛𝑥𝑛.          (3) 

 

The SVD is applied on the correlation matrix 𝑅 to give its singular values 𝜎𝑖𝑗 stored in the 

diagonal of  𝛴 ∈  ℝ 𝑛𝑥𝑛 as well as the left and right orthogonal eigenvector matrices 𝑈 

and 𝑉𝑇. The singular values are ordered in descending order such that the singular value in 

column 𝑗 in 𝛴 will correspond to the 𝑗𝑡ℎ POD mode. The singular values are also the 

eigenvalues ℷ𝑖 of 𝑅 and are related to the singular values of �⃛�𝑝 by taking the square root of 

their product with the number of observations 𝑛. The vectors in 𝑈 and 𝑉𝑇 form a family of 

basis vectors that span the vector spaces ℝ𝑚 and ℝ𝑛 respectively [102]. Because 𝑅 ∈ ℝ 𝑛𝑥𝑛 

correct implementation of the method snapshot ensures that 𝑈 = 𝑉𝑇 ∈  ℝ𝑛𝑥𝑛. 

 Computation of POD basis modes:   

Next the algorithm computes the full rank POD modal matrix 𝑄 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛 defined by 

Equation 4. The columns of the modal matrix are the individual basis modes. 𝑄 stores a 

family of POD basis modes {𝛹1|𝛹2| … |𝛹𝑛} which are concatenated in descending order 
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corresponding to their modal energies which are defined by the singular values 𝜎𝑖𝑗 stored 

in the diagonal of 𝛴 ∈  ℝ 𝑛𝑥𝑛. The singular value in column 𝑗 in 𝛴 will correspond to the 

POD mode in column 𝑗 within 𝑄. Following the SVD operation on the correlation matrix, 

the POD modal matrix 𝑄 is computed via the product of the perturbed data matrix with the 

left singular eigenvector matrix 𝑈 which is normalized by the singular values of the 

perturbed data matrix �⃛�𝑝. The eigenvectors in 𝑈 ∈  ℝ 𝑛𝑥𝑛 provide a nice geometric 

interpretation such that the orthonormal POD basis modes represent the principal axes of 

an ellipse in 𝑛 dimensional space [69]. The first and dominant basis mode will always be the 

first column of the modal matrix 𝑄 which may be evaluated from Equation 4. Viz.  

𝑄 = �⃛�𝑝𝑈(𝑛𝛴)−
1
2  ∈  ℝ 𝑚𝑥𝑛.          (4) 

 

 

 Evaluation of individual POD modal energies:   

An analysis of the modal energies quantifies the contribution each POD basis mode has on 

a subsequent reconstruction. The optimality characteristic ensures that the first 𝑘 basis 

modes in 𝑄 (where 𝑘 ≪ 𝑛) provides an optimal 𝑘 dimensional orthonormal basis upon 

which approximations can take shape [29]. An analysis of the modal energies allows us to 

gauge the size of the truncated 𝑘 dimensional space, and therefore discard the remaining 

modes to boost the overall efficiency of the algorithm. The modal energies 𝐸𝑘 are expressed 

as the relative singular values of the perturbed data matrix, computed by first evaluating 

each of the singular values 𝜎𝑖 of the perturbed data matrix �⃛�𝑝 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛 within a column 

vector. Viz. 𝜎𝑖 = 𝑛
1

2(ℷ𝑖
1/2) ∀𝑖 ∈  ℝ𝑛𝑥1 ,    𝑖 = 1,2,3,… , 𝑛.  Then the modal energies 𝐸𝑘 can 

be expressed via Equation 5. 

𝐸𝑘 =
𝜎𝑖

∑ 𝜎𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

 ∈  ℝ𝑛𝑥1, 𝑖 = 1,2,3,… , 𝑛.          (5) 
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The mean-centering process in the standard POD computation ensures the 𝑛𝑡ℎ singular 

value in 𝛴 ∈  ℝ 𝑛𝑥𝑛 → 0 and therefore its corresponding POD basis mode has nothing to 

bring to a reconstruction. This is because Bessel’s correction ensures only 𝑛 − 1 

independent residuals remain. Therefore, if we then let 𝑛0 = 𝑛 − 1, then the modal matrix 

computed in Equation 4 may be truncated to 𝑄 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛0 and the column vector of modal 

energies in Equation 5 may be truncated to 𝐸𝑘 ∈  ℝ 𝑛0𝑥1. This truncation enforces the 

orthogonality condition 𝑄𝑇𝑄 = 𝐼 and 𝑄𝑄𝑇 = 𝐼, whereby I is the identity matrix.    

 Evaluation of weight coefficients with the FMP:  

Following the availability of the modes provided by the modal matrix 𝑄 in Equation 4, 

next the algorithm uses information contained within goal, source and modal functions to 

calculate the weighting coefficients. This is done by utilizing the Moore-Penrose Pseudo 

Inverse operator 𝐹+() to compute a Least Squares fit of the modal decomposition with 

respect to the desired flow state.    

 

In the goal function previously defined 𝐺г𝑠  ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1, each control surface 𝛤𝑖 is a subset of 

the full CFD grid 𝛺. In this way, each of the 𝑠 control surfaces represents individual 

geometrical boundaries of interest where initial boundary conditions are first imposed on 

the case. Therefore, each of the 𝑠 surfaces 𝛤𝑖 may be represented as individual column 

vectors of varying lengths such that the surfaces 𝛤1, 𝛤2, 𝛤3, … , 𝛤𝑠 ⊆  𝛺 are arranged within 

an initial column vector of zeros  ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1 to complete the goal function column 

vector 𝐺𝛤𝑠 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1. In this way, pre-defined goal conditions are substituted into the row-

elements that correspond to the nodes in the grid that make up each of the control 

surfaces 𝛤𝑖 specific to the problem. Therefore, depending on the case, user-defined goal 

values can be uniformly distributed or they can show variation subject to a desired profile 

distribution. Similar to the creation of the goal function, using source term information in 
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𝑢𝑜 at the 𝑠 control surfaces 𝛤𝑠 ⊆  𝛺 a source function is formed to give 𝑆𝛤𝑠 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1. 

Finally, for the initial 1-term approximation, using the modal values from the first basis 

mode 𝜓1 at the 𝑠 control surfaces 𝛤𝑠 ⊆  𝛺 a modal function is also formed to give 𝛹1г𝑠  ∈

 ℝ𝑚𝑥1.  

 

From this, we have three functions 𝐺𝛤𝑠, 𝑆𝛤𝑠 and 𝛹1г𝑠 of equal size ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1  whereby the 

row-elements at the 𝑠 control surfaces 𝛤𝑠 ⊆  𝛺 are filled with goal, source and modal 

information respectively. These 3 functions are pivotal to the subsequent evaluation of the 

weights and to achieve this the goal differential vector ∆𝐺𝑠 must next be computed. Viz. 

 ∆𝐺𝑠 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1 = 𝐺г𝑠 − 𝑆г𝑠. 

 

Note: to better suit industrial applications by introducing units of mass flow (kg/s) and 

power (W) the goal values within 𝐺𝛤𝑠 may be converted to mass or thermal flux functions 

of the form ∫ 𝜌�⃗� 
𝛤

∙ �̂�𝑑𝑥 and ∫ −𝑘
𝑑𝑇

𝑑�̂�
,

𝛤
 𝛤 ⊆  𝛺 for a velocity or thermal reconstruction 

respectively [35]. If flux functions are used, the values contained in the source and modal 

functions must also be converted into the same format for a correct evaluation of the 

weights.  

 

As per Equation 6, the solution procedure for the weight coefficients is to minimize the 

error on the control surfaces 𝛤𝑠 with respect to the POD expansion in Equation 1. Viz.  

min(‖ ∆𝐺𝑠 − ∑𝛼𝑖𝛹𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1

‖) ,    𝑘 <  𝑛.          (6) 
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To initiate the calculation, the first weight can be calculated via the Moore Penrose Pseudo-

Inverse 𝐹+ in Equation 7.   

𝛼1 = (𝛹1г𝑠
𝑇𝛹1г𝑠)

−1
𝛹1𝛤𝑠

𝑇∆𝐺𝑠 = 𝐹+(𝛹1г𝑠)∆𝐺𝑠.          (7) 

 

 

The 𝐹+ operator acts on the goal differential vector ∆𝐺𝑠 that protrudes out of the POD 

subspace, to induce an orthogonal projection onto the subspace whereby the first weight 

evaluated in Equation 7 is the distance from the root of the vector ∆𝐺𝑠 to its orthogonal 

projection. See Figure 3.1 for a visual representation of the weight evaluation through the 

matching procedure.  

 

 

Figure 3.1 - Visual description of the weight coefficient calculation 

 

Following the computation of 𝛼1 in Equation 7, the 1-term POD approximation takes shape 

as 𝑢1
∗ = 𝑢𝑜 + 𝛼1𝛹1. For a 2-term reconstruction information contained within the 1-term 

approximation 𝑢1
∗ is used to update the goal differential vector ∆𝐺𝑠𝑖+1 = 𝐺𝑖г𝑠

− 𝑢𝑖𝛤𝑠

∗ ∈

 ℝ𝑚𝑥1. By substituting the updated goal differential along with a modal function that 

corresponds to 𝜓2 into Equation 7 the second weight coefficient may be calculated 
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allowing for the 2-term reconstruction 𝑢2
∗ = 𝑢o + 𝛼1𝛹1 + 𝛼2𝛹2. Therefore, the 

algorithm is an iterative procedure whereby the evaluation of the next weight depends 

directly upon the previous reconstruction.  

 

It is important to recognize that when using this approach for the evaluation of the weights 

the subsequent POD expansion is corrective purely with respect to the reconstructions at 

the control surfaces used in the matching procedure. In other words, as additional modes 

are added to the expansion, the control surface errors should converge in line with the 

corresponding singular values and modal energies. This is referred to as corrective 

optimization in the remainder of the thesis. However, corrective optimization cannot be 

guaranteed for the global modelling errors. This is because for the evaluation of each of 

the weights the algorithm only considers information at the control surfaces, relying on the 

information already captured by the corresponding basis modes to drive the remainder of 

the reconstruction. Because the computed basis modes are some linear combination of the 

original observation values they are themselves solutions to the governing equations within 

a multiplicative constant and will therefore resolve expected flow features [6,34]. This greatly 

improves the overall efficiency of the algorithm, and makes the approach ideal for the 

modelling of forced convection because the velocity basis modes retain the divergence-

free property.  

3.2 The POD w. Orthogonal Complements  

Throughout this subsection the algorithm will consider the reconstruction of the velocity 𝑥 

component 𝑢∗ however this is applicable to any variable of interest. By recognizing that the 

standard POD w. FMP could not guarantee an accurate reconstruction for all possible boundary 

condition values, the PODc was developed to produce a higher level of accuracy for the modelling 

of complex flow fields [6,35]. The PODc method gives a superior decomposition to the standard 
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computation and was developed by Rambo et al. to avoid the potential for large modelling errors 

when reconstructing for goal values that are far away from the row-averaged source term 𝑢𝑜 [6,35]. 

Rather than use the row average as its source term, the PODc algorithm selects an existing 

observation from the observation matrix as the source term 𝑢⊥ around which an expansion of basis 

modes and weights that form orthogonal complements to 𝑢⊥ takes shape. The orthogonal 

complement basis modes are defined by the notation 𝛹𝑖 in Equation 8. Viz.  

 

𝑢∗ = 𝑢⊥ + ∑𝛼𝑖𝛹𝑖

𝑘

𝑖=1

,    𝑘 <  𝑛0.          (8)           

 

 

The algorithmic procedure for the PODc computation is outlined as follows.  

 Inputs to algorithm:  

Observation matrix: �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠  ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛 

Vectors of nodal coordinates: 𝑥 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1 and 𝑦 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1 

Goal function: 𝐺г𝑠  ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1  

 Finding source term: 

The source term 𝑢⊥  ⊂  �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠 is selected by finding the column 𝑗 in  �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠  ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛 that is 

numerically closest to the goal values stored within 𝐺г𝑠  ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1. The source term 𝑢⊥  ⊂

 �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠 can be evaluated by solving the minimization problem defined by Equation 9. 

However, first the initial observation matrix should be replicated and all values set to zero 

in the row-elements that do not correlate to the control surfaces 𝛤𝑠 ⊆  𝛺. This justifies the 

usage of the L1 norm residual in Equation 9.  

 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 (‖𝐺𝛤𝑠 − �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑗
‖

1
) , 𝑗 = 1,2,3,… , 𝑛.          (9) 
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 Forming matrix of orthogonal complements: 

Once the PODc source term 𝑢⊥ has been selected the corresponding column is removed 

from the initial observation matrix to form the updated observation matrix �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠⊥ ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛𝑜. 

The PODc source term may also be subtracted from the remaining 𝑛 − 1 = 𝑛0  

observations, however due to the subsequent orthogonalization of basis modes this step has 

no impact on the overall accuracy and is therefore not essential. In this way, each of the 

remaining observations in the updated observation matrix must be orthogonalized with 

respect to the chosen source term 𝑢⊥  ⊂   �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠 to form the orthogonal complement 

matrix �⃛�𝑜𝑐⊥
 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛𝑜. The formation of which is described as follows.  

The orthogonal projection of the 𝑛0 remaining observations in  �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠⊥ onto the source term 

𝑢⊥  ⊂  �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠 forms a projection matrix 𝑝 that may be evaluated with the assistance of the 

Moore Penrose Pseudo-Inverse operator 𝐹+() in Equation 10. Viz.   

𝑝 = 𝑢⊥𝐹+(𝑢⊥) �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠⊥ ∈ ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛𝑜 .          (10) 

 

Next using Equation 11 the orthogonal complement matrix may be formed by computing 

the differential between each of the observations in the updated observation matrix  

 �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠⊥  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛𝑜 with their individual projection vectors stored in 𝑝 ∈ ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛𝑜. Viz.  

�⃛�𝑜𝑐⊥
=  �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠⊥ − 𝑝  ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛0 .          (11) 

 

Following the evaluation of the orthogonal complement matrix the algorithm tests 

whether the column vectors in �⃛�𝑜𝑐⊥
 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛0 are orthogonal to the source term 

by testing if the values in the row vector computed from 𝑢⊥
𝑇(�⃛�𝑜𝑐⊥

) ∈  ℝ1𝑥𝑛𝑜  → 0. The  

vectors defined by �⃛�𝑜𝑐⊥
 ∈ ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛0 will therefore reside in the left null space of the source  

term 𝑢⊥  ⊂  �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠. Once the orthogonal complement matrix �⃛�𝑜𝑐⊥
 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛0 has been  

formed the remaining steps in the evaluation of the PODc basis modes are unchanged from  
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those carried out on the perturbed data matrix �⃛�𝑝 in the standard computation outlined in  

Section 3.1. 

 

Indeed, because the remaining operations on the orthogonal complement matrix are purely linear 

in form, the computed PODc basis modes will also reside in the left null space of the source term. 

In this way, it is helpful to think of the PODc expansion in Equation 8 as analogous to the formation 

of a complete solution in problems of the form 𝐴𝑥 = 𝑏 such that the complete solution 𝑥𝑐 is 

decomposed of a particular solution 𝑥𝑝 and a null space solution 𝑥𝑛 that resides in the column and 

null space of a matrix 𝐴 respectively.  

3.3 The proposed ROM procedure for natural and mixed convection  

 If the proposed ROM methodology is to successfully model cases of natural and mixed 

convection while bypassing the need for a Galerkin projection it is more appropriate to choose a 

source term that is numerically closest to the goal values. Consequently, it was decided to base the 

proposed modelling framework on the PODc algorithm developed by Rambo and Joshi [6,34,35]. It is 

known that the founding method had been applied to the modelling of three-dimensional cases [39]. 

In such cases the control surfaces are representative of a 2D plane on the boundary of the 3D model 

where initial conditions are imposed. Yet the founding PODc methodology developed by Rambo 

and Joshi was applied to two-dimensional cases only [6,34,35]. To further validate the founding 

method and moreover to minimize the heavy offline cost associated with the approach, the proposed 

ROM for natural and mixed convection was built considering two-dimensional cases only.   

 

In the reduced-order-modelling of forced convection the Reynolds number was treated as the non-

dimensional parameter used to order the observations in the observation matrix [6,34,35,38,39]. Yet for 

buoyancy-driven flows in natural and mixed convection a measure of the ratio of buoyancy to 
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viscous effects using the Grashof number, or some function of it, is a far more appropriate 

representation of the flow physics [5,11].  

 

To extend the founding approach to buoyancy driven flow in compartment models the fixed density 

term in the mass flux function ∫ 𝜌�⃗� 
𝛤

∙ �̂�𝑑𝑥 had to be dropped. Rather than “match” flux terms with 

the FMP, this work decided to “match” flow variable values at the control surfaces. This was done 

so that the fixed density term could be dropped thereby making the founding methodology more 

malleable with respect to the modelling of the velocity fields in cases of natural or mixed 

convection. Overall, the omission of both heat and mass flux functions serves to simplify the code 

while leaving all numerical steps covered in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 unchanged. By excluding the flux 

functions, it is more appropriate to refer to the new modelling procedure as the PODc w. Flow 

Variable Matching Procedure (PODc w. FVMP). In addition, by omitting the fixed density term 

the velocity weight coefficients could be calculated by introducing “fluid control surfaces” away 

from the physical boundaries of the model inside the fluid bulk. This was achieved through the use 

of a Profile Correlation Procedure (PCP) which was created to provide a link between an initial 

thermal reconstruction and an end velocity reconstruction. Thus, the overall ROM proposal is 

broken down into 3 distinct algorithmic parts whereby the inputs to algorithm 2 and 3 are the 

outputs of 1 and 2 respectively. The 3-part algorithmic procedure can therefore be outlined as 

follows.  

1. Initial thermal reconstruction 

2. Implementation of the Profile Correlation Procedure 

3. End velocity reconstruction   

 

To provide a link between the kinematic and thermodynamic couplings inherent to natural and 

mixed convection the PCP was introduced. In the fluid modelling with the founding methodology 

the temperature and velocity field reconstructions were treated separately because kinematic and 
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thermodynamic couplings were considered to be negligible in the cases of forced convection 

covered [34,35,37,39]. Therefore in the velocity-modelling of forced convection control surfaces were 

representative of velocity-inlet/outlet boundary conditions imposed on physical boundaries of the 

model. However, to permit the proposed ROM to reconstruct velocity fields that are driven solely 

by thermal boundary conditions, as is the case of natural convection, the PCP introduces fluid 

control surfaces inside the fluid domain. The PCP uses information stored in the original velocity 

observation database to compute and store velocity profile information through each of the fluid 

control surfaces in a unique control surface matrix upon which interpolation is carried out to 

approximate the velocity profiles that correspond to a desired goal value in non-dimensional 

parameter. The goal profiles computed by the PCP at the fluid control surfaces are then used to 

form the velocity goal function from which the velocity weighting coefficients are calculated. 

Therefore the output of the PCP, the velocity goal function, serves to tweak the divergence-free 

type modal decomposition with respect to the actual non-linearities of the goal velocity field.  

 

To bolster the efficacy of the interpolation component to the PCP the observations should be 

ordered subject to a deterministic variation in non-dimensional flow parameter. The incremental 

increase in non-dimensional parameter over the desired range should be done to minimize the 

variations in flow features from one observation to the next while also minimizing the number of 

observations used. Furthermore, the ordering of observations should promote a coherent variation 

in the non-dimensional parameter. Such practices assist the accuracy of the interpolation 

component to the PCP stage, and therefore the accuracy of the end velocity reconstruction in part-

3 of the proposed methodology. Finally, and in consideration of the modifications highlighted 

above, it is vital that all sets of observations share the same ordering in their respective observation 

matrices. From start to finish the proposed reduced-order-modelling framework is described by the 

flowchart in Figure 3.2.  
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Figure 3.2 - Proposed 3-part modelling methodology - flowchart 
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Similar to Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the proposed modelling methodology is broken down into 

algorithmic steps for purposes of mathematical granularity. Here the thermal goal function is 

differentiated from the velocity component goal functions with the subscripts 𝑡, 𝑥 and 𝑦 

respectively.  

 

 Inputs to Global ROM:  

Thermal and velocity component observation matrices: 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠,  �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠,  𝑣𝑜𝑏𝑠 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛 

Vectors of nodal coordinates: 𝑥 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1 and 𝑦 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1  

Thermal Goal function: 𝐺г𝑡𝑠
 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1  

3.3.1 Part 1: Reconstruction of thermal fields  

Using the PODc algorithm covered in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the ROM begins with a 

reconstruction of thermal fields 𝑇∗ via the PODc thermal expansion such that 𝑇∗ = 𝑇⊥ +

 ∑ 𝛼𝑖𝛹𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1 ,     𝑘 <  𝑛0. Similar to the FMP in Section 3.1, the weights are evaluated by matching 

goal temperature values with source information at surfaces corresponding to physical boundaries 

of the model where temperature boundary conditions were imposed. The PODc w. FVMP thermal 

reconstruction is required as an input to part-2 of the proposed methodology.   

3.3.2 Part 2: Profile Correlation Procedure 

The PCP is designed to link the thermal reconstruction in part-1 with the subsequent 

velocity reconstruction in part-3. The output of the PCP are the velocity goal functions, one for 

each component whereby each of which helps to establish the appropriate weighting coefficients 

for the end velocity reconstruction. The PCP first creates sets of “fluid control surfaces” within the 

fluid domain through which velocity profiles are computed along the steady state solution branch 

of available observations. The velocity profiles are then stored in their respective control surface 

matrix, one per fluid control surface used. To give an approximation for the velocity profiles that 

correlate with the desired goal state, interpolation is carried out on each of the control surface 
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matrices with respect to the trend in non-dimensional flow parameter values and the goal value 

thereof. This trend can be quantified a priori with a spline interpolant to allow the velocity profile 

data within each of the control surface matrices to undergo interpolation with respect to the goal 

value in non-dimensional flow parameter. In this way, for every fluid control surface used the PCP 

computes a corresponding approximation for the goal velocity profile that correlates to the desired 

goal state. From this the output of the PCP is the completed velocity goal function incorporating 

all approximated goal profiles. As per Equation 7, it is important that the PCP output gives a good 

approximation if an accurate evaluation of the weight coefficients is to be achieved for the end 

velocity reconstruction. To bolster the efficacy of the interpolation step within the PCP stage the 

observations should be ordered to promote a deterministic trend in non-dimensional flow 

parameter. Furthermore, for the interpolation component to the PCP to be valid this ordering must 

be retained in all other observation matrices, and in the subsequent control surface matrices.  

 Inputs to PCP: 

Thermal reconstruction from part 1: 𝑇∗  ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1 

 Creation of fluid control surfaces: 

After an initial thermal approximation in part-1, the velocity observation 𝑗 within the 

velocity 𝑥 and 𝑦 observation matrices,  �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠 and 𝑣𝑜𝑏𝑠, can be selected based on the 

minimization problem defined by Equation 12. Once determined, placement criteria for the 

“fluid control surfaces” can be imposed on the velocity information contained in the 

selected 𝑗 observations from Equation 12.  

𝑚𝑖𝑛 (‖𝑇∗ − 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑗
‖

1
) , 𝑗 = 1,2,3,… , 𝑛.          (12) 

 

As per Equation 12 above, the PCP assumes that the features of the velocity field are 

correlated with the initial thermal boundary conditions. A coherent strategy with regards 

the placement of the “fluid control surfaces” also needed to be established. It was decided 
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to use vertical and horizontal surfaces to capture the velocity profiles in the 𝑥 and 𝑦 

directions respectively. The placement process in “fluid control surfaces” was fully 

automated for the lower-buoyancy case in natural convection, the criteria and application 

of which is described later by Section 4.3.4 in Chapter 4.  

 

 Evaluation of velocity goal function: 

Once the “fluid control surfaces” have been created the script treats the vertical and 

horizontal surfaces separately, using information in �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠 to compute velocity profiles 

through all vertical surfaces and information in 𝑣𝑜𝑏𝑠 to compute profiles through all 

horizontal surfaces. Each “fluid control surface” is assigned its own control surface 

matrix 𝐶 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛 consisting of 𝑚 surface points and 𝑛 velocity profile observations. The 

velocity profiles stored in the control surface matrices must share the same ordering as the 

observations in  �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠 and 𝑣𝑜𝑏𝑠 from which they came. In this way, the value in non-

dimensional flow parameter for each of the observations can be used to identify the 

individual velocity profile observations stored in the columns of each of the 𝐶 matrices.  

 

By using a spline interpolant to quantify the trend in non-dimensional parameter a priori, 

its goal value can be introduced as a variable so that the script may compute an 

approximation for the corresponding goal velocity profiles. Using the equation defined by 

the spline interpolant, the algorithm interpolates on each of the control surface matrices 

with respect to the goal value in non-dimensional parameter. This was achieved via the 

interp1 function in MATLAB. Finally, once the goal profiles are made available, the 

velocity goal function is completed by substituting the approximated profiles into their 

corresponding “fluid control surface” row-elements within an initial vector of zeros ∈

ℝ𝑚𝑥1. 
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  Output: 

These are the velocity goal functions required for the end velocity reconstruction in part-3 

of the proposed modelling methodology  

Velocity x component goal function: 𝐺г𝑥𝑠
 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1   

Velocity y component goal function: 𝐺г𝑦𝑠
 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1 

3.3.3 Part 3: Reconstruction of velocity fields 

 Inputs to end velocity reconstruction: 

These are the outputs, the velocity goal functions, from the PCP stage in part-2.  

Velocity x component goal function: 𝐺г𝑥𝑠
 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1   

Velocity y component goal function: 𝐺г𝑦𝑠
 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1 

The PODc w. FVMP algorithm acts on the velocity observation matrices and the goal 

functions  𝐺г𝑥𝑠
 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1 and 𝐺г𝑦𝑠

 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1 to reconstruct velocity fields. Therefore, the global 

ROM ends with a reconstruction of velocity fields 𝑢∗ and 𝑣∗ from which a column vector of 

velocity magnitude values ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥1 can be easily evaluated.  
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Chapter 4 

Thermo-fluid Applications 

Chapter 4 begins by exploring the reduced-order-modelling capabilities of the Proper 

Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) for a case of forced convection, with the primary purpose to 

validate the existing POD w. Flux Matching Procedure (POD w. FMP) and POD w. Orthogonal 

Complements w. FMP (PODc w. FMP) methodology proposed by Rambo and Joshi [6,35]. Like that 

of Rambo and Joshi, the Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒, was the non-dimensional parameter that was used 

to form the observation matrix [34,35].  

 

The remainder of the Chapter explores the capabilities of the proposed global Reduced Order 

Model (ROM) with the PODc w. Flow Variable Matching Procedure (PODc w. FVMP) and Profile 

Correlation Procedure (PCP) introduced to the reader in Chapter 3 for the modelling of natural and 

mixed convection in populated compartment models.  

 

The natural convection case was modelled as a differentially heated box enclosure populated with 

a heat dissipating cylinder placed at the centroid. The case is representative of a parametric thermo-

fluid system such that certain combinations of thermal boundary condition values can induce 

atypical flow feature interaction phenomena. The case in question was previously investigated 

experimentally and significant flow feature interaction effects sourced from the temperature 

differential of the enclosure and the temperature of the heated cylinder were identified [11]. Such 

interaction effects served to drive the overall flow features by influencing the strength and direction 

of the thermal plume arising from the heated cylinder. Finally, a case of mixed convection in an 

aircraft crown compartment populated with two heat dissipating avionic components is introduced. 

The case is representative of the numerical and experimental optimization study carried out by 

Butler et al. [9,12].  
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For the evaluation of ROM modelling errors, the converged CFD RANS solutions were strictly 

treated as the exact system response upon which all subsequent approximation errors were 

evaluated. All global modelling errors expressed in percentage are evaluated from Equation 13.  

𝜖𝑔 = 
 ‖𝑅𝑂𝑀 − 𝐶𝐹𝐷 ‖2

‖𝐶𝐹𝐷‖2
.          (13) 

 

For the purposes of this Chapter only global errors are included and a full discussion on control 

surface and local errors are presented to the reader in Chapter 5. The computer system specs upon 

which the algorithms were run were as follows: i3-4170 CPU @ 3.70GHz with 8.00GB installed 

RAM at 64-bit.  

4.1 Generic CFD methodology and creation of observation matrices  

All basis modes were computed using CFD RANS solutions from commercial solvers within 

FLUENT. For each case, a grid convergence analysis was carried out to ensure the minimization 

of the discretization error [17]. In Reynolds number channel flow, the presence of walls serves to 

induce large gradients in flow variables at or near the viscous sub layer. In low speed flows this 

layer will be thicker, thereby placing a greater emphasis on the importance of capturing its effects 

by adequately modelling the viscous sub layer adjacent to the walls. For such cases, a 𝑌+ of 1 is 

recommended and this was achieved with the assistance of adequate cell bias adjacent to the walls 

of the domain as well as with the inclusion of appropriate wall functions in FLUENT.  𝑌+ is a 

function of friction velocity, kinematic viscosity and the distance from the wall of the domain where 

the friction velocity is expressed as 𝑢𝑓  ≡ √
𝜏𝑤

𝜌
. Viz.  𝑌+ = 

𝑢𝑓𝑦

𝜈
 ≈ 1. A 𝑌+ of 1 implies that the 

influence of both turbulent and laminar effects in the cells are approximately equal. The emphasis 

of this work was on the reduced-order-modelling of thermo-fluid phenomena, and therefore to 

minimize the iterative numerical solution error over the full fluid domain the convergence criteria 
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for the energy equation was set as 1e-9 for each case. For continuity, velocity, k and epsilon 

convergence criteria was set to 1e-3 for each case. Thus, each CFD RANS observation used to form 

the observation matrices were only considered satisfactory when the residual of the energy equation 

was minimized subject to an upper bound of 1e-9. For convection-type problems the continuity, 

momentum and energy equations, expressed in Partial Derivative Equation (PDE) form, must be 

solved together [13]. However, in cases of natural and mixed convection strong couplings between 

the continuity/momentum and energy equations render the discretization process more 

computationally taxing for a given numerical solution. 

 

For the first case of forced convection the flow is governed by the incompressible steady form of 

the governing equations with shear and viscous heating effects included [16]. Unlike the latter cases 

of natural and mixed convection, here the kinematic (continuity/momentum) and thermodynamic 

(energy) variables are decoupled and buoyancy forces due to gravity are omitted from the resulting 

PDEs. In forced convection the PDEs were solved using a pressure-correction method employed 

by the SIMPLE scheme within FLUENT [16]. 

 

For the latter cases of natural and mixed convection the Boussinesq approximation was employed 

along with a steady density-based solver. This ensured density was kept constant in all terms of the 

PDEs with the exception of the buoyancy terms in the momentum equations for the modelling of 

both 𝑥 and 𝑦 velocity components, expressed as 𝑢∗ and 𝑣∗ in the PODc expansions respectively. 

Thus variations in density were expressed in the momentum equations via (𝜌 − 𝜌0)𝑔 ≈

−𝜌0𝛽(𝑇 − 𝑇0)𝑔, whereby 𝜌0 denotes the constant density of the flow, 𝑇0 the constant operating 

temperature, 𝑔 the acceleration due to gravity and 𝛽 the thermal expansion coefficient. 

The simulation criteria imposed in FLUENT is listed on a case by case basis from Section 4.1.1 to 

Section 4.1.3. 
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4.1.1 Forced convection FLUENT criteria  

For the first case of forced convection each CFD RANS simulation was allowed to 

converge subject to the following simulation criteria:  

 Standard 𝑘-𝜀 turbulent model with enhanced wall treatment 

 Fluid modelled as pure air  

 Reference temperature set as 288K 

 Velocity inlet temperature set as 288K 

 Solver set to pressure velocity coupling SIMPLE scheme  

 Absolute total pressure outlet condition, with gauge set as zero Pa  

 Least squares cell based gradient spatial discretization 

 Second order upwind, turbulent kinetic energy, dissipation rate and spatial discretization  

 

Low Reynolds number effects in natural and mixed convection gives rise to flows characterized by 

low-velocity and swirl. For this reason, turbulence was modelled with the RNG 𝑘 − 𝜖 model rather 

than the standard 𝑘 − 𝜀 model because it includes a differential viscosity model suited to modelling 

low Reynolds number conditions. 

4.1.2 Natural convection FLUENT criteria  

To consider the influence of radiation effects the S2S model was used within FLUENT. 

The S2S model assumes that radiation effects by absorption, emission, or scattering are ignored 

and instead accounts for radiation exchange in an enclosure of gray-diffuse surfaces.  For natural 

convection in differentially heated enclosures there is much debate into the appropriate choice of 

reference temperature 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓. For large enclosures, the reference temperature should be the post-

processed average temperature of the fluid bulk. However, for small compartments like the 

enclosure modelled here the ideal reference temperature is generally accepted to be the post-

processed average wall temperature. For the second case of natural convection each CFD RANS 
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simulation within the FLUENT environment was allowed to converge subject to the following 

simulation criteria:  

 RNG 𝑘-𝜀 turbulent model with standard wall functions 

 Fluid modelled as pure air  

 Reference temperature set as post-processed average wall temperature 

 Solver set to density-based steady  

 Implicit formulation with Roe-FDS flux type 

 Least squares cell based gradient spatial discretization 

 Second order upwind, turbulent kinetic energy, dissipation rate and spatial discretization  

4.1.3 Mixed convection FLUENT criteria  

For large enclosures like that of the aircraft crown compartment, the reference temperature 

should be the post-processed average temperature of the fluid bulk. For the final case of mixed 

convection each CFD RANS simulation within the FLUENT environment was allowed to converge 

subject to the following simulation criteria: 

 RNG 𝑘-𝜀 turbulent model with standard wall functions 

 Fluid modelled as pure air  

 Reference temperature set as post-processed average temperature of the fluid bulk 

 Velocity inlet temperature set as 288K 

 Solver set to density-based steady  

 Absolute total pressure outlet condition, with gauge set as zero Pa  

 Backflow turbulent intensity set at 5% 

 Backflow turbulent viscosity ratio set at 10% 

 Implicit formulation with Roe-FDS flux type 

 Least squares cell based gradient spatial discretization 

 Second order upwind, turbulent kinetic energy, dissipation rate and spatial discretization  
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4.1.4 Creation of observation matrices 

The thermal and velocity observation matrices were formed using the converged velocity 

and temperature data extracted from FLUENT. The data was carefully concatenated into the 

observation matrices to ensure a coherent and structured ordering in the non-dimensional parameter 

that best describes each case, with the sole objective to promote a coherent and deterministic 

variation along the steady state solution branch. For each case, the velocity field was decomposed 

into both 𝑥 and 𝑦 components; therefore 3 observation matrices were required as inputs to the 

overall framework to give both a thermal and a velocity reconstruction.  

 

By choosing to model the velocity components separately greater detail in error analysis and data 

visualization can be afforded to the user. Furthermore, as highlighted earlier in Section 3.3.2 the 

observation matrices �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠 and 𝑣𝑜𝑏𝑠 assist the PCP stage of the global ROM by allowing for both 𝑥 

and 𝑦 component velocity profiles to be evaluated over the full observation space through vertical 

and horizontal fluid control surfaces respectively.  

4.2 Turbulent forced convection over a heated step 

Although the primary emphasis of this work was to test the proposed 3-part modelling 

methodology for cases of natural and mixed convection, this work recognized that algorithm 

replication was of vital importance before attempting to implement modifications to an existing 

methodology. To do this the algorithms were first developed and tested for a case of fully developed 

turbulent forced convection in a channel.  

 

The case was set up in a similar fashion to work carried out by Rambo et al. [34]. In addition to 

validating the existing algorithms, in this work the efficacy of a reconstruction for goal conditions 

outside the range of included observations is also tested. Previous work focused on reconstructions 

within the interpolate only [34,35]. Ghosh and Joshi coined the term extrapolation horizon to account 
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for this abstract space outside the observed interpolate [101]. The portions of the domain used to 

extract the source and modal information were control surfaces at the boundaries of the model 

where velocity and thermal boundary conditions were imposed at inlet and on the floor of the 

raised-step respectively. In this way, source and modal information was extracted from two 

boundary walls of the model geometry.  

4.2.1 Forced convection geometry  

The geometry shown by Figure 4.1 is a 2D channel with a forward-facing step constructed 

from a square 𝐻 = 0.04m adjoined to a rectangle 𝐻 = 0.03m with breadth 𝐵 = 0.06m. The flow 

enters from left to right before passing over the forward-facing step created by the rectangular 

extrusion adjoined to the square. The vertical side of the square at the far left of the Figure was the 

surface upon which the velocity-inlet boundary conditions were imposed. The floor of the raised 

step was the surface upon which goal thermal boundary conditions were imposed.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 - Forced convection geometry 
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4.2.2 Fully developed turbulent velocity profile  

The flow entering the channel was modelled as fully developed turbulent flow whereby the 

velocity profile was governed by Prandtl’s 1/7th power law, a relationship used to determine the 

velocity distribution for turbulent flow in pipes [35,103]. The centerline velocity was the parameter 

that was varied over the solution branch of observations. In this way, the velocity profile at channel-

inlet varied from one observation to the next. Figure 4.2 shows the velocity profile at channel-inlet 

when the centerline velocity equates to a value of 1.5m/s.  

Figure 4.2 - User Defined Function in Fluent - Prandtl 1/7th power law at inlet 

 

4.2.3 Forced convection mesh and simulation set-up 

To ensure that the discretization error was minimized and each simulation was as 

computationally efficient as possible a grid convergence study was conducted. The fine mesh had 

21,601 nodes and the coarse mesh had 7171 nodes. This resulted in a refinement factor of 1.73 

which is well above the recommended minimum of 1.3 [17]. The refinement factor can be easily 

calculated from 𝑟 =  (
𝑁1

𝑁2
)

1

𝐷
 where the variable 𝐷 is the dimension of the model. Thus 𝐷 = 2 for all 

examples covered. The coarse mesh is shown in Figure 4.3 whereby the root of the centerline arrow 

denotes the location of the goal centerline velocity that is subject to Prandtl’s 1/7th power law.  
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Figure 4.3 - Forced convection mesh 

 

To evaluate the discrepancy between the fine and coarse mesh thermal and velocity profiles were 

plotted 0.01m downstream to the entry to the narrow channel when 𝑥 = 0.05m. The thermal and 

velocity profiles for both grids were found to be well-aligned and percentage errors were evaluated 

by probing locations of large discrepancy along both sets of profiles. The largest discrepancies 

between the coarse and fine mesh were approximately 1 and 10% for the thermal and velocity 

profiles respectively. To capture boundary layer, velocity expansion and thermal effects the mesh 

had been intentionally stretched to cluster the cells adjacent to the channel walls and at the interface 

to the forward-facing step. This also ensured a 𝑌+  ≈ 1 was achieved. In this way, the clustering of 

cells correlates to the areas of the domain where velocity acceleration and retardation are most 

pronounced.  

4.2.4 Forced convection observation matrix  

The observation database was structured over a range of non-homogeneous boundary 

conditions because it was subject to variations in both the velocity boundary condition at velocity-

inlet and the thermal boundary condition imposed on the horizontal surface of the raised step. Using 

the channel height at inlet as the characteristic length the turbulent Reynolds numbers were 

calculated. As per Table 1 the observations were ordered to promote a linear variation in Reynolds 
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number. The thermal loads on the step increased linearly in increments of 5K between 373 and 413 

Kelvin.   

Table 1 - Forced convection observation database 

Simulation 𝒌 𝒖𝒊𝒏 m/s Thermal (K) 𝑹𝒆𝒙 

1 1 0.5 373 3422.935 

2 2 0.6 378 4107.522 

3 3 0.7 383 4792.109 

4 4 0.8 388 5476.696 

5 5 0.9 393 6161.283 

6 6 1 398 6845.87 

7 7 1.1 403 7530.457 

8 8 1.2 408 8215.044 

9 9 1.3 413 8899.631 

 

4.2.5 Reduced order model of forced convection case  

Due to the small couplings in thermal and velocity fields in forced convection it is 

acceptable to model both fields separately, as was done by Rambo and Joshi [34]. Yet unlike previous 

work for this example the model was tested for a goal solution that corresponded to boundary 

conditions that resided outside the range of included observations and within the extrapolate 

horizon. As per the findings from the literature review, this was done to quantify and understand 

the behavior in the increased modelling error at off-design conditions.  

 

The goal approximation corresponded to a new centerline velocity of 1.5m/s and a new step 

temperature of 423K. The evaluation of the weights via the FMP for the velocity reconstruction 

matched goal mass flow with mass flow information from the source term at a control surface 

coincident to channel-inlet on the left-hand boundary of the model [34]. The process of matching 

mass flow constrains the modelling to flows of constant density such that the flow field develops 

under a strict incompressibility condition. Using velocity information as an example, the goal and 
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extracted source information may then be written as functions of mass flow so that 𝐺𝑚 =

 ∫ 𝜌𝑢. �̂�𝑑𝑦
𝛤

 and 𝑆𝑚 = ∫ 𝜌𝑢𝑜. �̂�𝑑𝑦
𝛤

,    𝛤 ⊆  𝛺. Whereby the velocity term within 𝐺𝑚 is a vector 

containing velocity 𝑢𝑥 information subject to Prandtl’s 1/7th power law at elements corresponding 

to channel-inlet. Likewise, the velocity term 𝑢𝑜 within 𝑆𝑚 contains source information extracted 

from the same elements corresponding to channel-inlet. In the evaluation of the first weight source 

information was extracted from the POD and PODc source terms, defined by 𝑢𝑜 and 𝑢⊥ 

respectively, and from preceding approximations for subsequent reconstructions. In the thermal 

modelling the evaluation of the weights was achieved by matching goal temperature with source 

information extracted from the elements that correspond to the horizontal surface of the raised step. 

In the evaluation of the first weight this was extracted from the POD and PODc source terms, 

defined by 𝑇𝑜 and 𝑇⊥ respectively, and from preceding approximations for subsequent 

reconstructions. The goal temperature did not vary along the upper surface of the step, thus all the 

non-zero entries in the thermal goal vector were simply the goal temperature value of 423K. Figure 

4.4 compares the modal energies 𝐸𝑘 for both decompositions.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

Figure 4.4 - POD vs. PODc modal energies - forced convection thermal decomposition 
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The slight increase in steepening in decay of PODc modal energies indicates a more efficient 

decomposition and tallies with results from previous research that first developed the method [6,34].  

4.2.6 Forced convection standard POD results 

Using the standard POD and including only one mode and weight, the 1-term thermal 

global modelling error was calculated as 0.2395%. With the addition of a second basis mode the 2-

term error decreased to 0.2306%. As per Figure 4.5 the solution reached maximum convergence 

with the inclusion of the 2nd mode before remaining relatively unchanged until the inclusion of the 

5th mode caused the error to diverge suddenly. The source of this divergence was found to result 

from using too many observations to describe the problem space, and this is further addressed in 

the discussion in Chapter 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 4.5 - Behavior in forced convection thermal error 

 

Although the inclusion of the second mode resulted in improved accuracy, the overall improvement 

was negligible. Therefore, the high accuracy of the 1-term approximation (error of 0.2395%) was 

considered more than satisfactory and optimal in terms of efficiency such that 𝑇∗ = 𝑇𝑜 + 𝛼1𝜓1. 

Using the TIC TOC function in MATLAB the run-time recorded for the thermal ROM was 

0.278009 seconds. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 compare the 1-term POD thermal reconstruction with the 
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actual solution to be replicated in the region of maximum temperature gradients at the heated step. 

Note: the step is located 0.04m into the channel and has a step height of 0.01m.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 - Forced convection CFD RANS thermal solution (K) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7 - Forced convection POD thermal solution (K) 

K 
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In consideration of Figures 4.6 and 4.7 the POD reconstruction replicates the actual thermal 

boundary layer remarkably well, although the approximated solution slightly underestimates the 

boundary layer thickness downstream as 𝑥 → 0.1m. Due to the driving influence of forced air-

inflow only a very small portion of the domain was affected by the variations in the thermal 

boundary condition imposed on the horizontal surface of the raised step. Consequently, in contrast 

to the velocity observation values, the variation in temperature values between each of the thermal 

observations was small.  

In contrast to the limited influence of the thermal boundary condition, velocity-inlet effects 

propagate downstream and expand over the forward-facing step. Therefore, the accuracy of the 

thermal reconstruction outperforms that of the velocity reconstruction because the thermal 

boundary condition influences only a very small region of the full computational domain. 

Consequently, the resulting velocity modelling error was found to be 10.43x greater than that of 

the thermal approximation. Using only one mode and weight for each velocity component the 

velocity magnitude error with the POD was 2.4983%. When Rambo and Joshi approximated for 

on-design conditions within the interpolate the 1-term velocity magnitude error was 2% [35]. 

Therefore the increase in error seen in this case can safely be attributed to approximating at off-

design conditions within the extrapolate thereby validating observations made by Ding et al. [33]. 

Indeed, this makes sense because by being some linear combination of the original observation 

space the computed basis modes are more representative of on-design reconstructions within the 

interpolate.     

 

The solution run-time of the velocity ROM was recorded as 0.439981 seconds. For both velocity 

component decompositions, the first dominant mode captured c.98% of available energy. 

Furthermore, the reconstructed velocity profile (expressed in terms of mass flow) is in excellent 

agreement with the goal velocity profile at velocity-inlet. See Figures 4.8 and 4.9.  
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Figure 4.8 - POD modal energies - forced convection velocity decomposition 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4.9 - Goal CFD vs. reconstructed mass flow at velocity-inlet - forced convection 
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Figure 4.10 compares the actual velocity solution to the POD approximation. For the velocity field 

approximation the components of velocity were treated separately, the modelling process therefore 

required 2 observation matrices, one for each velocity component �⃛�𝑜𝑏𝑠 ∈  ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛 and 𝑣𝑜𝑏𝑠 ∈

 ℝ𝑚𝑥𝑛 to form the 1-term expansions 𝑢∗ = 𝑢𝑜 + 𝛼1𝜓1 and 𝑣∗ = 𝑣𝑜 + 𝛼1𝜓1 respectively. The 

decomposition of the velocity field into components is not a constraint on the modelling procedure 

as the POD method can easily reconstruct a velocity magnitude approximation by operating on a 

single observation matrix of velocity magnitude values. The only disadvantage associated with 

treating the velocity components separately is the increased cost that results from running the 

algorithm. However, given the fast run-times of the algorithm the ramifications of this disadvantage 

were considered to be small when considering the need for velocity vector plots and a granular 

error analysis.  

 

Figure 4.10 - CFD vs. POD - velocity vector plot forced convection 
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Figure 4.10 serves to provide an illustrative example of the accurate modelling predictions of the 

POD methods when applied to a divergence-free velocity field of forced convection. By 

considering information at velocity-inlet only in the evaluation of the weights the algorithm relies 

on the flow features captured by the individual basis modes to resolve the remaining flow features. 

This improves the overall efficiency of the algorithm and because the modes themselves represent 

some linear combination of the solutions to the governing equations they retain the divergence-free 

property making the approach ideally suited to the modelling of the velocity field in this case of 

forced convection. The driving source behind the overall velocity magnitude error (2.4983%) 

comes from an under prediction of the velocity expansion over the heated-step. This is the region 

of the domain where the 𝑦 component of velocity has the most influence. Indeed, most of the 

velocity modelling error was attributed to the fact that there was no optimization for the y 

component of velocity, with global modelling errors for the 𝑥 and 𝑦 components evaluated as 

1.0333% and 19.6431% respectively. Furthermore, except for the localized region at the corner of 

the forward-facing step the velocity 𝑦 component values tended to zero throughout the domain 

thereby giving an exaggeration in overall modelling error. Regardless of any discrepancies, for this 

simple case of forced convection the POD retains both high accuracy and efficiency for the 

complete velocity reconstruction.  

4.2.7 Forced convection PODc results 

Using the PODc method the 1-term thermal percentage error was evaluated as 0.1686% 

and a solution run-time of 0.407690 seconds was recorded. This corresponded to a 1-term PODc 

solution accuracy that was 1.4205x greater than the standard computation. Like that of the standard 

computation the solution error reached maximum convergence with the addition of a second PODc 

mode to give an error of 0.1649%. Like that of Figures 4.6 and 4.7, Figure 4.11 shows the PODc 

thermal reconstruction in the region where temperature gradients were greatest.  
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Figure 4.11 - Forced convection PODc thermal solution (K) 

4.2.8 Replication of algorithm confirmations  

Before proceeding to test the proposed methodology for the remaining cases of natural and 

mixed convection the following points demonstrate that this case of forced convection successfully 

replicated the algorithms thereby giving this work the confidence to move forward. 

 PODc modes exhibit a sharper decrease in modal energies that those of the 

standard computation 

 PODc reconstructions are of a higher accuracy than the standard computation 

 In this case the increased velocity modelling errors at off-design conditions 

(2.4983 vs. 2%) confirms findings from literature reviewed [33,35] 

 At both the velocity and temperature control surfaces modelling errors decreased 

as additional modes and weights were added to the expansion in line with their 

corresponding singular values and modal energies (see Chapter 5 for control 

surface error plots and discussion).  

K 
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4.3 Natural convection application 

 Having successfully replicated the algorithms in the previous case of forced convection 

the proposed 3-part methodology was first tested on a case of natural convection where there was 

an existing knowledge and understanding of the flow feature interaction process.  

 The findings of this case were accepted as an abstract and presented at the Inaugural Fluids 

Conference in Imperial College London in September 2016 [105] 

 

The test case is characterized by a differentially heated cavity and populated with a single heat 

dissipating component and the case was based upon an existing numerical and experimental study 

[11].  The non-dimensional parameter that best describes this case of natural convection is the 

Grashof ratio 𝜃∗ defined as the ratio of the Grashof number of the heated cylinder to the Grashof 

number of the compartment, whereby the Grashof number 𝐺𝑟 relates to the ratio of buoyancy to 

viscous forces. The Grashof ratio therefore provides a good indication into the influence buoyancy 

forces have on the flow features.  

 

The hot wall and cylinder temperatures were the two boundary conditions that were varied. In this 

way the velocity field was driven solely by thermal boundary conditions. Over the range of included 

observations, variations in flow structure were found to be significant with flow feature interactions 

present at higher Grashof ratios [11]. The simplicity of the geometrical model coupled with the 

proven existence of flow feature interaction effects was a primary driver behind deciding to use 

this case to test the efficacy of the proposed framework in the modelling of natural convection.  

 

The mesh used to generate the CFD RANS observations subject to the CFD FLUENT criteria 

described earlier in Section 4.1.2 is shown by Figure 4.12.  
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Figure 4.12 - Natural convection computational grid 

 

The geometry is a square of height 𝐻 = 0.31m with a heated cylinder at the centroid of diameter 

𝑑 = 0.03m. The mesh depicted in Figure 4.12 consisted of 39600 nodes with cells being biased 

towards the walls of the square enclosure and the wall of the cylinder. The right wall of the domain 

was the hot wall 𝑇ℎ and the left wall was the cold wall 𝑇𝑐. The top and bottom walls were both 

adiabatic. For all observations the cold wall boundary condition was fixed at  293K whereas the 

thermal loads on the hot wall and heated cylinder 𝑇𝑐𝑦𝑙 were the homogenous boundary conditions 

that were varied to form the observation database. As per Section 4.1.2, the reference temperature 

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 for this small compartment was the post-processed average wall temperature.  
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What made this case both unique and challenging is that for certain Grashof ratios significant flow 

feature interaction occurs, ultimately serving to amplify the variation in the overall flow features 

along the solution branch of observations. As the Grashof ratio increases the interference flow 

feature interaction has on the main convection current induced by the temperature differential of 

the enclosure becomes more prominent. The eventual result is a complete disruption of the main 

convection current along with the development of individual convective cells. This transitional 

process is explained in Section 4.3.1. For this case of natural convection, the post-processed 

Grashof ratio was evaluated from Equation 14 [11]. 

𝜃∗ = 
𝑑3(𝑇𝑐𝑦𝑙 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓)

𝐻3(𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐)
.          (14) 

4.3.1 The flow feature interaction process – a fundamental case  

The disruption of the main convection current due to a flow feature interaction process 

sourced from the hot wall and cylinder boundary conditions may be described as follows.  

As the cylinder temperature is increased the upward air velocity adjacent to the hot wall (right wall) 

begins to retard, thickening its boundary layer. Consequently, the returning convection current 

moving from left to right under the cylinder is pushed upwards and to the left serving to re-energize 

the thermal plume arising from the heated cylinder. As values of 𝜃∗ increase a transition process is 

underway such that the main convection current induced by the temperature differential of the 

compartment begins to disintegrate having been disrupted by an increasingly energized thermal 

plume. Eventually the main convection current fully disintegrates with the formation of individual 

convective cells. It is at this point that the behavior of the flow is governed by the temperature 

differential between the hot wall and the cylinder as opposed to the temperature differential of the 

compartment, as was the case when the main convection current was the dominant feature [11].  
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4.3.2 Natural convection – the formation of the observation matrix 

  The observation database for this case of natural convection is shown in Table 2. The 𝑘 

ordering of the observations was dictated by increasing Grashof ratio between minimum and 

maximum values of 𝜃∗ =  7.07𝑒 − 05 and 𝜃∗ =  7.92𝑒 − 04.  

 

Table 2 - Natural convection observation database 

Simulation 𝒌 Cylinder 
(K) 

Hot Wall 
(K) 

dT (K) 𝜽∗ Case 

1 1 330 353 60 7.07E-05 D60C330 

2 2 330 343 50 1.57E-04 D50C330 

3 4 330 333 40 2.86E-04 D40C330 

4 3 345 353 60 2.43E-04 D60C345 

5 5 345 343 50 3.63E-04 D50C345 

6 7 345 333 40 5.40E-04 D40C345 

7 6 360 353 60 4.13E-04 D60C360 

8 8 360 343 50 5.65E-04 D50C360 

9 9 360 333 40 7.92E-04 D40C360 

 

 

The included range of 𝜃∗ in Table 2 was chosen to ensure a range in flow feature interaction effects 

would be included in the observation space, and therefore in the resulting ROM. Both goal 

approximations were picked specifically to test the efficacy of the ROM in modelling of solutions 

defined by limited and significant flow feature interaction effects corresponding to 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 

and 7.66𝑒 − 4 respectively. Table 3 contains the goal boundary conditions for both goal 

approximations.  

 

Table 3 - Natural convection goal conditions 1 & 2 

 

Approximation Cylinder 
(K) 

Hot Wall 
(K) 

Cavity Differential 
(K) 

𝜽∗ Case 

1 345 348 55 3.70E-04 D55C345 

2 375 343 50 7.66E-04 D50C375 
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Figure 4.13 depicts the ordering of the observations in the second column of Table 2 with respect 

to increasing Grashof ratio. The two slices layered on top of the Figure depict the CFD RANS 

velocity field solutions for the goal values of 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 and 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4.  

 

 

Figure 4.13 - Natural convection solution branch 

 

 

As per Section 3.3 in Chapter 3, a coherent variation in the non-dimensional flow parameter is vital 

to the overall success of the PCP stage of the proposed 3-part methodology. This is because the 

promotion of a deterministic trend in Grashof ratio along the solution branch bolsters the accuracy 

in interpolation between the observed velocity profiles computed through the fluid control surfaces, 

thereby allowing for an improvement in accuracy of the velocity goal function required for the end 

velocity reconstruction.  
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4.3.3 Natural convection PODc thermal results  

For all contour plots in Chapter 4, the dashed line represents the actual solution and the 

solid line the ROM approximation. 

 

All thermal results are produced from the first component of the 3-part framework. Table 3 outlines 

the new combinations of thermal boundary conditions that are being tested. Both cases were chosen 

to evaluate the capability of the proposed framework in the modelling of cases on either side of the 

interaction spectrum. For the first goal approximation where 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 maximum convergence 

was reached with a 2-term PODc thermal approximation which had a solution run-time of 0.534180 

seconds and a global thermal modelling error of 0.2353%. In Figure 4.14 the contours depicted by 

the solid line represent the PODc reconstruction.  

 

Figure 4.14 - Natural convection PODc thermal approximation at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 
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Figure 4.14 shows that the thermal modelling errors were most pronounced in regions influenced 

by the rising thermal plume from the cylinder. It is also evident that the approximation improves 

adjacent to the walls of the square-enclosure. This may be explained when considering how the 

temperature profile is distributed in a predictable manner within the boundary layer regions. For 

test case 1 the PODc model reduced the cost of the solution scheme from approximately 200,000 

degrees of freedom to 2 degrees of freedom through the evaluation of 2 unknown weight 

coefficients. Viz. 𝑇𝐷55𝐶345
∗ = 𝑇⊥ + ∑ 𝛼𝑖�̅�𝑖

2
𝑖=1 .  

 

The behavior in solution error with increasing PODc modes is shown in Figure 4.15, clearly a 2-

term expansion is the most efficient and accurate option. The source of the overall behavior in 

global thermal modelling error is discussed in Chapter 5 alongside further analysis on control 

surface and localized errors.   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.15 - PODc trend in thermal modelling error - natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 
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When 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4  the steady state solution is characterized by an increase in flow feature 

interaction phenomena. For the second goal approximation where  𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 a 1-term PODc 

thermal approximation had a solution run-time of 0.401265 seconds and a global solution error of 

0.9911%. In Figure 4.16 the contours depicted by the solid line represent the PODc reconstruction.  

 

 

Figure 4.16 - Natural convection PODc thermal approximation at 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 

 

At 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 following the 1-term approximation the inclusion of additional modes did not 

enhance the accuracy further. Therefore, the solution was constructed as a 1-term PODc 

expansion 𝑇𝐷50𝐶375
∗ = 𝑇⊥ + 𝛼1�̅�1. In this way, once the PODc modal matrix was computed the 

reduced-order-modelling solution procedure was reduced to finding a single weight coefficient. 

The behavior in solution error with increasing PODc modes is shown in Figure 4.17. The source of 
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the behavior in global thermal modelling error is discussed in Chapter 5 alongside further analysis 

on control surface and localized errors.   

 

Figure 4.17 - PODc trend in thermal modelling error - natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4    

 

It is of special interest that for the lower buoyancy case the best approximation resulted from 2 

PODc modes and weights, yet for the higher buoyancy case following a 1-term approximation the 

solution did not improve in accuracy with the inclusion of additional modes. Indeed, in the higher 

buoyancy case the increased flow feature interaction effects and increased thermal load on the 

heated cylinder produced a thermal flow field characterized by stronger temperature gradients.  

 

In summary, for goal approximation 2 at approximately twice the Grashof ratio the thermal error 

increased 4.2x. Nevertheless, both PODc thermal reconstructions for part-1 of the framework in 

this case of natural convection remain accurate and remarkably fast.  
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4.3.4 Natural convection PODc velocity field approximation using the PCP   

For all contour plots in Chapter 4, the dashed line represents the actual solution and the 

solid line the ROM approximation. 

 

For the velocity field approximation in this case of natural convection, the creation of fluid control 

surfaces could be fully automated. However, it was found that the automation process was only 

applicable subject to 𝜃∗ < 5𝑒 − 4. The automation process in the PCP stage can be described as 

follows. The algorithm finds the 4 nodal points in the domain that correspond to max(𝑢), max(𝑣), 

min(𝑢) and min(𝑣). The script then creates surfaces of user defined length 𝑙 via horizontal (max(𝑣) 

& min(𝑣)) and vertical (max(𝑢) & min(𝑢)) extrusions of length l/2 from either side of each of the 

4 identified nodal points. If the distance between a wall of the domain and the nodal point is less 

than l/2 the code then chooses to extrude the surfaces from the wall through the point until the full 

length has been reached. Therefore, it must be noted that the surfaces themselves consist of nodal 

points in the computational grid and not every surface will share the same number of surface points. 

At higher values of 𝜃∗ a manual selection of control surfaces up the experience of the researcher 

was required to achieve acceptable levels of accuracy. For convenience, the length of the fluid 

control surfaces 𝑙 was chosen to be 0.01m, which can be represented by 
𝐻

31
 where 𝐻 was the height 

of the square-enclosure. However, because the geometrical locations of the nodes were pre-defined 

an exact length of 0.01m could not be guaranteed for every control surface. For case 1 when  𝜃∗ =

3.7𝑒 − 4 the fully automated PCP algorithm had a run-time of 0.589733s.  

 

The locations of maximum velocity, extruded fluid control surfaces and goal velocity profile 

outputs from the PCP stage are shown in Figure 4.18.  
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Figure 4.18 - PCP automated output - natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 

 

From Figure 4.18, the fluid control surfaces were extruded automatically through the identified 

points of maximum velocities. Once the surfaces had been made available all existing observation 

profiles were computed through the surfaces and interpolation was carried out to evaluate the goal 

profiles that corresponded to 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4. Following the completion of the PCP stage, the 

computed goal profiles were needed to create the required input to the end PODc velocity field 

reconstruction.  

 

For test case 1, when 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 the PODc velocity magnitude approximation had a solution 

run-time of 0.618213 seconds and a global error of 10.23%. Of which the velocity magnitude 

approximation comprised of a 1-term PODc approximations for the 𝑥 component and a 2-term 

PODc approximation for the 𝑦 component of velocity with errors of 11.915% and 11.0935% 

respectively. Viz. 𝑢𝐷55𝐶345
∗ = 𝑢⊥ + 𝛼1�̅�1 and  𝑣𝐷55𝐶345

∗ = 𝑣⊥ + ∑ 𝛼𝑖�̅�𝑖
2
𝑖=1 . In Figure 4.19 the 

contours depicted by the solid line represent the PODc reconstruction. Most of the localized 
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velocity modelling errors are weighted in the region of the thermal plume above the heated cylinder. 

Chapter 5 gives the reader further discussion and analysis on fluid control surface and local errors.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.19 - Natural convection PODc velocity approximation at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 

 

 

The rationale for the 1 and 2-term expansions for the 𝑥 and 𝑦 components of the velocity magnitude 

reconstruction is evident when considering the behavior in solution error as additional modes were 

added to the PODc expansions. See Figure 4.20.  
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Figure 4.20 - PODc trend in velocity modelling error - natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 

 

Modelling the velocity field at 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 using the automated criterion previously defined 

produced unacceptable errors. Rather, a manual selection of fluid control surfaces subject to an 

understanding of the flow feature interaction process earlier described in Section 4.3.1 was required 

to achieve acceptable results. Although a manual selection was a pre-requisite for this case it is also 

a severe limitation by offsetting the possibility of a velocity reconstruction close to real-time. The 

underlying rationale for the manual selection of control surfaces was subject to determining the 

locations in the domain where maximum kinetic energy persists. This process was assisted from 

the existing understanding of the interaction process. The manual fluid control surfaces that were 

adopted by the PCP to generate the velocity goal functions when 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 are shown in the 

central image in Figure 4.21. Note how the points of maximum velocity coupled with an 

understanding of the interaction process assisted in the creation of the fluid control surfaces. The 

coordinate locations for each of the manually placed fluid control surfaces are documented in the 

appendix.  
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Figure 4.21 - PCP manual output - natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 

 

For test case 2 when 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 the PODc velocity magnitude approximation had a solution 

run-time of 0.353077 seconds and a global error of 9.8929%. Of which the approximation 

comprised of a 1-term approximation for the 𝑥 component and a 2-term approximation for the 𝑦 

component of velocity with errors of 12.5685% and 10.6581% respectively. Viz. 𝑢𝐷50𝐶375
∗ =

 𝑢⊥ + 𝛼1�̅�1 and  𝑣𝐷50𝐶375
∗ = 𝑣⊥ + ∑ 𝛼𝑖�̅�𝑖

2
𝑖=1 .  

 

Like the previous case at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 the largest discrepancies in the velocity modelling were 

weighted in the region of the thermal plume above the heated cylinder. As evidenced by Figure 

4.22 the increased flow interaction effects at 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 ensured such discrepancies protruded 

further inside the fluid domain. In Figure 4.22 the contours depicted by the solid line represent the 

PODc reconstruction. 
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Figure 4.22 - Natural convection PODc velocity approximation at 𝜃∗ = 7.66e − 4 

The rationale for the 1 and 2-term expansions for the 𝑥 and 𝑦 components of the velocity magnitude 

reconstruction is clear from the behavior in modelling errors shown by Figure 4.23. Chapter 5 

provides a further discussion and analysis on trends in global velocity modelling errors.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

  

Figure 4.23 - PODc trend in velocity modelling error - natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 
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4.3.5 Natural convection application – concluding remarks 

The PODc method was used to form a reduced order model in the natural convection 

regime where flow feature interaction phenomena persist when 𝜃∗  ≥ 5𝑒 − 4 . This was achieved 

by introducing a profile correlation procedure (PCP) between the thermal and velocity 

reconstruction within a single reduced-order-modelling framework. The Grashof ratio 𝜃∗ was 

identified as the non-dimensional flow parameter that best quantifies the physics of the case. At 

𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 minimal interacting flow features were governed by the temperature differential of 

the enclosure. At  𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 stronger interacting flow features were governed by the 

temperature differential between the hot wall and the heated cylinder. Consequently, the 3-part 

framework was tested on 2 flow structures that differed considerably from one another. In terms of 

thermal modelling errors, both thermal approximations were shown to be in excellent agreement 

sharing errors < 1%.  

 

At 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 the fully automated 3-part framework produced a velocity reconstruction that 

was in good agreement with the actual solution to be replicated, giving a velocity magnitude error 

of 10.23%. Of which the reconstruction comprised of a 1-term approximation for the 𝑥 component 

and a 2-term approximation for the 𝑦 component of velocity with errors of 11.915% and 11.0935% 

respectively. At approximately twice the Grashof ratio, at  𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 a manual selection of 

fluid control surfaces was required to achieve acceptable results producing a velocity magnitude 

error of 9.8929%. Of which the reconstruction comprised of a 1-term approximation for the x 

component and a 2-term PODc approximation for the 𝑦 component of velocity with errors of 

12.5685% and 10.6581% respectively. It is of interest that despite the stronger flow feature 

interaction effects the manually created fluid control surfaces outperformed the real-time automated 

process at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4. Following further analysis and discussion in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 also 

provides recommendations for future work with respect to optimal placement and automation of 

the fluid control surfaces for the PCP stage.   
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4.4 Mixed convection in an aircraft crown compartment  

As a rule of thumb, when the magnitude of the velocity at inlet is of the same order of 

magnitude of flow that is thermally driven by internal avionics the case will reside within the mixed 

convection regime. For this specific case, the evaluation of the Richardson number was used to 

quantify the existence of the mixed convection regime. The Richardson number 𝑅𝑖 is a function of 

the ratio between the Grashof number and Reynolds number, and is therefore an indication into the 

influence of buoyancy effects with respect to advection effects. 𝑅𝑖 =  
𝐺𝑟

𝑅𝑒2 and if 𝑅𝑖 < 0.1 natural 

convection effects are considered negligible and when 0.1 ≤  𝑅𝑖 ≤ 10 neither natural nor forced 

convective effects are considered negligible and the flow is in a mixed convection regime.  

4.4.1 Aircraft crown compartment  

Referring back to Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1, the crown compartment of a civilian passenger 

aircraft is heavily populated with heat-dissipating avionic equipment. The crown compartment is 

located between the ceiling of the passenger cabin interior and the external fuselage skin. The 

majority of medium to long range aircraft include an aircraft crown compartment.  

 

The motivation for using the aircraft crown compartment to test the proposed 3-part methodology 

came from that of an existing state space ROM of an unpopulated crown compartment which was 

validated both experimentally with a full-scale mock-up and numerically with CFD RANS 

simulation [21]. The state space model was shown to successfully model the fluid flow within an 

insulated crown compartment while also including radiation effects. However, due to the complex 

nature of flow features that result from a populated compartment, in the state space model the 

compartment was left unpopulated with research objectives focused more on the reduced-order-

modelling of insulation and radiation effects in the aircraft crown compartment  [21]. Hence, 

although the case was representative of the experimental mock-up and CFD simulations, it 

remained unrepresentative of a typical aircraft crown compartment which is heavily populated with 

avionic equipment along the full longitudinal and lateral axes of the passenger cabin. Most 
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significantly, because the domain was left unpopulated the flow was driven by a forced convection 

regime. Therefore, in this study it was decided to test the efficacy of a POD-type approach in an 

aircraft crown compartment populated with avionics and residing in the mixed convection regime. 

Figure 4.24 highlights the thermal flow features inherent to the unpopulated case [21].   

 

Figure 4.24 - Thermal field in unpopulated crown compartment – Geron et al. [21] 

 

Further research efforts focused on extending the case to the mixed convection regime by 

populating the domain with two avionic components: an electric conduit known as the Route G 

cable and the Secondary Electrical Power Distribution Centre (SEPDC) [12]. Yet instead of 

developing a reduced order model, the work focused on the optimization of thermal management 

with respect to the optimal placement of the Route G cable and SEPDC components in the aircraft 

crown compartment [9,12]. This previous body of work provided the ideal foundation to test the 

capability of the proposed 3-part reduced-order-modelling framework in the modelling of a mixed 

convection regime inside a populated aircraft crown compartment.  

4.4.2 Aircraft crown compartment boundary conditions and final mesh  

Dimensions of the domain were set to replicate those of previous work covered in the 

literature review [9,12,21]. Yet to reduce the high offline cost associated with the adopted approach 

this work makes use of symmetry by including a symmetry boundary condition. Therefore, the 
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location of the Route G cable and SEPDC avionics differed from that seen in previous work. The 

height of the domain was 0.35m and the length floor of the compartment was 1.138m of which 

both velocity-inlet and outlet measured 0.02m in length. Dimensions of the model are detailed in 

Figure 4.25 and Table 4 whereby the square represents the SEPDC avionic, and the circle represents 

the Route G avionic.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.25 - Geometrical model and features - mixed convection  

 

 

With reference to Figure 4.25, dimensions are listed in Table 4.   
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Table 4 - Dimension database of mixed convection case 

 

Crown SEPDC Route G 

H11 1.098m H19 0.15m D24 0.025m 

H12 0.02m H21 0.15m H26 0.843m 

H26 0.843m L22 0.0038m V25 0.106m 

L22 0.0038m L23 0.306m  

L23 0.306m V18 0.15m 

V13 0.35m V20 0.15m 

V25 0.106m  

 

 

All walls were modelled as aluminum and the boundary condition of the upper fuselage skin was 

fixed at 337K and the floor at 293K. To ensure that the discretization error was minimized and that 

each simulation was as computationally efficient as possible a grid convergence study was 

conducted subject to the Grid Convergence Index (GCI) method introduced by Roach [17].  

 

All thermal and velocity data used for the grid analysis were extracted from a converged CFD 

RANS simulation that corresponded to the boundary conditions: 0.18m/s at velocity inlet, 355K on 

Route G cable and 370K on the SEPDC component. The fine mesh consisted of 21,833 nodes and 

the medium mesh 9812 nodes. This resulted in a refinement factor of 1.49 which is comfortably 

above the recommended minimum of 1.3 [17]. The refinement factor was calculated using 

𝑟 =  (
𝑁1

𝑁2
)

1

𝐷
 where the variable 𝐷 is the dimension of the model. The GCI was calculated via 

Equation 15 whereby 𝑒 =  (𝑓1 − 𝑓2)/𝑓1 such that 𝑓1is a fine grid solution and 𝑓2 is a medium grid 

solution [17]. 
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𝐺𝐶𝐼 =  𝐹𝑠 |
𝑒

𝑟𝑝 − 1
|.          (15) 

 

A factor of safety 𝐹𝑠 of 3 was used as is recommended for a 2-grid comparison, and 𝑝 = 2 to 

represent the order of solution accuracy of the numerical simulation [17]. Considering the average 

temperature and velocity values across the computational grid gave a GCI of 0.2305% for the 

temperature field and 0.3727% for the velocity field.   

 

Following the grid convergence study, to further assist in the evaluation of solution error, thermal 

and velocity profiles were plotted along the domain at two locations and further error analysis was 

carried out. The two locations correspond to vertical lines plotted at 𝑥 = 0.15𝑚 (𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 1 −

𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡) and 𝑥 = 0.8𝑚 (𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 2 − 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡). The placement of each of the lines was done 

to ensure that the influence of both avionic components on the flow profiles were included in the 

analysis. The locations are represented in yellow in Figure 4.26 below. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.26 - Lines of reference for grid convergence analysis - mixed convection 
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At line-1 the percentage discrepancies between the fine and coarse grid were 0.017 and 3.4571% 

for the thermal and velocity profiles respectively, and at line-2 0.2024 and 14.3565% for the thermal 

and velocity profiles respectively. As the flow moves from left to right towards line-2 the decrease 

in momentum by advection coupled with an increase in convective and buoyancy effects provides 

the source of the larger discrepancies. Nonetheless in all cases the thermal and velocity profiles 

captured across the two grids were shown to be in good agreement. The velocity profiles for both 

grids at line-2 are shown in Figure 4.27. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.27 - Velocity profiles at line-2 for 21833 vs. 9812 nodes - mixed convection 
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With reference to Figure 4.27, the source in percentage difference in velocity profile at line-2 

(14.3565%) comes from the tendency for the medium mesh to over-predict the velocity in the mid-

section of the domain. Nevertheless, the overall velocity profile captured by the medium mesh 

shows good agreement with the fine mesh, with increasing accuracy near the walls of the domain. 

The thermal profiles for both grids at line-2 are shown in Figure 4.28. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.28 - Thermal profiles at line-2 for 21833 vs. 9812 nodes - mixed convection 
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With reference to Figure 4.28, the source in thermal profile discrepancy (3.4571%) comes from the 

tendency of the medium mesh to over predict the thermal profile when 0.04 ≤ 𝑦 [𝑚] ≤ 0.17. 

Nonetheless, the overall thermal profile captured by the medium mesh also shows good agreement  

with the fine mesh, particularly when 0 ≤ 𝑦 [𝑚] ≤ 0.04. The medium mesh of 9812 nodes was 

used to generate all observations subject to the FLUENT criteria described in Section 4.1.3, and is 

depicted by Figure 4.29.  

 

Figure 4.29 - Mixed convection computational grid 

 

4.4.3 Mixed convection – the formation of the observation matrix  

For this final case of mixed convection the ordering of the observations is depicted in Table 

5. A fixed boundary condition of 337K was imposed on the upper fuselage skin and was assumed 

to be representative of typical fuselage skin temperatures while the aircraft was on the ramp on a 

sunny day. The other boundary condition values in Table 5 were chosen to be representative of 

typical avionic temperatures and air-inlet velocities in the aircraft crown compartment from start-

up at cold and dark to taxi. For this case the Grashof ratio is denoted by Grashof Ratio 2 in Table 

5 or by 𝜃∗∗ elsewhere.  
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Table 5 - Mixed convection observation database 

 

 
Simulation 𝒌 𝒖𝒊𝒏 

Sym (m/s) 

SEPDC 

(K) 

Route G 

(K) 

Grashof Ratio 2 

𝜽∗∗ 

1 1 0.1 345 330 0.166190881 

2 2 0.12 350 335 0.24401627 

3 3 0.14 355 340 0.346629353 

4 4 0.16 360 345 0.482061872 

5 5 0.18 365 350 0.660349854 

6 6 0.2 370 355 0.919154989 

7 7 0.22 375 360 1.27893586 

8 8 0.24 380 365 1.865946755 

9 9 0.26 385 370 2.99481386 

 

 

In the previous case of natural convection, the Grashof ratio was highlighted as the parameter that 

best characterized the case, and was therefore the parameter used to order the observations. In a 

similar fashion, for this final case of mixed convection the concept remains unchanged, albeit with 

a minor alteration: the numerator is now the sum of the Grashof numbers of the two avionic 

components and the denominator is the Grashof number of the compartment. The Grashof numbers 

were calculated using 
𝑔𝛽(𝑇𝑠−𝑇𝑓)𝑙3

𝜈2  whereby the lengths were that of one side of the square SEPDC, 

the diameter of the Route G cable and the height of the crown compartment.   

 

Table 6 shows the two sets of goal boundary conditions that the reduced-order-modelling strategy 

strived to replicate. Note that for approximation 1 the goal thermal boundary conditions imposed 
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on the Route G cable and the SEPDC component are outside the range of included temperatures in 

the observed interpolate in Table 5. 

Table 6 - Mixed convection goal conditions 1 & 2 

 

Approximation 𝒖𝒊𝒏 Sym (m/s) SEPDC 

(K) 

Route G 

(K) 

Grashof Ratio 2 
𝜽∗∗ 

1 0.28 387 378 2.90 

2 0.225 373 333 0.48 

 

 

Figure 4.30 shows the trend in 𝜃∗∗ along the solution branch of included observations. Again the 

observations along the solution branch were ordered to promote a coherent trend in 𝜃∗∗. This was 

done to allow for an accurate spline interpolant approximation within the PCP stage. Although the 

trend in 𝜃∗∗ does not exhibit linearity because of the better fitting spline interpolant from a 

mathematical point of view the trend is more deterministic than that seen in the previous application 

of natural convection, thereby bolstering the efficacy of the PCP for a more challenging case of 

mixed convection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Figure 4.30 - Mixed convection solution branch 
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The solid line in Figure 4.30 depicts a cubic spline interpolant fitting which is governed by the x 

axis centered equation 𝑦 = 0.21 ∗  𝑧3 + 0.43 ∗  𝑧2 + 0.51 ∗ 𝑧 + 0.61, where 𝑧 = (𝑥 − 5)/2.7.  

Note: this is the equation used within the interpolation step of the PCP algorithm.        

4.4.4 The influence of a populated aircraft crown compartment on flow structures 

Figure 4.31 shoes the actual thermal solution associated with goal approximation 1 in 

Table 6.  

 

Figure 4.31 - Populated crown compartment actual solution at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 

 

By comparing the flow features in the populated compartment in Figure 4.31 with those seen in the 

unpopulated compartment in Figure 4.24 the reader should appreciate that the inclusion of heat 

dissipating avionic components brings significant changes to the flow field. In the populated case, 

rising thermal plumes sourced from the heat-dissipating components (primarily the square SEPDC 

component) serve to increase air movement and temperature in the upper half of the compartment. 

As the rising air-flow associated with the thermal plume begins to impinge on the upper fuselage 

wall most of the air-flow is forced upwards and to the left, moving adjacent to the upper fuselage 

skin where it is cooled until such a time where the air flow descends and rejoins the cooler region 

of faster moving stratified flow on the lower half of the compartment. In stark contrast to the 
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unpopulated compartment in Figure 4.24, the inclusion of the heat dissipating components creates 

multiple intermingling convection currents above the lower region of cool stratified flow. 

Furthermore, as the number of internal heat dissipating components increases, so too will the 

complexity of the overall flow features as well as any chosen reduced-order-modelling approach. 

Clearly a populated case renders any reduced-order-modelling approach an onerous challenge, 

nonetheless, the inclusion of heat dissipating components is an unescapable feature of aircraft 

compartments, and should therefore be included in the analysis and testing of the proposed 

framework.  

4.4.5 Mixed convection PODc thermal results  

For all contour plots in Chapter 4, the dashed line represents the actual solution and the 

solid line the ROM approximation. 

 

For the goal approximation 1, a 1-term PODc thermal approximation had a solution run-time of 

0.516105 seconds and a solution error of 0.3579%. Viz. 𝑇∗ = 𝑇⊥ + 𝛼1�̅�1. In Figures 4.32 and 

4.33 the contours depicted by the solid line represent the PODc reconstruction. 

 

Figure 4.32 - Mixed convection PODc thermal approximation at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 
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For goal approximation 2, a 1-term PODc thermal approximation had a solution run-time of 

0.404106 seconds and a solution error of 0.7899%. Viz. 𝑇∗ = 𝑇⊥ + 𝛼1�̅�1. 

 

Figure 4.33 - Mixed convection PODc thermal approximation at 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48 

 

For both thermal approximations following the inclusion of the first basis mode and weight 

subsequent higher-order approximations did not improve upon the 1-term thermal global modelling 

errors. Nevertheless, and similar to the previous thermo-fluid applications modelling errors at the 

control surfaces were found to converge in line with the modal energies thereby indicating that the 

algorithm is behaving as it should. The source of discrepancies between global and control surface 

errors are addressed in Chapter 5, a local error analysis is also included.  

4.4.6 Mixed convection PODc velocity results  

For all contour plots in Chapter 4, the dashed line represents the actual solution and the 

solid line the ROM approximation. 

 

The velocity results presented are produced from the final component of the 3-part framework, and 

therefore the solution accuracy depends directly upon the outputs of the PCP in part-2 of the 
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proposed modelling framework. Due to the additional complexity of this case, manually placed 

fluid control surfaces were required to give an acceptable level of accuracy. The output of the PCP 

stage is shown in Figure 4.34. The coordinate locations for each of the manually placed fluid control 

surfaces are documented in the appendix.     

 

Figure 4.34 - PCP manual output - mixed convection at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 

 

The complex geometrical and flow features in this case of mixed convection prevented an 

automation of fluid control surfaces for the PCP stage. In reference to Figure 4.34, for this case of 

mixed convection the fluid control surfaces had a length of approximately 𝑙 = 0.1𝐻 whereby 𝐻 

represented the height of the crown compartment in meters.  

 

Like that of the higher Grashof ratio in the previous application of natural convection the surfaces 

were placed in regions of high kinetic energy. This process was assisted by identifying points of 

maximum velocity, however to adequately capture flow features in the upper and bottom-half of 

the crown compartment surfaces had to be placed adjacent to the floor and at the bottom right-hand 
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corner of the SEPDC. In all 5 control surfaces were utilized, 4 of which were fluid control surfaces 

through which goal profiles were evaluated via the PCP. The 5th control surface was imposed on a 

surface coincident to velocity-inlet on the boundary of the model, and was used to optimize goal 

inlet velocity.   

 

For goal approximation 1, the velocity magnitude approximation had a solution run-time of 

0.538596 seconds and a global modelling error of 10.5803%. Of which the reconstruction 

comprised of a 3 and 7-term approximation for the 𝑥 and 𝑦 components of velocity with errors of 

11.437% and 19.1268% respectively. In this way, 10 modes were used for the overall 

reconstruction. Viz.  𝑢∗ = 𝑢⊥ + ∑ 𝛼𝑖�̅�𝑖
3
𝑖=1  and  𝑣∗ = 𝑣⊥ + ∑ 𝛼𝑖�̅�𝑖

7
𝑖=1 . In Figure 4.35 the contours 

depicted by the solid line represent the PODc reconstruction.  

 

Figure 4.35 - Mixed convection PODc velocity approximation at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 
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Figure 4.36 depicts the behavior in velocity component and magnitude errors as additional basis 

modes were added to the expansion. Using all available velocity component approximations, the 

behavior in velocity magnitude error reached a minimum error (10.5658%) when 6 modes were 

used for both components of velocity (a total of 12 modes). Yet individually the velocity component 

modelling errors reached a minimum with a 3 and 7-term approximation for the 𝑥 and 𝑦 

components of velocity respectively, and was therefore more efficient (10 modes vs. 12 modes) for 

a similar accuracy (10.5803 vs. 10.5658%).   

 

 

 

Figure 4.36 - PODc trend in velocity modelling error - mixed convection at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 
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4.4.7 Mixed convection application – concluding remarks 

In contrast to the thermal reconstructions, the improved rate of convergence in velocity 

modelling errors indicates that the PCP stage is working as it should. For goal approximation 1 and 

2 in Table 6, the proposed 3-part methodology demonstrated its capability in reconstructing thermal 

fields with an excellent level of accuracy. For goal approximations 1, the proposed methodology 

demonstrated its capability at reconstructing the velocity field with a good level of accuracy. 

However, when leaving the placement of the fluid control surfaces unchanged, the resulting 

velocity reconstruction for goal approximation 2 was found to be unsatisfactory. Chapter 5 

investigates all these findings further by including a granular analysis on modal shapes, control 

surface and local errors with a view to providing recommendations for future work in Chapter 6.  
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Chapter 5 

Discussion 

The primary purpose of this Chapter is to give an additional analysis and discussion of the 

results for each of the applications presented earlier in Chapter 4. The first case of forced convection 

was used primarily to replicate the algorithms that were to be subsequently used in the proposed 

methodology. The remaining cases were designed to test the capability of the proposed 3-part 

Reduced Order Model (ROM). The ROM incorporates the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition with 

Orthogonal Complements (PODc) alongside the Flow Variable Matching Procedure (PODc w. 

FVMP) for the reconstruction of physical fields. The Profile Correlation Procedure (PCP) 

establishes a link between thermal and velocity fields to give the velocity goal function required 

for the end velocity reconstruction for cases where a strong connection exists between the thermal 

and velocity field. Within this Chapter, further error analysis is carried out to add more color and 

depth to the discussion. All global errors discussed in Chapter 4 were evaluated from Equation 13. 

Control surface errors were evaluated in the same way albeit considering goal and sequential source 

information at the control surfaces specific to the matching procedure only. A localized error 

analysis is also included for the cases of natural and mixed convection, the evaluation of which is 

addressed in Section 5.4. Throughout this Chapter the modal energies 𝐸𝑘 are discussed as a 

percentage. 

5.1 A note on modal shapes and plots  

In this Chapter individual basis modes are plotted as filled contour plots so that the 

individual mode shapes may be analyzed. The areas between the isolines are colored with a heat 

and jet map for thermal and velocity mode shapes respectively. The individual modal values are 

some linear combination of the original observation values and are therefore themselves without 

units until such time that they are scaled by the appropriate weighting coefficients. Each of the 

modes has a Euclidean norm of 1 and therefore the constant value isolines give a representation of 
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the flow features captured by the individual modes and their corresponding modal energies. POD-

type methods are biased to resolving the coarsest of flow features, as such the dominant high-energy 

modes are biased to resolving any large-scale flow structures inherent to each case, while the low-

energy modes are biased to resolving low-energy small-scale flow structures. Therefore, an analysis 

of the modal shapes can be useful in determining how the previous flow field reconstruction 

responds to a subsequent higher-order approximation.   

5.2 A note on control surface errors under the matching procedure  

As per the results already encountered in Chapter 4 it became evident that as additional 

basis modes were added global modelling errors were not guaranteed to converge in line with their 

corresponding singular values and modal energies. Initially this was a surprising finding because 

following the decomposition of a data matrix with the POD the modes should not be able to bring 

anything new to the original problem space. Therefore, with higher-order approximations the 

modelling errors should improve. This work refers to this as corrective optimization and this is an 

expected feature of a POD ROM. However, we know from the literature review that including 

additional modes under the matching procedure does not always guarantee an increase in modelling 

accuracy over the full computational grid. In this way, the inclusion of additional modes does not 

always mean better accuracy. Yet the reasons for this were not fully explained. Indeed, as per 

Equation 7, because the evaluation of the weights under the matching procedure considers 

information at the control surfaces only corrective optimization can only be guaranteed to occur in 

these specific regions and the algorithm relies on the information captured by the individual basis 

modes to drive the remainder of the reconstruction. This ensures that the algorithm is extremely 

efficient, and because the basis modes are themselves some linear combination of the original 

observation values the velocity modes retain the divergence-free property thereby making this 

approach ideally suited for the modelling of forced convective fields. Consequently, although 

convergence in control surface error is an expected result when using the matching procedure there 
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can be no guarantee that global errors will exhibit the same convergence. This will be especially 

prominent in fluid applications where there is a mismatch between the preserved linear properties 

in the basis modes and any non-linearities in the physical fields that the modal information is to 

resolve.  

 

Throughout this Chapter the behavior in control surface errors were plotted and as expected were 

found to converge with higher-order approximations. This demonstrates that the algorithms are 

behaving as they should and that the source of divergences in global modelling errors were likely 

caused elsewhere. Starting with the case of forced convection, the next Section demonstrates the 

root cause of such divergences in global modelling errors.  

5.3 Forced convection  

As the emphasis of this work lies in the application of the proposed methodology to the 

latter cases of natural and mixed convection, the discussion here will be focused more on the 

nuances of the POD and PODc methods. A secondary motivation of this case was to test the 

algorithms ability to approximate goal boundary conditions that reside outside the observed 

interpolate. The new sets of non-homogenous boundary conditions corresponded to a goal 

centerline velocity of 1.5m/s and a goal step temperature of 423K.  

As per Chapter 4, findings with respect to global POD and PODc modelling errors are highlighted 

below: 

a) Using the standard POD with a 1-term approximation, the global thermal percentage 

error was 0.2395%. 

b) Using the standard POD with a 1-term approximation, the global velocity magnitude 

percentage error was 2.4983%.  

c) Using the PODc method with a 1-term approximation, the thermal percentage error was 

0.1686%  
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Although acceptable, the 1-term standard POD velocity modelling error of 2.4983% was 10.4x 

greater than the 1-term thermal modelling error of 0.2395%. The discrepancy in the magnitudes 

results from the increased variation of velocity values across the full computational domain coupled 

with 𝑦 component values that tend to zero over a large portion of the domain. By seeking coherent 

structures and patterns in the observation data, Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2 demonstrates how the 

performance of POD methods are biased toward matrices whose data structure is not purely 

random. In this way, the POD decompositions begin to lose efficiency the variation in observation 

values increases. To compare the standard POD with the PODc computation the behavior in modal 

energies, control surface and global errors for a thermal reconstruction were plotted for further 

analysis and discussion, shown by Figure 5.1.  

 

Figure 5.1 - POD vs. PODc results comparison - thermal modelling forced convection  

 

In consideration of the global error plot on the right-hand side of Figure 5.1, the PODc algorithm 

outperforms the standard computation. Yet both computations exhibit the same trend in solution 

behavior both reaching maximum convergence with a 2-term reconstruction.  
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The 1-term PODc error of 0.1683% decreased to 0.1649% with a 2-term approximation to reach 

maximum convergence. The error increased to 0.1746% with the 3-term approximation and 

decreased to 0.1745% with the inclusion of the 4th mode. With the inclusion of the 5th PODc mode 

the solution error sharply diverged to 31.2802% and remained relatively unchanged with the 

inclusion of the remaining modes. For the standard computation, the 1-term error of 0.2395% 

decreased to 0.2306% with a 2-term approximation to reach maximum convergence. The error 

increased to 0.2444% with the 3-term approximation and decreased to 0.2440% with the inclusion 

of the 4th POD mode. Like the PODc computation, following the inclusion of the 5th basis mode 

the standard POD global solution error diverged sharply to 31.8194% while also remaining 

relatively unchanged with the inclusion of the remaining modes. It is of special interest to find that 

for both methods the error sharply diverged with the inclusion of the 5th mode. To understand why 

the individual mode shapes were analyzed in the region of the heated step where temperature 

gradients were greatest. See Figures 5.2 and 5.3. 

 

Figure 5.2 - POD mode shapes - thermal modelling forced convection 
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Figure 5.3 - PODc mode shapes - thermal modelling forced convection 

 

The filled contour plots in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 depict the individual mode shapes for the POD and 

PODc thermal decompositions respectively. Due to the optimality characteristic of the 

decomposition the computed basis modes are arranged in descending order corresponding to their 

individual modal energies. Furthermore, the POD is biased to resolving the coarsest of flow 

structures and as such less-dominant modes are biased to resolving low-energy flow features 

thereby neglecting macroscale features prevalent to the boundary layer, evident from basis modes 

5 onwards in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. The PODc modal shapes differ from the standard computation 

because the modes were computed from an observation matrix that was orthogonalized with respect 

to an existing observation. For both decompositions, the disintegration of boundary layer flow 

features begins to break down at mode 5. As such, because corrective optimization occurs at the 

control surfaces in state space the ROM relies on the remaining information in the individual basis 

modes to resolve remaining flow features. Therefore, the disintegration of overall flow features 
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evident by the 5th basis mode shape greatly perturbed the pre-existing temperature values generated 

by the previous 4-term reconstruction. For both computation methods, the global error of the 

subsequent 6, 7 and 8-term approximations deviate only slightly from the 5-term approximation 

because the evaluation of the weights depends directly on updated source and modal information 

from the previous reconstruction. The over compensation in the scaling by the 5th weighting 

coefficient is evident from Figure 5.4.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 5.4 - POD and PODc weights - thermal modelling forced convection 

 

The solution behavior in Figure 5.1 corresponded to a goal thermal boundary condition (goal step 

temperature of 423K) that was in the extrapolate. Therefore, it was decided to evaluate a goal 

thermal approximation within the interpolate (goal step temperature of 390K) to compare the 

behavior in solution error between an extrapolate and an interpolate reconstruction with the 

standard computation.  
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Figure 5.5 - Standard POD: interpolate vs. extrapolate - forced convection 

 

To provide a comparison, both control surface and global errors for a POD reconstruction subject 

to a goal step temperature of 423K (extrapolate) and 390K (interpolate) were plotted. Figure 5.5 

demonstrates that the accuracy of a POD interpolate reconstruction outperforms that of an 

extrapolate both in terms of control surface and global errors. The increased modelling performance 

within the interpolate stems from the fact that the computed basis mode values are more 

mathematically representative of a reconstruction inside the full observation space, therefore the 

resulting modal information will be more representative of a goal reconstruction within the 

interpolate as opposed to the extrapolate.  

 

This validates literature reviewed in so far that both methods are superior at modelling for on-

design conditions in the interpolate. It is also evident from Figure 5.5 that reconstructing within the 

interpolate does nothing to alleviate the spurious divergence in global error associated with a 5-
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term reconstruction. In terms of global errors, for the interpolate reconstruction maximum 

convergence was reached with a 4-term approximation as opposed to a 2-term approximation when 

reconstructing within the extrapolate. Yet despite improved modelling performance for interpolate 

reconstructions, both cases exhibit the same overall trend in terms of both control surface and global 

error.  

 

In consideration, following the 4-term reconstruction the features of the thermal boundary layer 

begin to disintegrate in the remaining low-energy modes thereby producing a spurious divergence 

in the subsequent global reconstruction error. It was anticipated that this was caused by using too 

many observations to describe this problem space of forced convection. Therefore, to bring this 

Section to a close, it was decided to reduce the number of observations in the thermal observation 

matrix, and leaving everything else unchanged, to re-run the POD algorithm for the same goal step 

temperature of 423K. Observations 2, 4, 6 and 8 were removed from Table 1 to give the reduced 

observation matrix denoted by Table 7. Therefore, following the mean-centering process in the 

standard computation, 4 POD basis modes were available for a reconstruction, halving the previous 

observation space. The corresponding results and POD modal shapes are shown in Figures 5.6 and 

5.7.  

Table 7 - Forced convection reduced observation database 

Simulation 𝒌 𝒖𝒊𝒏 m/s Thermal (K) 𝑹𝒆𝒙 

1 1 0.5 373 3422.935 

3 3 0.7 383 4792.109 

5 5 0.9 393 6161.283 

7 7 1.1 403 7530.457 

9 9 1.3 413 8899.631 
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Figure 5.6 - Reduced matrix POD results - thermal modelling forced convection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7 - Reduced matrix POD mode shapes - thermal modelling forced convection 
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Remarkably, for this case of forced convection reducing the number of observations from 9 (Table 

1) to 5 (Table 7) gave an increase in solution accuracy for the same 1-term thermal reconstruction 

with the standard POD (0.2308 vs. 0.2395%). Furthermore, for both decompositions the modal 

energies of the first basis modes were weighted almost equally at 90.17 and 90.11% for the reduced 

and full matrix POD decompositions respectively. Additionally, although both reconstructions 

reached maximum convergence with the inclusion of the second basis mode, for the reduced matrix 

the convergence was improved giving a reconstruction error of 0.2219% as opposed to 0.2306% 

with the full matrix. As per Figure 5.6, following the decomposition of the reduced matrix the 

global error diverges with the inclusion of the third basis mode and weight, yet it does not tally 

with the order of magnitude seen with the 5-term approximation following the decomposition of 

the full matrix in Figure 5.1. Most significantly, for both matrix decompositions the divergence in 

POD thermal global modelling error occurs when the macroscale features of the boundary layer 

begin to disintegrate, as evidenced by the third and fifth low-energy mode shapes in Figures 5.2 

and 5.7 respectively.  

 

Although future work beyond the scope of the current research objectives is needed, two 

conclusions may be drawn from the findings in this case. Firstly, the lack of variation in temperature 

values over the steady state solution branch can allow for the problem space to be described with a 

reduced number of observations than was initially included, thereby significantly reducing the 

offline cost. Secondly, because significant temperature gradients only occur within the localized 

boundary layer region, when too many observations are used to describe the problem space in this 

case of forced convection the features of the boundary layer disintegrate in the lower-energy modes 

thereby having the potential to bring unwanted noise and spurious divergences in error to a higher-

order reconstruction.  
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5.4 A note on local error evaluation for the cases of natural and mixed convection  

Unlike the previous case of forced convection, because the velocity field is driven purely 

by the thermal boundary conditions in natural convection there is a tendency for the velocity field 

values to tend to zero throughout a large portion of the domain. Although less prominent, this is 

also the case in mixed convection where the velocity field is driven in relative magnitude both by 

the thermal and velocity-inlet boundary conditions. Consequently, when adopting the standard 

percentage error approach, due to the increased prominence of denominator values that tend to zero 

spurious divergences in localized velocity modelling errors occur. To offset the skewness in local 

errors between the velocity and thermal fields, it was decided to treat the range of temperature and 

velocity values in their respective observation matrices as the denominator used to compute the 

local errors at each of the nodes in the grid. Furthermore, by normalizing with respect to a fixed 

value that is representative of the full observation space a more appropriate measure of local errors 

can be made for reconstructions over that space. 

5.5 A note on cost and efficiency of the adopted methodology 

By first requiring an offline database of pre-existing solutions concatenated into an 

observation matrix upon which the algorithm performs subsequent numerical operations, the high 

offline cost associated with POD methods is a well-known disadvantage of the approach. 

Nevertheless, once the observation matrix has been made fully available the online cost of the 

method is extremely small thereby allowing for rapid predictive modelling capabilities. For the 

cases of natural and mixed convection a total of 9 CFD RANS observations were used to create the 

initial observation database, of which the case of natural convection was the most computationally 

demanding requiring c. 2.5 hours for each simulation to fully converge to its steady state condition. 

Therefore, it can be said that the maximum offline cost encountered in this study was in the region 

of 22.5 hours. That is, the approximate time to generate the observation database and export 

physical fields to their respective thermal and velocity observation matrices. Once the observation 

matrices were made available as inputs to the algorithm, all the run-time values per reconstruction 
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were recorded and noted in Chapter 4. On a computer with specs: i3-4170 CPU @ 3.70GHz with 

8.00GB installed RAM at 64-bit, each reconstruction took under one second to generate. 

Consequently, although the offline cost was substantial, once the observation data had been made 

available and the model was online and operational, by taking under a second to run the algorithm 

allowed for rapid and predictive modelling of physical fields in real-time. In consideration of the 

high offline cost just mentioned, in industry it is standard practice to store design and testing data 

for various prototypes, and therefore it is not irrational to suggest that in some instances the 

observation data that is needed to describe the problem space may already be available and existing 

in storage. If the case, the high offline cost associated with the distributed parameter approach could 

be eradicated, thereby offsetting its primary disadvantage and bolstering its usability and value 

considerably.  

5.5 Natural convection 

As per Chapter 4, findings with respect to thermal (part-1 of ROM) and velocity (part-3 of 

ROM) global modelling errors are highlighted below: 

a) At 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 the 2-term PODc approximation resulted in a thermal percentage error 

of 0.2353%. 

b) At 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 the 1-term PODc approximation resulted in a thermal percentage error 

of 0.9911%. 

c) At 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 the PODc w. PCP approximation resulted in a velocity magnitude 

percentage error of 10.23% that consisted of a 1-term approximation for the 𝑥 component 

and a 2-term approximation for the 𝑦 component with solution errors of 11.915% 

and 11.0935% respectively.       

d) At 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 the PODc w. PCP approximation resulted in a velocity magnitude 

percentage error of 9.8929% that consisted of a 1-term approximation for the 𝑥 component 

and a 2-term approximation for the 𝑦 component with solution errors of 12.5685% 

and 10.6581% respectively.       
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5.5.1 Thermal modelling analysis 

To develop an understanding of the differences between the two thermal PODc 

decompositions and to identify the source of decreased modelling performance at 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 

the behavior in thermal modal energies, control surface and global errors are plotted in Figures 5.8 

and 5.9.  

Figure 5.8 - PODc results - thermal modelling natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 

Figure 5.9 - PODc results - thermal modelling natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 
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In reference to Figures 5.8 and 5.9, both sets of control surface errors converged with the inclusion 

of additional modes in the PODc expansion, this is an expected result when considering how 

corrective optimization is guaranteed to occur at the control surfaces specific to the matching 

procedure only. In terms of overall performance, at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 global error reached maximum 

convergence with the inclusion of the second basis mode producing the 2-term thermal field 

reconstruction error of 0.2353%. At 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 following the 1-term reconstruction the global 

error of 0.9911% did not improve when additional basis modes were added to the PODc expansion. 

The mismatch in behavior between control surface and global errors is because corrective 

optimization occurs at the surfaces specific to the evaluation of the weights in the matching 

procedure, thereby ensuring convergence when successive modes were added in-line with their 

corresponding modal energies and singular values. In this way, following the calculation of the 

individual weights, the remaining information captured by the modes is relied upon to resolve full 

physical fields. In the actual solution non-linear variations in temperature generate variations in 

density with the buoyancy term in the momentum equation. Therefore, because the computed basis 

modes only preserve linear properties associated with the thermal solution there will be some 

mismatch between the approximated and actual physical fields. This will be especially prominent 

in the regions within or adjacent to the thermal plume. Despite this, the proposed methodology 

assumed that the mismatch would be small enough to adequately resolve physical fields for this 

case of natural convection. In this way, the decreased temperature gradients associated with the 

weaker plume and flow feature interaction effects at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 explains the increased accuracy 

and performance. For both approximations the algorithm remains unchanged apart from the 

selection of the PODc source term 𝑇⊥ and the choice of goal inputs. For  𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 and 𝜃∗ =

7.66𝑒 − 4 the code selected observation 3 and observation 8 as the source terms from which the 

orthogonal complement basis modes led. By selecting a different observation and omitting each 

from the observation matrix both sets of PODc basis modes will differ slightly, producing different 

mode shapes. See Figures 5.10 and 5.11.  
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Figure 5.10 - PODc mode shapes - thermal modelling natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 

 

 

Figure 5.11 - PODc mode shapes - thermal modelling natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 
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For a POD-type decomposition the information captured by the high-energy mode shapes is biased 

to the large-scale structures and therefore macroscale features of the case begin to be lost in the 

weaker low-energy modes. As per Figures 5.10 and 5.11, the first dominant PODc mode (c. 40% 

modal energy) captured the direction and overall flow features of the thermal plume whereas the 

second mode (c. 25% modal energy) resolved smaller-scale flow features elsewhere in the domain 

and in the region of wall-bounded boundary layers. Following the third mode shape (c. 20% modal 

energy) the overall flow structure of the case begins to be lost from the fourth mode (c. 4.5% modal 

energy) onwards.  

 

The accuracy of a reconstruction depends primarily on the information captured by the individual 

mode shapes. Yet accuracy will also depend on the extent of the differential between goal and 

source information, i.e. the goal differential vector that is used to evaluate the weights from 

Equation 7. At 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 the magnitude of the goal differential vector for the 1-term 

reconstruction was found to be greater than that when 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 having magnitudes of 

298.5245 and 49.5555 respectively. Recall that the PODc algorithm selects an existing observation 

that is closest to desired goal information, treating it as the source term from which the expansion 

leads. Therefore, decreased modelling performance may be alleviated by clustering observations in 

higher numbers when flow feature interaction effects begin to take effect. In this way, the 

differential between goal and source information can be reduced and the resulting basis modes will 

capture flow features that are more biased to those of flow feature interaction effects.  

 

The pseudo color plots generated in Figures 5.12 and 5.14 compare the actual solution to the best 

ROM solutions while Figures 5.13 and 5.15 depict the computed local errors.    
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Part-1 PODc thermal modelling at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 with global error 0.2353% 

 

Figure 5.12 - Actual vs. approximated thermal field - natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 3.7e − 4 

 

 

Figure 5.13 - Local thermal modelling errors - natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 3.7e − 4 
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Part-1 PODc thermal modelling at 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 with global error 0.9911% 

Figure 5.14 - Actual vs. approximated thermal field - natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 7.66e − 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.15 - Local thermal modelling errors - natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 7.66e − 4 
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For both cases of natural convection the approximated thermal fields show excellent agreement 

with the CFD RANS solutions to be replicated with global thermal modelling errors less than 1 

percent. At 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 the ROM underestimates the strength and direction of the thermal 

plume, the knock-on effect being an underestimation of temperature in the upper half of the square-

enclosure as evidenced by Figure 5.12. In addition, the ROM underestimates the influence the hot 

wall has on air temperature, this is particularly prominent in the upper right-hand quadrant of the 

domain.  

 

At 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 the ROM replicates the strength of the thermal plume, but misinterprets the 

extent of its leftward direction as seen in the CFD solution thereby inducing the largest local errors. 

It is of further interest that the ROM underestimates the temperature of the returning undercurrent 

in the bottom half of the domain, suggesting the ROM is neglecting heating due to friction induced 

by the viscous boundary layer of the bottom wall.  

5.5.2 Velocity modelling analysis  

Following the evaluation of the velocity goal functions by the PCP the PODc velocity field 

reconstructions were allowed to take shape in the final part of the methodology. Rather than being 

governed by the temperature differential of the enclosure as was the case at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4, 

when 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 the steady state flow features are characterized by the temperature 

differential between the hot wall and the heated cylinder.  

 

The resulting flow feature interaction effects when 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 served to complicate the 

physics to such an extent that the automated creation of fluid control surfaces produced 

unacceptable modelling errors. At 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 the manually created fluid control surfaces 

described earlier in Section 4.3.4 produced a velocity magnitude error of 9.8928%. This is an 
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improvement to the velocity modelling error at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 with the automated PCP. The 

manual control surfaces were placed subject to having developed an improved understanding of 

the flow feature interaction process unique to the case.  

 

For the thermal reconstructions previously discussed, as evidenced by the behavior in control 

surface errors, corrective optimization with the PODc algorithm occurred at control surfaces 

represented by physical boundary conditions (hot wall and heated cylinder). However, because a 

velocity reconstruction depended on goal information evaluated at sets of fluid control surfaces by 

the PCP, for a velocity reconstruction corrective optimization occurred within subsets of the fluid 

domain rather than at surfaces imposed on boundaries of the model. Therefore, although the 

evaluation of the error remains unchanged, for the velocity reconstruction it was considered more 

appropriate to label “Control Surface Error” as “Fluid Control Surface Error”. For 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 

and 7.66𝑒 − 4 modal energies and errors are plotted in Figures 5.16 and 5.17 respectively.  

 

Figure 5.16 - PODc results - velocity modelling natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 
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Figure 5.17 - PODc results - velocity modelling natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 

 

 

In contrast to previous literature whereby velocity reconstructions relied upon information at 

velocity-inlet and outlet boundary conditions, by introducing fluid control surfaces into the fluid 

domain the PCP allows for the reconstruction of a velocity field driven by thermal boundary 

conditions only. In this case of natural convection, because the velocity modal values represent 

some linear combination of solutions to the CFD RANS governing equations the velocity modes 

are more representative of a divergence-free velocity field than the natural convective field from 

which they came. Therefore, because the PCP brought the matching procedure inside the fluid 

domain and interpolated velocity profiles over the full observation space to evaluate the velocity 

goal function, it was anticipated that the resulting weights would tweak the velocity modes 

adequately enough to resolve buoyant flow features lost in the linear subspace. Consequently, by 

its very design the PCP helps to justify adopting a matching procedure for cases beyond the forced 

convection regime. In consideration of Figures 5.16 and 5.17, for both cases fluid control surface 

errors converged with the inclusion of additional PODc basis modes, thereby confirming the 
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algorithm is behaving as it should. The increased air velocity at 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 ensured that the 

velocity profiles computed through the fluid control surfaces were prone to increased gradients 

thereby explaining the increased fluid control surface errors when 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4. Like the 

previous PODc reconstructions of thermal fields, the behavior in global error for the velocity 

reconstructions also failed to mirror the level of convergence evident at the fluid control surfaces. 

Nonetheless, it is evident that the behavior in global errors for a velocity reconstruction is more 

favorable than the previous thermal reconstructions. This provides further credence towards the 

efficacy of the proposed velocity reconstruction with the PCP and PODc. Consequently, it is 

recommended that future investigations be conducted with respect to varying the size and number 

of fluid control surfaces upon which corrective optimization occurs. From this the sensitivity of 

global reconstruction errors with respect to changes in the state space region could be established 

for this case of natural convection.  

 

The 𝑥 and 𝑦 velocity modal shapes when 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 and 7.66𝑒 − 4 are plotted in Figures 5.18 

to 5.21. Like the thermal modes previously discussed the values in the velocity basis modes 

represent some linear combination of the velocity observation values and are therefore without 

units until such time that the modal values are weighted appropriately in the PODc expansion. 

When 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 the first mode shapes each shared a modal energy of c. 39% resolving the 

region heated by the hot-wall in the upper right-hand quadrant for the 𝑥 component of velocity, and 

the region of flow moving upward and to the left associated with the thermal plume for the 𝑦 

component of velocity. The second mode shapes each shared a modal energy of c. 18% resolving 

the region of leftward moving flow generated by the thermal plume as well as the returning 

undercurrent adjacent to the bottom-wall for the 𝑥 component of velocity, and the smaller scale 

flow features in the region of the thermal plume for the 𝑦 component of velocity. Following the 

third mode shapes (each had modal energies c. 15%) the modal energies decay rapidly and flow 
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features associated with the case are less obvious. Indeed, the modal shape of basis mode 5 (modal 

energy of 8.1%) for the 𝑦 component of velocity has some bias to resolving the lower-energy 

features of the boundary layers at the cold and hot-wall as opposed to those driven by the higher 

energy thermal plume as seen in modes 1 and 2.       

Figure 5.18 - PODc mode shapes - 𝑢𝑥 modelling natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 

 

Figure 5.19 - PODc mode shapes - 𝑢𝑦 modelling natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 
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When 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 the modal shapes resolved the same overall flow features as the lower 

buoyancy case, however due to the increased kinetic energy of the velocity field at 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 

the first modal shapes shared a significantly higher modal energy of c. 57% as opposed to c. 39%. 

Figure 5.20 - PODc mode shapes - 𝒖𝒙 modelling natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 

 

 

Figure 5.21 - PODc mode shapes - 𝑢𝑦 modelling natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 
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The pseudo color plots generated in Figures 5.22 and 5.24 compare the actual solution to the 

optimal ROM solutions while Figures 5.23 and 5.25 depict the computed local errors.    

Part-3 PODc velocity modelling at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 with global error 10.23% 

 

Figure 5.22 - Actual vs. approximated velocity field - natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 3.7e − 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.23 - Local velocity modelling errors - natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 3.7e − 4 
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Part-3 PODc velocity modelling at 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 with global error 9.8929% 

 

 

Figure 5.24 - Actual vs. approximated velocity field - natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 7.66e − 4 

 

Figure 5.25 - Local velocity modelling errors - natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 7.66e − 4 
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For both cases of natural convection the reconstructed velocity fields with the PODc show good 

agreement with the CFD RANS solutions to be replicated and demonstrate a satisfactory level of 

accuracy with global velocity magnitude errors being in the region of 10 percent. In stark contrast 

to the thermal reconstruction, for the velocity reconstruction at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 the ROM 

overestimates the strength of the thermal plume producing a faster-moving pocket of air that 

extends from the heated cylinder before eventually impinging on the upper-wall of the square-

enclosure. As such at 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4 the largest local errors reside in the upper left-hand quadrant 

of the square-enclosure as evidenced by Figure 5.23. At 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 the ROM accurately 

predicts the strength and direction of the thermal plume, and adequately captures its overall 

influence on the right-hand side of the compartment. In contrast to the actual CFD solution, at  𝜃∗ =

7.66𝑒 − 4 the ROM under predicts velocity in the region of downward moving air adjacent to the 

cold wall as evidenced by the maximum velocity values 0.2173 and 0.1999m/s for the actual and 

approximated solution respectively. Furthermore, for the stronger buoyancy case, increased flow 

feature interaction effects ensure that the returning undercurrent is pushed upward and to the left 

upon reaching the hot-wall in the lower right-hand quadrant of the square-enclosure. Such flow 

feature interaction effects result in the formation of individual convective cells clustered in the 

upper right-hand quadrant of the compartment. In consideration of Figure 5.25 it is therefore of 

interest that the largest local errors occur in the upper right-hand quadrant of the domain, ultimately 

suggesting that the ROM is misinterpreting the extent of the flow feature interaction process. For 

both cases, the largest local velocity modelling errors occurred in the regions adjacent to the hot 

wall and within the thermal plume where pockets of air ascend at speed. Yet for the higher 

buoyancy case, local errors of a similar magnitude also occur in the region adjacent to the cold wall 

where pockets of air descend at speed, and in the upper right-hand quadrant where individual 

convective cells have formed due to increased flow feature interaction effects.      
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5.6 Mixed convection 

In the final case of a populated aircraft compartment the proposed 3-part ROM was tested 

on two cases of mixed convection. Each of which had 3 goal boundary conditions, the velocity at 

inlet and the 2 remaining thermal boundary conditions imposed on the SEPDC and Route G avionic 

components, whereby the SEPDC is a power distribution center and the Route G cable is an 

electrical conduit. Therefore, the efficacy of the ROM was tested in the modelling of a complex 

convective flow field governed by non-homogenous goal boundary conditions, two thermal and 

one velocity-inlet.  

 

The unique geometrical and numerical features of the case brought additional complexities to the 

steady state flow features and therefore to the efficacy of the overall methodology. For example, 

unlike the weaker buoyancy case of natural convection for this case it was found that an automatic 

selection of fluid control surfaces produced unsatisfactory velocity field modelling errors, and to 

achieve an adequate level of accuracy fluid control surfaces had to be placed manually in the 

compartment. Each mixed convection observation had a unique value of 𝜃∗∗ such that the 

observations could be ordered to promote a coherent trend in values of  𝜃∗∗ along the steady state 

solution branch and therefore greatly assist the interpolation component to the PCP in part-2 of the 

proposed methodology. To make an additional comparison with what was a typical case of natural 

convection, in this case of mixed convection by being an intricate function of the non-homogenous 

boundary conditions the steady state flow features in the crown compartment were characterized 

by a greater level of complexity, thereby making it harder to understand and dissect the flow feature 

interaction process.   
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As per Chapter 4, findings with respect to thermal (part-1 of ROM) and velocity (part-3 of ROM) 

global modelling errors are highlighted below: 

a) At 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 the 1-term PODc approximation resulted in a thermal percentage error 

0.3579%. 

b) At 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48 the 1-term PODc approximation resulted in a thermal percentage error of 

0.7899%. 

c) At 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 the PODc w. PCP approximation resulted in a velocity magnitude 

percentage error of 10.5803% that consisted of a 3-term and 7-term approximation for 

the 𝑥 and 𝑦 reconstructions, with individual component modelling errors of 11.437% 

and 19.1268% respectively.   

 

Before going into a granular discussion, it is first helpful to draw high level conclusions from the 

global modelling errors noted above. Using the same fluid control surfaces when 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 for a 

new goal value of 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48 was found to produce an unsatisfactory reconstruction of the velocity 

field. As per Table 6 in Chapter 4 (later replicated in Table 8), in this case of mixed convection the 

lower Grashof ratio corresponded to a greater differential in the thermal loads imposed on the 

SEPDC and Route G components. Therefore, the increased temperature gradients explain the 

increased thermal modelling error and inadequate velocity field reconstruction at 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48. 

Ultimately, this is further evidence of the need to re-optimize the number and placement of fluid 

control surfaces with respect to sudden changes in goal conditions.  

5.6.1 Thermal modelling analysis 

To evaluate the efficacy of a thermal reconstruction in the mixed convection regime with 

the PODc w. FVMP algorithm in part-1 of the proposed methodology the behavior in modal 

energies, control surface and global errors are plotted in Figures 5.26 and 5.27.   
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Figure 5.26 - PODc results - thermal modelling mixed convection at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 

 

 

Figure 5.27 - PODc results - thermal modelling mixed convection at 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48 
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At 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48 the Grashof ratio was 6x smaller yet the 1-term global modelling error was 2.2x 

greater. This can be explained when considering the larger temperature differential (40K) between 

the goal thermal loadings imposed on the SEPDC and Route G avionics as opposed to when 𝜃∗∗ =

2.9 (10K). As a direct result, when 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48  there is a significant increase in the temperature 

gradients between the SEPDC component and Route G cable.  

 

For the thermal PODc decomposition when 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 the first, second, third and fourth modes had 

modal energies of 77.12, 13.2, 5.08 and 2.15% as opposed to 70.34, 14.88, 8.45 and 2.96% at 𝜃∗∗ =

0.48. As per Table 6 in Chapter 4 (replicated by Table 8) this is an expected result when considering 

the increased thermal loadings imposed on the SEPDC and Route G avionics at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9.  

Table 8 - Mixed convection goal conditions 1 & 2 (Table 6 replicate) 

Approximation  𝒖𝒊𝒏 Sym (m/s) SEPDC 

(K) 

Route G 

(K) 

Grashof Ratio 2 

𝜽∗∗ 

1 0.28 387 378 2.9 

2 0.225 373 333 0.48 

 

 

Referring back to Table 5 in Chapter 4, because the algorithm only discriminates with respect to 

temperature values, at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 the PODc algorithm selected observation 9 as its source term 

around which the remaining observations formed orthogonal complements, while at 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48 the 

algorithm selected observation 7. Consequently, because the thermal field in the chosen source 

term when 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 was governed by boundary conditions with greater thermal loads its first basis 

mode was expected to have a higher modal energy, which was found to be the case. Furthermore, 

the steeper decay rate in modal energy values at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 gives a more efficient decomposition to 

that when 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48. Therefore, improved overall thermal modelling performance is an expected 

result for goal approximation 1.    
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Due to the practical relevance of this case, to allow for an analysis of control surface errors at the 

SEPDC and Route G avionic components it was decided to include both the gross and net control 

surface errors. For both cases the overall trend in control surface errors shows that the algorithm is 

behaving as it should. However, when 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 the overall control surface errors are c. 4x smaller 

and on a net basis show a greater level of convergence, this is especially true for the SEPDC avionic 

component whose errors show convergence when 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 yet fail to do so when 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48. 

Rather, in the second approximation the SEPDC boundary condition errors diverge slightly from 

0.5362 to 0.82978% with the addition of the second mode and weight, next converging to 0.7175% 

with the 3-term approximation before fluctuating around c. 0.8% when the remaining modes and 

weights are added. At 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48 the PODc algorithm selected observation 7 as its source term, 

resulting in a small temperature differential (2K) between the goal value (373K) and source value 

(375K) at the SEPDC avionic component, thereby reducing the potential for convergence. Yet 

when  𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 the algorithm selected observation 9 as its source term, also giving the same 

temperature differential (2K) between the goal value (387K) and source value (385K) at the SEPDC 

avionic component. For both cases the result is a much lower level of convergence at the SEPDC 

component as opposed to the Route G cable. Yet unlike approximation 1 when 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48 the 

SEPDC boundary condition error did not improve with the inclusion of additional modes. This is 

because the 2-term control surface error depends directly on updated source information from the 

1-term reconstruction of thermal fields, and the 1-term control surface error depends directly on 

information from the chosen PODc source term. Indeed, it was found that when 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48 the 1-

term thermal approximations evaluated the temperature on the SEPDC as 369.9051K as opposed 

to the 375K as was the case with the initially selected source term (observation 7). Therefore, 

considering the goal temperature of 373K, the greater differential (3.0949 vs. 2K) that resulted from 

the 1-term approximation of 369.9051K on the SEPDC explains the divergent behavior in SEPDC 

error when 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48.   
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For both thermal decompositions, the modal shapes of all the available PODc basis modes are 

plotted in Figure 5.28.   

 

Figure 5.28 - PODc mode shapes - thermal modelling mixed convection  

 

Because of the differently selected source terms around which the remaining observations form 

orthogonal complements, the PODc mode shapes will change with the chosen source term. As 

previously mentioned, the first dominant mode when 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 captured a modal energy of 77.12% 

as opposed to 70.34% when 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48, and that the overall behavior in modal energies of the 

former was superior indicating a more efficient decomposition. Confirmation of this is provided 

when comparing modes 1 and 2 for both cases in Figure 5.28. At 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 the first mode (modal 

energy 77.12%) resolved all the expected thermal flow features of the case, including those of the 

thermal plumes from both avionic components which impinge upon the upper fuselage-skin, and 

the cooler stratified region of flow adjacent to the bottom wall sourced from forced air-inflow at 

velocity-inlet. This is expected considering how the high-energy basis modes are biased to 
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capturing the macro features of the case. The second mode (modal energy 13.2%) was biased to 

resolving the smaller scale thermal flow features above velocity-inlet where cool air-inflow meets 

warmer air and at the lower right-hand corner of the SEPDC. The third and fourth modes go on to 

resolve the finer details missed by the second mode while also capturing small scale features in the 

region of the Route G cable. Aside from the stronger thermal plumes evident at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9, the same 

overall trend exists when 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48.      

 

The pseudo color plots generated in Figures 5.29 and 5.31 compare the actual solution to the best 

ROM solutions while Figures 5.30 and 5.32 depict the computed local errors.    

 

Part-1 PODc thermal modelling at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 with global error 0.3579% 

 

Figure 5.29 - Actual vs. approximated thermal field - mixed convection at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 
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Figure 5.30 - Local thermal modelling errors - mixed convection at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 

 

Part-1 PODc thermal modelling at 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48 with global error 0.7899% 

 

 

Figure 5.31 - Actual vs. approximated thermal field - mixed convection at 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48 
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Figure 5.32 - Local thermal modelling errors - mixed convection at 𝜃∗∗ = 0.48 

 

For both cases of mixed convection the PODc thermal reconstructions demonstrate excellent 

agreement with the CFD RANS solution to be replicated having global thermal modelling errors 

less than 1 percent. It is of specific interest that the accuracy of the overall thermal reconstructions 

was in line with those seen in the latter case of natural convection, and outperforming in terms of 

maximum global error. This results from the forced air-inflow boundary condition having an 

overall dampening effect on the variation in observed temperature values in the thermal observation 

matrix. As per Figure 5.29 the only visible difference is evident when 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 with the ROM 

slightly over predicting the strength and influence of the thermal plume arising from the upper 

right-hand side of the SEPDC component. The detail from the local error color plot in Figures 5.30 

and 5.32 is useful with respect to identifying the potential source of PODc thermal modelling error. 

It is of specific interest that for both cases the maximum local thermal error occurred c. 0.8m above 

the velocity-inlet at the location where cool air-inflow at inlet begins to lose momentum and 
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increase in temperature before being directed to the right to join the region of stratified flow 

adjacent to the floor of the aircraft crown compartment.  

5.6.2 Velocity modelling analysis 

The velocity goal functions required for a PODc reconstruction were generated using sets 

of fluid control surfaces in the PCP stage of the proposed methodology. Therefore, the PCP allows 

for reconstructions of velocity fields that are driven solely by thermal boundary conditions as was 

the case in natural convection, or driven in relative magnitudes in this case of mixed convection. 

Using the proposed approach corrective optimization with higher-order PODc reconstructions 

occurs within subsets of the fluid domain rather than at boundaries of the geometric model as was 

the case for all thermal reconstructions. Therefore, it is more appropriate to label “Control Surface 

Error” as “Fluid Control Surface Error”. At 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 the behavior of the modal energies and 

evaluated errors are plotted in Figure 5.33. 

 

Figure 5.33 - POD results - velocity modelling mixed convection at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 
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In consideration of Figure 5.33 the trend in modal energies indicate that the decomposition of the 

𝑦 component matrix was more efficient than the 𝑥 component matrix, as evidenced by the higher 

modal energy in the first basis mode and the steeper decay in modal energy values. This is an 

expected result when considering how air-inflow at inlet and the overall air-movement within the 

thermal plumes aligns with the 𝑦 axis.  

 

Like that of the velocity modelling in the previous case of natural convection, the fluid control 

surface errors were evaluated using goal and updated information from each successive 

reconstruction at the specific surfaces. For this case of mixed convection, the fluid control surfaces 

had to be placed manually inside the compartment to achieve satisfactory results. The convergence 

in fluid control surface error when all the available basis modes and weights are added to the 

expansion indicates that the algorithm is behaving as it should and is therefore providing a degree 

of optimization inside the fluid domain. For the thermal reconstructions of mixed convection the 

evaluation of the weights considered information at control surfaces imposed at boundaries of the 

geometric model only (SEPDC component and Route G cable). Therefore, for this case when strong 

temperature gradients persist throughout the domain convergence in global thermal modelling error 

was not achieved when additional modes were added. However, because the proposed methodology 

introduced fluid control surfaces to allow for a degree of corrective optimization within the fluid 

bulk, the overall convergence in global velocity modelling error was found to be preferable to those 

from a thermal reconstruction. The optimal velocity reconstruction arose from a 3-term and 7-term 

approximation for the 𝑥 and 𝑦 components respectively. Using all available velocity component 

approximations, the behavior in velocity magnitude was also plotted, giving a minimum error when 

6 modes were used for both components of velocity (a total of 12 modes). For the velocity 

decompositions at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 the modal shapes of all the available PODc basis modes are plotted in 

Figure 5.34. 
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Figure 5.34 - PODc mode shapes - velocity modelling mixed convection at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 

 

The non-homogenous boundary conditions produced complex flow features that made it onerous 

to dissect a coherent pattern in the modal shapes depicted in Figure 5.34. Nevertheless, it is of 

specific interest that small-scale turbulent features were captured by low-energy modes (6 onwards) 

in the region of the heat-dissipating avionics. The modal energies for modes 6 were 1.67 and 1.4% 

for the 𝑥 and 𝑦 component decompositions respectively.  

 

The pseudo color plots generated in Figure 5.35 compares the actual solution to the best ROM 

solution while Figure 5.36 depicts the computed local errors.   
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Part-3 PODc velocity modelling at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 with global error 10.5803% 

 

 

Figure 5.35 - Actual vs. approximated velocity field - mixed convection at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 

Figure 5.36 - Local velocity modelling errors - mixed convection at 𝜃∗∗ = 2.9 
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The PODc reconstruction of the velocity field for this case of mixed convection is in strong 

agreement with the actual solution and demonstrates a satisfactory level of accuracy with a global 

velocity magnitude modelling error (10.58%) aligning with those seen in the previous case of 

natural convection. Like that of maximum local errors seen in the thermal reconstructions large 

local errors were located in the region where forced air-inflow begins to lose upward momentum 

meeting warmer fluid in the compartment. Unlike thermal reconstructions, the maximum local 

errors for the velocity reconstruction occur in a pocket of stationary fluid to the left of the Route G 

cable.  

5.7 Closing comments on the proposed ROM   

Having just discussed the results obtained for the cases of natural and mixed convection in 

Sections 5.5 and 5.6 respectively, this final Section brings the discussion to a close with a general 

overview with respect to the rationale behind the development of the proposed 3-part methodology. 

This overview should then serve as a good preamble to the conclusions and recommendations for 

future work in Chapter 6.  

 

This work was interested in discovering if it was possible to completely bypass an exploitation of 

the underlying governing equations via projection based Galerkin methods for a fast reduced-order-

modelling of natural and mixed convective fields. This hypothesis was tested through the 

significant adaption of an existing Galerkin-free POD ROM methodology for turbulent forced 

convection. This founding methodology adopted the Flux Matching Procedure (FMP) to evaluate 

the weight coefficients. Rather than exploit the CFD RANS governing equations to compute the 

weights, the FMP matched goal and source flux information at control surfaces upon which initial 

boundary conditions were imposed. This was achieved by adopting the Moore-Penrose Pseudo 

Inverse through a least squares approach. The control surfaces were imposed at boundaries of the 

geometric model, representative of either temperature or velocity boundary conditions for a thermal 
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or velocity reconstruction respectively. In this way, the modelling of the thermal and velocity fields 

could be dealt with separately by the founding methodology, an acceptable assumption for the cases 

of low-speed turbulent forced convection that underwent investigation. By providing corrective 

optimization at specific locations on the boundaries of the model only, the FMP relied heavily on 

the quality of flow information captured by the basis modes to resolve remaining fields. This 

ensures that the information already captured by the individual basis modes has the driving 

influence in the reconstruction of remaining flow features.  

 

To cater to the modelling of a natural and mixed convection regime, the proposed methodology 

should allow for a degree of corrective optimization within the fluid bulk and away from control 

surfaces imposed on the boundaries of the model. To achieve this some modifications to the 

founding methodology were found to be necessary. Indeed, it was found that there were two main 

components to overcoming this challenge. Firstly, by relying on a fixed density term the FMP 

weight evaluation had to be adapted to cater to velocity reconstructions where constant density is 

no longer a valid assumption. This was overcome by replacing mass flux values with simple 

velocity values in the velocity goal function. To further simplify the algorithm heat flux values 

were also replaced with simple temperature values in the thermal goal function. From this 

appropriate weighting coefficients can still be obtained while leaving the existing mathematical 

theory unchanged. In this way, the existing code is simplified because there is no longer a need to 

convert the source and modal subsets to flux functions for a valid computation of the weighting 

coefficients. Therefore, the purpose of including the flux terms in founding method was not done 

for mathematical elegance, but rather to suit the application such that standard engineering design 

units of power and mass flow could be interpreted as inputs to the model. In consideration, for the 

proposed reduced-order-modelling procedure it was considered more appropriate to relabel the 

FMP as the “Flow Variable Matching Procedure” (FVMP). Secondly, the most burdensome 
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component was in creating a velocity field reconstruction that corresponded with the thermal field 

of natural or mixed convection. Furthermore, because velocity in natural convection develops in 

the absence of forced air-inflow, the methodology needed to be capable of reconstructing velocity 

fields that were driven solely by surrounding thermal boundary conditions. This was achieved by 

introducing a Profile Correlation Procedure (PCP) to sit between an initial thermal reconstruction 

and an end velocity reconstruction. Using existing velocity information already available in the 

velocity observation matrices, the PCP computes velocity profiles through carefully placed fluid 

control surfaces across the full observation space, compiling the velocity profile information in 

their respective control surface matrix before interpolating with respect to the goal value of the 

non-dimensional flow parameter to give an approximation of the goal velocity profiles. Finally, 

using the element-wise information for each of the fluid control surfaces, the goal velocity profiles 

can be concatenated into the velocity goal function required for the end velocity reconstruction. 

Because there is a need to evaluate the velocity goal function through the use of fluid control 

surfaces in cases beyond a constant density assumption the end requirement of the PCP further 

justifies the decision to replace mass flux functions with simple velocity values. In consideration, 

by providing the key input required for the end velocity reconstruction, the success of the PCP stage 

is vital to the overall methodology.  

 

The fluid control surfaces through which existing observation profiles are interpolated to provide 

an approximation for each goal velocity profile, one per fluid control surface, are vital to the PCP 

stage. The placement and selection of these fluid control surfaces therefore deserves some 

discussion. Although POD methods are by no means constrained to treating the velocity 

components separately, doing so afforded a greater level of flexibility with respect to the potential 

number of modifications that could be made to the founding methodology, improvements in data 

visualization and an enhanced level of error analysis was also afforded. From this, the PCP stage 
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implements vertical and horizontal fluid control surfaces to capture the velocity profiles associated 

with the 𝑥 and 𝑦 velocity component matrices respectively. Because the velocity modes have been 

shown to relate mathematically to kinetic energy, this work initially took the view that the fluid 

control surfaces should be placed subject to regions of maximum flow velocity. It was discovered 

that the placement and selection of these surfaces could only be automated for the low buoyancy 

case of natural convection, with all remaining cases requiring a manual placement subject to the 

experience and know-how of the researcher to provide satisfactory results. All remaining goal states 

were defined by significant flow feature interaction effects, which became especially prominent in 

the case of mixed convection in the aircraft crown compartment. Consequently, to generate 

satisfactory velocity reconstructions in all the remaining cases a manual selection of fluid control 

surfaces was required subject to an understanding of the flow feature interaction process. For the 

case of natural convection this was demonstrated by Figure 4.21 in Chapter 4 which is replicated 

here in Figure 5.37. The 4 points identified by the automated process failed to take into account the 

increased momentum in leftward moving airflow passing over the cylinder. 

 

Figure 5.37 - PCP manual output - natural convection at 𝜃∗ = 7.66𝑒 − 4 
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Except for the weaker buoyancy case of natural convection when 𝜃∗ = 3.7𝑒 − 4, the requirement 

for the PCP stage to invoke a manual selection in fluid control surfaces clearly offsets the overall 

purpose of the reduced-order-modelling framework, i.e. the need for a fast reconstruction of the 

velocity field close to real-time. Nevertheless, the end velocity reconstructions were shown to be 

more than satisfactory thereby validating the underlying rationale and soundness of the PCP stage. 

With this in mind, further refinements to the PCP could easily allow for a fully automated selection 

of fluid control surfaces thereby allowing for real-time modelling of velocity fields for forced, 

natural and mixed convection while completely bypassing the need to exploit the underlying 

governing equations. This would ultimately add significant value to the existing knowledge base 

in the Galerkin-free reduced-order-modelling community.  

 

Chapter 6 draws succinct conclusions from this research work, and assesses whether the research 

objectives outlined at the end of Chapter 1 have been met. Chapter 6 ends with strong 

recommendations for future work which should serve to bolster the proposed reduced-order-

modelling methodology, with a particular focus on the potential for full automation in the selection 

of fluid control surfaces by the PCP stage.   
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions & Future Work  

Using the results and discussion from Chapter 4 and 5 as a basis, this final Chapter opens 

by drawing conclusions with respect to the capability and future potential of the proposed reduced-

order-model (ROM) in the modelling of natural or mixed convective physical fields. From this an 

assessment is made on whether the research objectives outlined in Chapter 1 have been satisfied. 

Finally, the thesis concludes by suggesting future avenues of research that the ROM could profit 

from.  

6.1 Conclusions drawn  

The proposed approach adopted the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition with Orthogonal 

Complements (PODc) and incorporated it with a Flow Variable Matching Procedure (FVMP) for 

the initial thermal reconstruction (part-1) and implemented the Profile Correlation Procedure (PCP) 

(part-2) for the evaluation of velocity goal functions that were required as inputs to the end PODc 

w. FVMP velocity reconstruction (part-3). Key conclusions drawn from the research were as 

follows.  

 The PODc w. FVMP algorithm was shown to produce excellent levels of accuracy with 

global thermal modelling errors less than 1% for all thermal reconstructions (part-1 of 

ROM) in the natural and mixed convection regimes. 

 Providing the fluid control surfaces were positioned appropriately, following the 

generation of the velocity goal function by the PCP stage (part-2 of ROM), the PODc w. 

FVMP algorithm produced satisfactory levels of accuracy (in the region of 9 to 10%) for 

each of the velocity reconstructions (part-3 of ROM) in the natural and mixed convection 

regimes.  

 All algorithms had a run-time of less than 1 second with the PODc demonstrating that only 

a small number of modes are required for an adequate reconstruction Therefore, there is no 
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concern for a real-time exploration of the thermal design space. However, a real-time 

exploration of the velocity design space requires that the existing automation criteria under 

the PCP be further refined to allow for a fully automated selection of fluid control surfaces 

that permits a satisfactory level of accuracy for all cases.   

 Once the observation data was made available so that the ROM could be online and 

operational all algorithms were shown to provide solutions close to real-time. Yet the time 

and resources required to procure the observation database needed to adequately describe 

the problem space is notoriously high with POD methods. Nevertheless, within an 

industrial setting it is not irrational to suggest that such data already exists in storage 

thereby greatly reducing the offline cost and bringing significant gains in efficiency with 

respect to preliminary design decisions in a manufacturing workflow.   

 The overall soundness of the proposed 3-part methodology has been clearly demonstrated 

thereby strongly indicating that it is indeed possible to forgo a Galerkin projection type 

approach in the reduced-order-modelling of physical fields in natural and mixed 

convection.  

 

The research objectives outlined at the end of Chapter 1 are replicated below. 

1. To develop a predictive CFD-based ROM that can cater to a natural and mixed convection 

regime in populated compartment models. 

2. The ROM should allow for a fast, accurate and reliable reconstruction of physical fields.  

 

In consideration of work achieved to date, the proposed methodology satisfies the first research 

objective. This work has demonstrated that good levels of accuracy can be achieved in the 

reconstruction of physical fields in natural or mixed convection with a distributed parameter based 

ROM while bypassing the need to exploit the governing fluid equations via the Galerkin projection 

method. The proposed methodology fully satisfies research objective 2 with respect to thermal 
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modelling only. Research objective 2 is partly satisfied with respect to velocity modelling in so far 

that initial results have demonstrated the real potential for a fast and reliable reconstruction when 

using the velocity goal functions evaluated by the PCP. This is evidenced in Chapter 5 when 

considering the improved rate of convergence in velocity global modelling errors as opposed to 

those of temperature, therefore indicating that the PCP is behaving as it should. Nevertheless, more 

research efforts are required to fully automate and refine the PCP with focus on the placement, size 

and number of fluid control surfaces. Should full automation in the PCP stage be achieved, the 

overall reduced-order-modelling methodology would profit greatly.  

6.2 Future work  

This final Section in Chapter 6 concludes the overall research work by providing strong 

recommendations for future work. If these suggestions are carried out the author believes that the 

subsequent findings could greatly improve upon the existing bed of research knowledge attained 

while also bringing the ROM in its current format to the forefront of the state of the art with a real 

potential for integration into current design practices as a standard design tool. In consideration of 

the findings previously discussed the PCP should undergo refinement so that it can better cope with 

interacting flow features and allow for a fully automated selection of fluid control surfaces for all 

cases. From this a real-time exploration of the velocity design space could be achieved for all cases. 

To do this it is worth thinking about where the ideal locations for the fluid control surfaces would 

be. Indeed, the modal plots presented earlier in Chapter 5 cast doubt on whether the fluid control 

surfaces should be placed subject to regions of high kinetic energy as previously thought. To 

explain why, two potential avenues should be explored.  

 

Firstly, consider how the individual velocity modal values represent some linear combination of 

the original observation values, therefore the resulting modal shapes will lose some of the non-

linearities associated with the goal divergent velocity field in natural or mixed convection. For 
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example, if considering a moving fluid element in Cartesian space, in contrast to low-speed forced 

convection for the cases of natural and mixed convection changes in density ensures that the fluid 

element will change in volume as it moves from one location to the next. To alleviate this mismatch, 

the standard inner product induced by the method of snapshots could be replaced with an energy 

inner product, and it may also be worthwhile exploring the effect of placing the fluid control 

surfaces in regions subject to large variations in density; such regions could be identified by large 

temperature gradients in the initial thermal reconstruction.  

 

Secondly, when using the proposed methodology, the evaluation of the individual weights 

considers information at the fluid control surfaces only, and therefore relies heavily on the 

information contained in the corresponding modal shape to drive the remainder of the 

reconstruction. Therefore, it is worth exploring the effect of clustering the fluid control surfaces in 

regions dominated by minimum absolute modal values. Indeed, because the PCP does not care if 

the velocity basis modes are calculated before or after the evaluation of the velocity goal function, 

for the initial 1-term reconstruction an analysis of the first mode shape would allow for such regions 

to be identified. This refined PCP would therefore be an iterative process whereby the location of 

the fluid control surfaces would change in succession with each higher-order approximation. The 

refined PCP algorithmic procedure could look something like this: 

1. Compute velocity basis modes 

2. For first term approximation implement a searching algorithm on the first mode shape to 

identify regions of minimum energy (small absolute values) 

3. Place surfaces there 

4. Evaluate goal profile as normal (this is the interpolation component to the existing PCP)  

5. Compute first weight and create 1-term approximation  

6. Repeat steps 2-5 for each subsequent higher-order approximation   
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For both recommended avenues the number of fluid control surfaces would depend on the 

dispersion of the identified regions throughout the grid.  Having decided upon the placement criteria 

for the fluid control surfaces, the final hurdle to overcome is to allow the process to undergo full 

automation. Using the placement criteria as an output condition, the fluid control surfaces could be 

placed automatically subject to the minimization of a residual through the identification of an 

appropriate non-linear function. To achieve this, it would be worth exploring the potential of 

incorporating features of the Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method (DEIM) into the refined PCP 

stage. As per the literature reviewed earlier in Chapter 2, the DEIM has already been incorporated 

with the POD to develop POD-DEIM reduced order models, and the identified literature would be 

a good starting point to explore its potential in relation to refining the existing PCP stage of the 

proposed methodology.        
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